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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

The City of Vale Transportation System Plan (TSP) guides the management of existing and
future transportation facilities for the next 20 years. This TSP document satisfies the
requirements of the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule (TPR).

PLANNING AREA
The City of Vale TSP study area includes all lands inside the Vale Urban Growth Boundary.
fall under several jurisdictions:

9

State of Oregon,
Malheur County,
City of Vale.

The primary streets through the city include State Highways 20 (Washington Street and "A"
Street), 26 (Glenn Street) and 451 (Graham Boulevard). The City of Vale is the county seat of
Malheur County and houses most county offices. In 1995, Vale's population reached 1600.
Located in the northeastern portion of the county, as shown in Figure 1-1, Vale lies
approximately 14 miles west of Ontario and 14 miles northwest of Nyssa. The city itself borders
the Malheur River to the southeast and extends west to Ash Street, approximately one mile to the
west of the Highway 20Nale-West Highway intersection. Bully Creek roughly follows the
city's southern boundary, while Ellsworth Street generally defines the city's northern edge.
Vale's Urban Growth Boundary extends beyond the City of Vale, mainly to the north and west as
Figure 1-2 shows.
Major economic activities include retail commerce, farming and agricultural, and mineral
processing. Malheur County, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the Oregon Trail
Mushroom Company and the Eagle-Picher Company together act as the city's largest employers.
Named for the valley in which it has developed, Vale is surrounded by prime farm land. This
area also contains geothermal resources (i.e., hot springs), which both can support related
industry as well as reflects the potential for adverse seismic activity. In addition, soil types in
and around Vale may limit the types and extent of development.

'PLANNING PROCESS
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) funded the preparation of the City of Vale
TSP in 1997-98 as part of the Malheur County TSP effort. The plan was developed through a
series of technical analyses combined with input from City Council, ODOT staff, and the Vale
Planning Commission. Key elements of the process included:
February 1998
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Involving the City of Vale (Chapter 1)
Reviewing existing plans and policies (Chapter 2)
Establishing goals and objectives (Chapter 3)
Describing the existing transportation system (Chapter 4)
Developing population, employment and travel forecasts (Chapter 5 )
Developing, analyzing and evaluating potential transportation system improvements
(Chapter 6)
Writing the Transportation System Plan elements (Chapter 7)
Reviewing and summarizing a capital improvements program (chapter 8)
Developing recommended policies and ordinances (Chapter 9)
Community Involvement

The City of Vale Planning Commission, whlch served as the citizen advisory committee for the
TSP development, provided policy input and served as a sounding board for local transportation
issues. They met three times during the planning process. They received copies of materials for
review as they were developed. A member of the Planning Commission assisted in the project
by conducting a buildable lands analysis and providing that information to the project team.
Additionally, an public open house was held to review the draft plan with the general public.
Review and Inventory of Existing Plans, Policies and Public Facilities

The following documents have been reviewed and summarized as a part of the TSP:
City of Vale
City of Vale Comprehensive Plan, 1992
0
City of Vale Zoning Ordinance, 1995
City of Vale Subdivision Ordinance
City of Vale Industrial Site Access Study, 1996
Malheur County
Malheur County Comprehensive Plan, 1982
Public Facilities and Services Report, 1976
Malheur County Strategic Plan, 1996
State of Oregon
ODOT Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, 1998-200 1 Draft
Oregon Transportation Plan
Draft Interim Corridor Strategy for the Sisters to Ontario Corridor (OR
126/US Highway 26), September 1997
Draft US Highway 20 Conidor Strategy (Bend - Vale), June 1996
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Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
Goals and Objectives
A set of draft goals and objectives is outlined in Chapter 3. These goals and objectives were
used to make decisions about potential improvement projects.

Inventory of Existing Transportation System

ation facilities in th

Future Transportation System Demands

The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) requires that all TSPs address a 20-year forecasting
period. Future traffic volumes for the existing and committed transportation systems were
projected using ODOT's Level 1 analysis -- PDIA. Chapter 5 summarizes and illustrates the
travel demand forecasting analysis.
Transportation System Potential Improvements

Once the travel forecasts were developed, the consultant team evaluated a series of potential
transportation system improvements. Chapter 6 elaborates on eacb project alternative, and the
rationale for the final selection of a projects which comprise the preferred alternative.
Transportation System Plan

Chapter 7 addresses each mode of transportation and provides an overall implementation
program. The elements include a street system, a bicycle and pedestrian plan, a public
transportation element~discussion,as well as airport, pipeline and rail elements.
Funding Options

The City of Vale may need additional funding mechanisms, and the funding options chapter
reviews existing and potential financing opportunities. The financing and funding options
available to the city are described in Chapter 8.
Recommended Policies and Ordinance Amendments

Suggestions for specific changes to the Comprehensive Plan policies and implementation of
revised zoning and subdivision/road standards are contained in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2:
EXISTING PLANS, POLICES AND CODES
The City of Vale TSP started with a review and summary of all existing plans, policies and codes
relevant to transportation in the county. They are summarized below in the following order:
City of Vale
Malheur County,
State of Oregon,
Federal government.
Recommendations for amendments to various County plans and policies are found in Chapter 9
of this document.
CITY OF VALE PLANS, POLICIES AND CODES

.

City Of Vale Comprehensive Plan, 1992
The City of Vale Comprehensive Plan briefly addresses the transportation system (pages 36-39),
categorized by facility type.
Streets

This portion of The plan describes the adequacy of the existing transportation system, citing few
traffic or facility problems with the following exceptions:
Congestion is recognized along West Main Street north of the Bully Creek Bridge, and the
Plan discusses the option of widening that faciIity.
Most city street in the northern part of town are not adequately maintained, nor contribute
revenue to the City.
Plats in the northern part of town may restrict future development patterns.
To address some of these issue, the Comprehensive Plan states the need to coordinate street
rights-of-way and alignment well prior to development.
Airport

The Miller Memorial Airport serves the City of Vale, and is located one mile to the southwest.
Although the airport is not included in the National Aviation Systems Plan, and is therefore not
eligible for Federal Aviation Authority funds, the City of Vale has expressed interest in
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improving the facility. Private sources would most likely fund and develop these improvements,
which include paved runways and a new telephone.
City Of Vale Zoning Ordinance (Title VIII) 1995
With respect to transportation, the City of Vale Zoning Ordinance contains the stated purpose of
lessening congestion. It includes definitions of "parking space", "street", and "vision clearance
area" and establishes building height, lot coverage standards, and allowable uses by zone. Zones
include:
"Residential", "Residential/Professional Offices", "General Commercial", and
"Industrial". In terms of encouraging mixed use, residential uses are permitted in "General
Commercial". Off-street parking and loading standards are included for all uses.
Some general access anagement standards are included for industrial uses and for conditional
uses. For conditional uses, the ordinance notes that "the City may limit or prohibit vehicle
access from a conditional use to a residential street and it may limit or prohibit building openings
within fifty feet (50') of residential property in a residential zone if the openings will cause glare
or excessive noise or otherwise adversely affect adjacent property.
The ordinance includes an Airport Overlay Zone. The Airport Overlay Zone defines a Airport
Approach Safety Zone which allows all otherwise allowable uses with the following exceptions:
(1) landfills, garbage dumps, water impoundments or other uses that attract birds, (2) Churches,
auditoriums, school facilities, hospitals, day care centers and other public or private meeting
places designed to accommodate more that twenty-five persons at one time, (3) Uses that
interfere with aviation due to height of structures, glare from buildings, smoke, lights that shne
upwards and radio interference from transmissions. A Clear Zone is also defined within which
no buildings or structures are allowed.
The ordinance also includes an Historic Preservation Zone which is intended to implement the
historic preservation policies of the Vale Comprehensive Plan. Permitted uses are the same as
would be permitted by the underlying zone. However, a permit is required for the alteration of
the exterior appearance or for the demolition or the removal on any site or structure listed on the
Vale Comprehensive Plan Inventory of Historic Sites and Structures.
Requirements for public facilities and services are included in section 8.15A.3.2. This section
states that generally the cost of extensions or improvement shall be borne by the developer and
that "creation of a new street or improvements of existing streets or rights of way shall conform
to the City's existing street patterns and shall be engineered and constructed to City
specifications." The section also notes that "road maintenance shall be the responsibility of the
County or appropriate road district, if and only if, the road is formally accepted into the road
system pursuant to State statute."

City of Vale
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City Of Vale Subdivision Ordinance

In this ordinance, the City of Vale outlines the requirements for developing new subdivisions, as
well as addresses transportation infrastructure design standards, as described in Table 2-1. The
Subdivision Ordinance also dictates street spacing and facility improvement standards.
Table 2-1
Current Street Design Standards

Where constrained by topography or other conditions, narrower right-of-way may be acceptable, generally not less than 50 ft.
Minimum radius for tum-around is 50 f t
Minimum curve radius on 300 ft. on major arterials, 200 ft. on minor arterials.
' intersections which contain an angle less than 80 degrees or which include an arterial street have a minimum 20 ft roadway
radius.
Sidewalks shall be installed on both sides of a public street and in any special pedestrian way within the subdivision, except that
in the case of primary or secondary arterials, or special type industrial districts, the Planning Commission may approve a subdivision
without sidewalks if alternative pedestrian routes are available: and provided further, that in case of streets serving residential areas
having single-family dwellings located on lots equivalent to two and one-half (2.5) or less dwelling units per gross acre, the
requirement for sidewalks shall not apply, provided there is no evidence of special pedestrian activity along the streets involved.

City of Vale Industrial Site Access Study, 1996
This report studied alternatives to improve truck traffic access to industrial sites north and south
of the Oregon Eastern Railroad. The recommended improvement entails the construction of a
new railroad crossing on 17th Street and the installation of crossing gates at that location and at
the existing crossing on 14th Street. The access study breaks the project into a series of nine
phases of development, at a total cost of approximately $950,000.
-

-

MALHEUR COUNTY PLANS, POLICIES AND CODES
Malheur County Comprehensive Plan, 1982
The transportation chapter of the County's Comprehensive Plan (pages 193 to 208) identifies a
roadway classification system, describes the responsibility of the County and the four road
February 1998
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districts for maintenance, lists planned improvements, describes public transportation, and
discusses bicycle, pedesman and horse trails.
Functional Classification
The comprehensive plan lists the following roadway classifications:
Principal Arterial: Roadway of national, interstate and statewide significance
Minor Arterial: Roadways of statewide and interstate significance
Major Collector: Roadways of intraregional and intracounty significance
Minor Collector: Roadways of Iocal and intracounty significance serving areas not
already served by a higher-order roadway.
Local Roads: Roadways of local significance that provide access t adjacent properties.
Local roads may be divided into Primary local roads, Secondary local roads, and Specialuse local roads.
Primary local roads: Roadways providing access to adjacent property within an
urban growth boundary or serving an urbanhon-rural situation. (Includes but not
limited to cul-de-sacs, cornmercial/industrial streets, and minor streets).
Secondary Iocal roads Roadways providing access to adjacent property in a rural
situation. (Includes rural minor roads, rural cul-de-sacs, and rural public roads).
Special-use local roads: Roadways established by the county as having a special
purpose and not intended for unrestricted public use.
Maintenance Responsibility
The comprehensive plan distinguishes between the repair and maintenance responsibilities of the
County and the four road districts Ironside, Juntura, Ontario and Nyssa. The road districts are
responsible for roads within their boundaries and the County maintains all major bridges and
dedicated public right-of-way (except state roadways) in the remainder of the County.
Public Facilities And Services Report, 1976

The Transportation section of thls report @ages 24 to 29) summarizes the services (related to
construction and maintenance of roads) provided by the State, County, four road districts and the
cities of Ontario, Nyssa and Vale. The report summarizes the financing mechanisms and
pertinent policies of each jurisdiction. The report also lists the following problems and issues:
The lack of coordinated decisions and advance planning of streets and roads leads to
traffic problems and expensive solutions.
Maintenance of roads is often frequently inefficient, due to lack of coordination and
illogical boundaries.
Road construction standards are not consistent, which leads to problems for the cities as
they annex new areas.
City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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Advance planning of striet layout and size could help reduce public expenditures, reduce
traffic problems, give the county knowledge of city intentions, and help support other
elements of Comprehensive Plans.
Malheur County is the only county in Oregon with autonomous road districts. This
arrangement should be carefully reviewed to determine whether there is unnecessary
duplication of equipment and personnel and inefficient road maintenance due to the
shaping of jurisdictional boundaries.

Malheur County Strategic Plan, 1996

ty includes Physical Infias
The Strategic Plan recently ad
Development goals that call for transportation improvements. These include the following
suggested strategies:
General Transportation Planing
Collaborate with the Community Solutions Team, Oregon Department of Transportation,
and NOVA Transportation Committee to forge a Transportation Master Plan outlining
development plans and implementation schedules to complete the transportation projects
in Malheur County.
Coordinate with ODOT and other responsible public jurisdictions the priority for project
funding, engineering and implementation.
Park and Ride Program
Inventory the destinations of all commuters in the potential park and ride service areas.
Explore and use tax enhancements to motivate private enterprise to become involved in a
park and ride program.
Create and advertise incentives for the use of the Park and Ride Program.
As in the development of the Park and Ride program by obtaining grants to off-set the
initial development costs.
Encourage business to develop "staggered" shifts for employees.
Rail Improvements
Inventory and promote the expansion of existing rail services that contribute to the use of
rail service in the county.
Develop a container transfer yard along a rail line in Malheur County.
New Financing Mechanisms
Investigate the benefits and feasibility of establishing a Port District in Malheur County
to fund infrastructure improvements for industrial site development projects.
Investigate the merits of increasing the use of development fees to finance infrastructure
improvements in the City of Ontario.
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Airport ~m~rovements/~onstruc~ion
Obtain funding for the construction of Vale airport improvements.
0
Outline a development plan and implementation schedule for the Vale airport
improvements.
Obtain all necessary permit approvals fiom Oregon Department of Transportation
(Aeronautics) to construct a state airport at Jordan Valley.

OREGON STATEWIDE PLANS, POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
ODOT Statewide ransportation Improvement Program 1998-2001 Draft

five mile stretch of Highway 20 (mp 223.1 - mp 258.
A project is identifie
including the portion which runs through the City of Vale. The project, which includes
preservation and safety corrections, is scheduled to begin in 1998 and continue through 1999 at a
projected cost of $7,210,000 (reference: S T P Project - Central Oregon Highway (US-20)
Solution Package).
Oregon Transportation Plan

The Oregon Transportation Plan (OTP), in a policy element, defines the goals, policies and
actions for the state over the next forty years. It directs the coordination of transportation modes
and the relationship of transportation to land use, economic development, the environment and
energy use. It also addresses the coordination of transportation with federal, state, regional and
local plans. In its system element, the OTP identifies a coordinated multimodal transportation
system, a network of facilities and services for air, rail, highway, public transit, pipeline
waterways, marine transportation, bikeways and other modes of transportation.
The OTP was adopted by the Oregon Transportation Commission on September 15, 1992. The
financing program and legislation needed to implement the plan was submitted to the 1993
legislature, however, the financing plan failed to gain the support of the legislature at that time.
The OTP is part of an ongoing transportation planning process within the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT). ORS 184.168(1) requires the state agencies to use the OTP to guide
and coordinate transportation activities. The goals and policies stated in the OTP define a
balanced and efficient transportation system that promotes accessibility for all potential users.
Along with its associated modal plans (described subsequently), the OTP must comply with the
state agency coordination program and the state-wide planning goals. The Land Conservation
and Development Committee's (LCDC's) Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) which
implements Goal 12 (transportation) requires ODOT to identify a system of transportation
facilities and services adequate to meet identified state transportation needs to prepare a
transportation system plan. The OTP, including the policy and system elements and adopted
City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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modal and facility plans, is intended to meet the requirements for the state TSP. Transportation
Pluming Rule requirements will be reviewed and listed in the development of Chapter 9.
Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (1995)
The Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan outlines the general principles and policies that ODOT
follows to provide bikeways along state highways and describes the fiarnework for cooperation
between ODOT and local jurisdictions. The Plan also offers guidance to cities and counties for
the development of local plans. It also states ODOT's commitment to providing wide, paved
shoulders in rural areas as a part of its standard construction practices. The state priority is to
complete the bicycle and pedestrian networks within urb
recreational improvements as a part of rural road improvements.
Oregon High way Plan (1991)
The Oregon Highway Plan (OHP), adopted by the Oregon Transportation Commission in 1991,
outlines the policies which enable the Department of Transportation to better manage the
highway system for the period 1991-2010. A key component of the OTP, it merits special
consideration. The adopted policies of the OHP that pertain to the City of Vale include:
Level of Importance &Or)
Access Management
Level Of Importance (LOO Policy
Background and Purpose: The ODOT has devised a "level of importance" classification system
to prioritize highway improvement needs and define operational objectives.
The highway classification system defines four levels of importance including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Interstate
Statewide
Regional
District

The level of importance concept is based on the premise that the more important routes require a
higher level of service. Interstate routes, for example, should maintain a higher level of service
than district routes.
1. Interstate Highways: The primary fhction of highways in this level is to provide
connections and links to major cities, regions of the state, and other states. A secondary
function in metropolitan areas is to provide connections and links for regional trips within
the metropolitan area. Connections are primarily with roadways that serve areas of
February 1998
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regional significance o r scope. The management objective is to provide for safe and
efficient high-speed continuous-flow operation in wbm and rural areas. Vale does not
contain Interstate Highway facilities.
2. Statewide Highways: The primary function of highways in this level is to provide
connections and links to larger urban areas, ports and major recreation areas that are not
directly served by interstate highways. Statewide highways provide links to the interstate
system and alternate links to other states. A secondary function is to provide links and
connections for intra-urban and intra-regional trips. Connections are primarily with
roadways that serve areas of regional significance or scope.

Statewide routes generally serve centers of 5,000 or more population, have route lengths
of 50 miles or more, do not parallel other statewide routes within 25 miles, connect at
each end with interstate routes, statewide routes or major recreational areas, and cany at
least 500 vehicles per day. The management objective is to provide for safe and efficient
high-speed continuous-flow operation in rural areas and high to moderate-speed
operations with limited interruptions of flow in urban and urbanizing areas. Highway 20
and Highway 26 in the City of Valefall into the Statewide category.
3. Regional Highways: The primary function of highways in this level is to provide
connections and links to areas within regions of the state, between small urbanized areas
and larger population centers, and to higher level facilities. A secondary function is to
serve land uses in the vicinity of these highway. The management objective is to provide
for safe and efficient high-speed continuous-flow operation in m a 1 areas, except where
there are significant environmental constraints, and moderate to low-speed operation in
urban and urbanizing areas with moderate interruptions to flow. Vale contains no
Regional Highway facilities.

4. District Highways: The primary function of highways in this level is to serve local
traffic and land access. Highways included in this level primarily serve local hnctions
and are of relatively low significance from a statewide perspective. They are often routes
that held a higher function during the early development of Oregon's highway system.
With the passage of time and the construction of other through routes the importance of
District highways from a statewide perspective has diminished. They now serve a similar
function to county roads and city streets. The management objective is to provide for safe
and efficient moderate to high-speed continuous-flow operation in rural areas reflecting
the surrounding environment, and moderate to low-speed operation in urban and
urbanizing areas with a moderate to high level of interruptions to flow. Included in this
level is Highway 451 (Yale- West Highway).

City of Vale
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Table 2-2 summarizes the LO1 designation for state highways in the City of Vale.

Table 2-2
Level Of Importance Designation For State Highways In The City Of Vale
Statewide

Highway 20
Highway 26
Vale-West Highway

District

Level of Sewice (LOS) Standards: The LO1 policy includes operational level of service (LOS)
standards as summarized in Table 2-3. These standards are to be used by ODOT when making
operating decisions (such as access management decisions) and when coordinating with local
comprehensive planning. The ODOT's objective is to maintain LOS at or above the listed
standards.
The standards depend on the highway level of importance and general land use characteristics.
Special standards are provided for areas where highways are located in exclusive transitway
corridors and where highways, other than interstate highways, pass through special transportation
areas such as dense transit or pedestrian-oriented business districts. Other allowances are made
for highway sections that are severely constrained by intensive land use development or major
environmental limitations, and for highway sections that are operating at a substandard level but
are not scheduled for improvement in the Six-Year Transportation Improvement Program.
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Table 2-4
Access Management Classification System

I

I

(Freeway)

I

I

None

I

NA

I

None

NA

I

Full

I

I

I

None

I

Full

%-2Mi

(Expressway)

I

None

Rt Turns

NA

None"

1200'NoneS

Full

Partial15

LURt Turns

500'

% Mi

LURt Turns

1200'

None5

PartiaUNone7

LURt Turns

300'

114 Mi

None

LtlRt Turns

500'

% Mi

None

LURt Turns

150'

114 Mi

None

LURt Turns

300'

X Mi

None

PartiallNone
16

Control

Access Management Policv
Purpose: Several factors, including the number, spacing, type and location of accesses,
intersections, and traffic signals have a significant effect on the capacity, speed, safety and
general operational efficiency of highways. These factors need to be effectively managed in
order to operate the highway system. Collectively these factors comprise access management.
The OHP Access Management policy provides a framework for making access decisions which
will be consistent with the fknction and operating levels of service identified in the LO1 Policy.
10

II

It

I3

I4

I5

16

The Level oflmportance (LOI)to which the Access Category will generally correspond. In cases where the access category is higher
than the LO1 calls for, existing levels of access control will not be reduced.
Generally, signals should be spaced to minimize delay and disruptions to through traffic. Signals may be spaced at intervals closer
than those shown to optimize capacity and safety.
Generally, no signals will be allowed at private access points on statewide and regional highways. If warrants arc met, alternatives to
signals should be investi ated, including median closin . Spacing between private access points is to be determined by acceleration
needs to achje"e 70% o# facility operating speed. ~ l f o w e dmoves and spacing requirements may bc more restrictive than those
shown to optlmlze capaclty and safety.
The basic intersection design options are as listed. Special matments may be considered in other than category 1. These include
partial interchanges, 'ughandles, etc. The decision on the design should be based on function of the highway, traffic engineering,
cost-effectiveness and need to protect the highway. interchanges must conform to the ~nterchangepolicy.
In some instances, signals may need to be installed. Prior to deciding on a signal, other alternatives should be examined. The design
should minimize the effect of the signal on through traffic b establishin spacing to optimize progression. Long-range plans for the
facility should be directed at ways 10 eliminate the need for txe signal in t%e future.
Partial median control will allow some welldefined and channelized breaks in the physical median bamer. These can be allowed
between intersections if no deteriomtion of highway opemtlon will result.
Use of physical median bamer can be interspersed with segments of continuous left-turn lane or, if demand is light, no median at all.
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It will be used by the ODOT to & r y out its responsibilities for managing access under statutes
and administrative rules. Ii will also be used by the OSHI) to guide the design of highways and
coordination with local comprehensive planning.

Policy: The OHP Access Management Policy standards are defmed by roadway category in
Table 2-4. Table 2-5 summarizes the access management category designation for state
highways in the City of Vale.
Table 2-5
Access Management Category Designation For State Highways In The City Of Vale

4 - Urban

Statewide

Highway 20

Statewide

Highway 26

6 - Urban

District

Highways 451

4 Urban

*

Subject to change upon completion of the TSP

Oregon Benchmarks (1994)
The Oregon Benchmarks (updated in 1994) is a planning guide used by all State agencies to track
quality of life issues throughout the State. In 1992, the Governor's Task Force on State
Government recommended in their report, New Directions, that Oregon Benchmarks be
integrated into the goals of state agencies, and their planning and budgeting be directed towards
addressing the significant Benchmarks.
A number of transportation related Benchmarks guide ODOT planning efforts. One of the core
benchmarks is to provide livable communities, a component of which entails providing
transportation facilities to points near where people live and work. This same theme on
improving transportation access options appears under the Developed Communities Benchmark.
In addition, this Benchmark emphasizes access to alternative transportation modes. Under this
same Developed Communities Benchmark, specific goals exist for improving state highways,
transit facilities, and air service. Under the Benchmark to maintain Oregon's capacity for
expansion and growth, transportation related goals are considered to be critical. Specifically, this
Benchmark calls for improvements to telecommunication networks throughout the State. All of
these goals are considered important to improving the livability, the developed environment, and
the capacity for expansion and growth of communities throughout Oregon.
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Oregon Aviation System Plan (1$?PI;)

-

- .-

-

The Oregon Aviation System Plan (ASP) provides state policy guidance and a fiarnework for the
planning and operation of a safe, convenient, and economic system of airports. The ASP will
contain the following elements:
A classification of public and private airports;
An analysis and projection of state and regional aeronautical facility and service needs;
A strategic plan designed to carry out the purpose and policy of the aviation system
planning rule (OAR 660- 13);
Policies that promote planning, coordination, and t e c h c a l assistance in airport
development and safety; and
A mechanism to change the classification of an airport, including coordination with
affected local governments.
A city or county with planning jurisdiction for an airport identified in the state ASP is required to
prepare a local TSP. The city or county has the option of requiring the local airport owner or
manager to prepare the TSP. Local TSPs must be coordinated with transportation system plans.
In Malheur County, there are five general aviation airports identified in the state ASP. Table 2-6
summarizes the five airports by classification. Numerous other private airstrips are located
throughout Malheur County.
Table 2-6
Oregon Aviation System Plan Malheur County General Aviation Airports

Ontario Municipal
McDermitt State

NPIAS*
NPIAS

Miller Memorial Airpark (Vale)
Non-NPIAS (publicly owned)
Owyhee Reservoir State
Non-NPIAS (maintain only)
~ o m State
e
Non-NPIAS (maintain onlyj
*
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems
Oregon Rail Freight Plan (1994)
The Oregon Rail Freight Plan (ORFP) presents an overview of the state's rail system, how it
operates and how it is used. The Plan also examines rail lines that may be eligible for state or
federal assistance. State and local government have little authority over rail, as it is privately
owned.
Rail carrier service in Malheur County identified in the ORFP includes Union Pacific connecting
Ontario, Nyssa, and Adrian to Portland and Boise and spur service between Ontario and Vale via
the Oregon Eastern (OE) Spur.
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Oregon Rail Passenger Policy and Piam (1992)
With the closure of Arntrak's Pioneer Line, there is no passenger rail service in Malheur County.
The Oregon Rail Passenger Policy Plan focuses on intercity rail options. The Plan does not
consider commuter rail opportunities.

Section 1.6.7 - Oregon Transportation Safety Action Plan (1995)
The Oregon Transportation Safety Action Plan (OTSAP) is the safety component of the OTP.
he OTSAP identifies 70 specific actions which constitute a safety agenda to guide OBOT and
the state over the next 20 years. Of the 70 actions, the following 11 respond to most trafficrelated deaths and injuries or other key areas of concern:
Develop a traffic law enforcement strategic plan;
Seek a dedicated funding source for traffic law enforcement services and support needs;
Continue a sustained research-based transportation safety public infonnation/education
program;
Support the expansion of local transportation safety programs;
Complete a strategic plan for traffic records improvements and establish a traffic records
system that will serve the needs of state and local agencies;
Recognize the prevalence of driving under the influence of a controlled substance and
revise DUII standards;
Pass legislation to establish 0.04 percent blood alcohol count P A C ) as the standard for
measuring alcohol impairment for all drivers 21 years and over. Continue zero tolerance
law for persons under 2 1;
Establish and fimd a statewide accident management program designed to minimize
traffic congestion and secondary crashes by clearing incidents as quickly as possible;
Ensure access to child safety seats to all young children;
Develop and implement a comprehensive youth transportation safety strategy for youth to
age 2 1; and
Increase emphasis on programs that will encourage pedestrian travel and improve
pedestrian safety.

..
Corridor Planning
Conidor Planning is a program to develop a long-range "vision" and plan for improving and
managing the state transportation system. The program aims to assure consistency of land use
plans and transportation plans in these corridors. Comdor planning will identify the functions
and levels of service of each corridor, needed transportation facility and service improvements,
transportation management actions, priorities for actions, and any changes in comprehensive land
use plans needed to make transportation improvements and to protect the integrity of the
transportation investments.
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Draft Interim Corridor Strategy for the Sisters to Ontario Corridor (OR Highway 126/US
High way 26), Sepbem ber 199 7
This draft plan, prepared by ODOT Region 5 Office, proposes an interim strategy and objectives
for the operation, preservation and enhancement of transportation facilities within the Sisters to
Ontario Corridor. Key finding include:
Automobiles are the primary mode of passenger transportation in the corridor and public
transportation services in the corridor primarily provide mobility for senior and disabled
citizens who otherwise would not have a reliable means of transportation.
The corridor is a popular route for bicycle touring enthusiasts. Sidewalks and paved
shoulders are inadequate throughout the corridor.
There is no rail freight through out the corridor. ail freight service is limited to the western
and eastern ends of the comdor.
Amtrak service to Ontario was discontinued in 1997.
There is no intercity bus service along the comdor east of Prairie City.
Connections between modes of travel are minimal and could be improved.
At the present rate of population and traffic growth, moderate congested areas will become
more congested with high congestion stop-and-go traffic expected in Redrnond, Prineville,
and Ontario in the next 20 years.
Investment in geometric and capacity improvements and facilities management techniques
such as signal timing and driveway consolidation in urban areas would not substantially
improve travel times in the corridor.
The majority of accidents in the urban areas of the corridor are attributed to intersection or
driveway access. Nighttime and icy conditions account for the majority of accidents in the
rural mountainous segments of the corridor.
Pavement conditions in the corridor are below the statewide average.
Timber, agriculture and tourism generate a traffic mix that is often in conflict because of
speed differentials, familiarity with the corridor and the ability to climb steep grades.
There are numerous areas throughout the comdor that have a history of vehicle collision with
deer and elk.
Geometric limitation of US Highway 26 restrict local fi-eight shipments and affect local
economies.

Draft U.S. Highway 20 Corridor Strategy (Bend - Vale), June 1996
This draft plan was prepared by ODOT. Key issues include:
Non-Highway transportation facilities within the comdor are very limited.
Favorable highway level of service is expected to persist over the 20-year planning horizon.
Accidents in urban areas are primarily intersection-related.
There are limited alternatives to the private automobile for the mobility-disadvantaged
population in this corridor.
Trucking is the only alternative for freight movement in the corridor.
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Partnering may be a viable solution to facilitating implementation of specific objectives
within the corridor (i.e., rest stops, scenic waysides) which otherwise may not be completely
funded by government sources in the near term.

FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING REPORTS, CURRENT PLANNING
EFFORTS AND RECENT AND FUTURE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
Intermodai Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA)

ISTEA set maximum funding levels for federal-aid highway and transit programs through the
fiscal year 1997. The funding levels set by ISTEA could be reduced by congress each year as
part of the appropriation process and were proposed to increase significantly in later years of the
act. For Malheur County, the prioritization of projects and funding would not change
significantly from past practice in that the County's priorities must compete with statewide
priorities and needs.
The major programs funded under ISTEA that applied to Malheur County include:
National High way System

Which includes the interstate system and other major highways. These other major highways are
those routes designated in the Oregon Highway Plan as "statewide" significant routes.
Surface Transportation Program

Funds under this program can be used for any transportation project on any road except those
classified as local or rural minor collector. The act sets aside 10% at this h n d for safety
improvements, 10% for transportation enhancement activities, 50% to be distributed to areas
within the state based upon the states relative share of population between urbanized areas over
200,000 population and other areas, with the remaining 30% available to use in any area of the
state.
Bridge Program

This program provides for inspection, maintenance, rehabilitation or replacement of bridges on
any highway system.

As stated above, 10% of the surface Transportation Program h d s are set aside for safety
projects.
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Although there are a numberLof other programs funded by ISTEA, such as Congestion
Mitigation, RWS and Mass Transit, these programs wcu!d generally not q p l y directly to the
City of Vale.

In order for any needed project to balance the transportation and land use requirements, a
thorough description of each project as well as its benefits, estimated cost and alternatives must
be prepared in order to compete with the statewide needs. In addition, potential funding sources
must be identified for each project.
The enactment of the ISTEA began moving decision-making for federal programs to states and
this program and other state policies incorporated in the regon Transportation Plan encourage
reassessment of responsibilities and obligations for funding. These changing relationships have
resulted in significant issues for state and local governments. There is no clear definition of state
responsibility. At one time, the state operated on an informal consensus that it should provide
one-half the match on federally funded local and other projects that served statewide needs. No
similar consensus seems to exist today. The state's responsibility for transit, airports and other
local transportation infrastructure and services is not clear.
Congress will deliberate the reauthorization of the surface transportation legislation, and must
reauthorize ISTEA by September 30, 1997.
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS AND O B m C T m S
The purpose of the TSP is to provide a guide for the City of Vale to meet its transportation goals
and objectives. The following goals and objectives were developed for the scope of work for this
project. Each element in the plan was evaluated against these goals and objectives.
GOAL STATEMENT

The City of Vale Transportation System Plan (TSP) shall meet all specifications and
requirements set out in the 1995 DLCD Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) and the 1995
ODOT Transportation Plan.

OVERALL TRANSPORTATION GOAL
Develop a transportation system that enhances the livability of the City of Vale and
accommodates growth and development through careful planning and management of existing
and future transportation facilities.

Goal 1
Improve and enhance safety and traffic circulation

Objectives
Develop an efficient road network
Improve and maintain existing roadways, bridges and railroad crossings
Identify truck routes to reduce truck traffic in residential areas
Identify local problem spots and recommended solutions
Goal 2
Identify the 20-year roadway system needs to accommodate developing or undeveloped
areas without undermining the agricultural character of the surrounding area.

Objectives
Adopt policies and standards that address street connectivity, spacing and access
management
Coordinate rights-of-way and alignments between the City and County well in advance of
street projects
Improve access into and out of commercial and industrial areas
Improve the access onto and off of arterial roadways to encourage growth
Promote railroad freight service to reduce truck-related traffic
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God 3
Preserve the function, level of service and safety of City streets.
Objectives:
0
Develop access management standards
Promote alternative modes of transportation
0
Promote transportation system management
0
Develop procedures to minimize impacts to and protect transportation facilities, comdors
or sites during the development review process
Promote railroad £?eight service
Goal 4
Increase the use of alternative modes of transportation (walking and bicycling) throu
improved access, safety and service.
Objectives
Provide sidewalks and safe crossings on arterial and collector streets
Provide shoulders on rural collector and arterial streets
Provide appropriate bikeways
Promote alternative modes through community awareness and education
Goal 5:
Improve safety and decrease potential conflicts with other land uses at airport facilities in
the vicinity of the City of Vale.

Work with the County to extend and improve the runway at Miller Memorial w o r t .
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CHAPTER 4:
E-XISTING T-USPORTATION SYSTEM
A detailed assessment of the existing transportation system has been conducted for the City of
Vale. This section of the City of Vale Transportation System Plan (TSP) provides a summary of
the existing system conditions within the City, and includes the following:
physical characteristics and existing traffic control measures on arterials and collectors;
existing traffic operations (levels-of-service) and safety characteristics of state highway
facilities within the City;
existing traffic volumes;
characteristics of existing pedestrian facilities;
characteristics of existing bicycle facilities;
existing public transit service; and
existing rail, air, pipeline and water service.

ROADWAY FACILITIES
The transportation system in the City of Vale consists almost entirely of roadway facilities for
motorized vehicles, serviced by the City. The emphasis on automobile, truck and farm vehicle
travel is unlikely to change within the 20-year planning horizon. As the foundation of the most
significant portion of the transportation network, state highways and collectors and a portion of
the local streets, were driven to collect and verify inventory information. Appendix A lists the
complete inventory information gathered through the Oregon Department of Transportation,
Malheur County, the City of Vale and an extensive roadway survey.

Functional Classification
Three street types have been identified within the City of Vale: arterial, collector and local.
Figure 4- 1 illustrates the location of these facilities.
Arterials

Arterials form the primary roadway network within and through a region. In Malheur County,
arterials generally link major cities in the County. Within cities, arterials act as conduits through
town. These arterials typically function as main streets, operating at lower travel speeds with
moderate land access. In the City of Vale, Glenn Street, Washington Street and "A" Street form
the arterial network, passing through the commercial core and connecting Vale with Ontario to
the east, Bums in Harney County to the west and Nyssa to the south.
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Collectors
In the City of Vale, collectors connect other collectors and local streets to major or minor
arterials, and activity centers. Collector streets in the City of Vale include West Main Street,
Graham Boulevard, Lytle Boulevard, Lagoon Drive and portions of Morton Street and 10"'
Street.

Local Streets
Local streets allow private residences and businesses to access any other type of roadway facility,
except interstates. In the City of Vale, local streets connect local residents with the arterial and
ficant destinations, such as schools
collectors described previously,
business/commercial activities.
State Highways
Highway 20 serves as the primary east-west route through the City of Vale. The City of Vale
owns the right-of-way, and ODOT has responsibility for maintenance between the curbs.
Highway 20 functions part of the foundation of City transportation and supports commercial
and industrial development in Vale. Between the eastern City Limits and just east of Graham
Boulevard, Highway 20 operates as a one-way couplet. Washington Street becomes its
westbound leg, while 'A' Street serve eastbound traffic. Both segments of the couplet contain
two travel lanes, often with parallel parking on both sides, and with a surface width between 43
and 54 feet. Posted speeds on the couplet are set at 25 mph. West of the one-way couplet,
Highway 20 operates as a two-lane facility with 32 feet of pavement and a posted speed of 35
mph.
Highway 26 enters Vale from the north and joins Highway 20 in Vale's commercial core. This
two-lane facility travels through are of relatively high residential density and supports heavy
vehicle traffic on an adjacent truck route. The posted speed on Highway 26 is 30 mph to 40
mph.
Vale-West Highway (Graham Boulevard) terminates at Highway 20 in Vale, just east of the
tern Railroad crossing. Vale-West Highway largely serves agriculture-based traffic,
providing a conduit into Vale for rural growers. In addition, the highway brings residential
traffic into town. Vale-West Highway functions as a 22-foot wide, two-lane road with no
shoulders, and a posted speed of 35 mph.
Other Roadways
The majority of streets in Vale are maintained by the City and serve local traffic. North of the
Oregon Eastern Railroad, collectors and local streets provide residential and industrial access and
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circulation, but south of the major residential areas, streets which include Elm Street, Barkley
Street and Hope Street spar! the designated truck routes serving the City's m ~ s concentrated
t
industrial area. As a result, these streets support a larger percentage of heavy vehicles than most
of Vale's transportation facilities.

I

South of the Oregon Eastern Railroad and to the east of Highway 20 and Lytle Road, Vale's
street network supports both residential and agricultural-based traffic. Streets within the vicinity
of the downtown one-way couplet serve primarily commercial traffic, but also connect northern
residents with Vale's primary and secondary schools located in the south. South of the one-way
couplet, 'D' Street, 'F' Street and Cottage Street allow traffic to flow directly between Vale
Elementary School, Vale Middle School, Vale High School and Wadieigh Park,
provide a connection with rural areas south of the City.
Collector and local streets are generally posted at either 15 mph or 25 mph, and consist of two
travel lanes. Newer streets in southern Vale and neai Ellsworth Street usually have curbs and
gutters, while older streets generally do not. The total pavement surface widths on collector and
local streets is generally either 32 feet or 54 feet, a reminder of original streets wide enough for
the turn of a horse and carriage.
Existing Traffic Control

The majority of traffic control in Vale consists of stop signs on minor street approaches at
significant intersections. Intersections along arterial and collector streets are considered
significant.
Signalized intersections on roadways in the City of Vale are limited to two flashing lights at the
intersections of Highway 20 (Washington Street and 'A' Street) and Highway 26. Both lights
allow continuous flow along Highway 20, and show a blinking red light to drivers traveling north
and south. Three additional control devices regulate traffic at the Oregon Eastern Railroad
crossings. The single track crosses Graham Boulevard within 30 feet of Highway 20, where
crossing gates regulate the intersection. Crossing gates also control traffic on Glenn Street at the
rail line. Crossbucks warn drivers at the 14" Street crossing, which is part of Vale's existing
designated truck route.

-

,

Pavement Condition

Pavement conditions along the arterial and collector streets vary throughout the city. In keeping
with ODOT's general condition categorization, all recognized arterials and collectors, and other
streets which serve these functions have been classified by pavement condition, and are shown in
Figure 4-2.
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The majority of streets inventoried in Vale are in Good, Fair or Poor conditions. Some are in
Very Good condition. No arterial or collector street exhibited Very Poor pavement, nor did any
other streets inventoried.
Bridges

The state and county own two bridges, each in the City of Vale. These bridges include:
Highway 20 (2) over the Malheur River (milepost 246.55);
Glenn Street over the Malheur River (milepost 0.24);
West Main Street over Bully Creek (milepost
ODOT ranks bridges according to the status of their functionality. Bridges are either
"fhctionally obsolete", "structurally deficient" or "not deficient9', determined through state or
county inspection. All of the state and county-owned bridges in the City of Vale are considered
"not deficient."

TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Traffic volumes along Highway 20, Highway 26 and Vale-West Highway through the City of
Vale in 1996 are shown in Table 4-1.
Turn movement volume counts also exist for eight intersections along "A" Street and
Washington Street. PM peak hour level-of-service (LOS) analyses based on these counts are
summarized in Table 4-2. See Appendix C for description of level of service. Under current
traffic conditions, all eight intersections perform within the level-of-service "C" standard set by
the Oregon Highway Plan for Statewide faciIities, as described in Chapter 2.

TRAFFIC SAFETY
A summary of recent' reported accidents indicate that a total of 46 accidents occurred on city
streets and state highways. Dividing the average number of accidents per year by the product of
the street volume and segment length in miles, produces an accident rate.

'

ODOT accident records for US 20, US 26 and Vale-West Highway, excluding "A" S ~ e e tpertain
,
to January 1992
through December 1996. ODOT records on "A" Street contain information form April 29, 1994 through January
23, 1996. City of Vale Police Department records include information from January 1995 through September 1997.
City of Vale
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Table 4-1
City of Vale 1996 Average Daily Traffic Volumes on Highway 20,
Highway 26 and Vale-West Highway

Highway 20
West City Limits

245.49

2,600

0.01 miles east of Vale-West Highway

245.77

2,000

0.01 miles west of West

246.02

3,300

0.01 miles west of Bryant Street

246.19

3,400

0.01 miles east of Bryant Street

246.21

3,600

0.01 miles west of Highway 26

246.38

3,100

0.01 miles east of Highway 26

246.40

2,900

East City Limits

246.52

2,600

0.01 miles east of Vale-West Highway

245.76W

2,500

0.01 miles west of West Street

246.03W

3,100

0.01 miles west of Bryant Street

246.20W

3,500

0.01 miles east of Bryant Street

246.22W

3,600

0.01 miles west of Highway 26

246.40W

3,400

0.01 miles east of Highway 26

246.42W

2,800

East City Limits

246.55W

2,600

North City Limits

277.71

2,400

0.01 miles north of Oregon Street

277.87

2,200

0.01 miles north of Washington Street

278.1 1

2.200

0.01 miles north of 'A' Street

279.16

2,100

West City Limits

10.15

1,500

0.07 miles west of Highway 20

10.32

2,500

Highway 20

Highway 20

- Eastbound

- Westbound

Highway 26

Vale-West Highway
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The accident rate along US 26,-based on accident information described in Appendix B, in the
City of Vale is roaaghly 0 3 accidents per million vehicle miles (ACCIMVM). Compared to
similar state facilities2, accidents on US 26 correspond to a below-average accident rate,
indicating that this segment of the highway does not have significant traffic safety problems.
Table 4-2
Existing (1997) Level-of-Service PM Peak Hour

Washington Street 1 10th Street
I

Major Street

Level-ofService Minor St.

A

A

Washington Street IGlenn Street
"A" Street 1 Glenn Street
Washington Street / Bryant Street
"A" Street I Bryant Street
Washington Street IWest Main Street
"A" Street / West Main Street
US 20 / Graham Boulevard

Washington Street and "A" Street appear to have a disproportionate number of accidents.
However, no apparent pattern exists regarding accident location and cause. (See Appendix B).
Volumes on local streets are not known, however, reported accidents do not show a pattern of
unsafe street performance.
PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
Pedestrian travel occurs throughout the City of Vale between residences and schools, commercial
areas, public service buildings and churches. Existing pedestrian generators and facilities are
shown in Figure 4-3.
In areas of major pedestrian traffic, the City of Vale has generally constructed adequate
sidewalks, particularly between the Vale Elementary, Middle and High Schools and in the
downtown core. However, gaps do exist in the sidewalk network of these regions. Newer
streets and residential developments, such as the project north of Ellsworth Street, usually
contain sidewalks. The newest areas also provide wheelchair access ramps3, as do reconstructed
areas near the City of Vale Courthouse and City Hall and on East Main Street. Sidewalks
throughout Vale normally range between four and eight feet in width.
-

- -

The 1995 state highway accident rate for Primary, Non-Freeway facilities is 1.86 ACCMVM.
Not all ramps have been constructed to ADA standards.
City of Vale
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Older residential areas, particularly north of Washington Street, lack sidewalks, although the
streets are often extremely wide. Streets in the southwest portion of Vale frequently contain
partial sidewalks, some of which show signs of wear.
Along Highway 26, where traffic volumes are relatively heavy and speeds are moderate, four- to
six-foot shoulders exist between the City Limits and Washington Street. Between Washington
Street and 'A' Street on Glenn Street, four-foot sidewalks exist on the east and half of the west
side of the street. Graham Boulevard, w h c h also carries relatively high traffic volumes at
moderate speeds, does not contain sidewalks.
Table 4-3
Malheur County Public Transportation Services, 1996

I

Malheur County

Malheur County
Transportation Service

Dial-A-Ride, Scheduled
Trips

16(B)(2) STF

Malheur County

Malheur Council on Aging

Dial-A-Ride, Volunteer
Driver Program

STF

Nyssa

Nyssa Senior Center

Dial-A-Ride. Volunteer
Driver Prgm, Fixed Route

16(B)(2) STF

Ontario

Courtesy Cab Company

Schedule Trips

Fares for profit

Ontario

Ontario Senior Center

Dial-A-Ride, Volunteer
Driver Prgm

16(B)(2) STF

Ontario

Ontario, City of

Fixed Route

S18 STF

Vale

Vale Senior Center

Dial-A-Van, Volunteer
Driver Prgm

STF 16(B)2

I

BICYCLE FACILITIES

Bicycle travel in the City of Vale generally occurs along the same routes as pedestrian travel.
Because of the low volume and low speeds of traffic along Glenn Street, Washington Street, "A"
Street and Graham Boulevard, separate bicycle travel facilities would not significantly impact
safety; bicyclists typically share the travel lane with motorized vehicles in a fairly safe
environment.
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Along Washington Street t h r o u a Vale's downtown core, shoulder lanes do not exist. Likewise,
'A' Street does not contain shoulders. In addition, most blocks accommodate parallel parking on
both sides of the street. Four to six foot shoulders exist on Glenn Street within City Limits.
Graham Boulevard consists solely of two 11-foot travel lanes and does not have paved shoulder.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
There are several local private and community-based transit providers within the Treasure Valley
Area. Table 4-3 identifies those listed in ODOTYsDirectory of Public Transportation (January
1996).
In addition to the services described in the table above, the Special Transportation Advisory
Board is working with Acorn Pacific, Ins. to develop a referral service for carpooiing. The focus
of the program would be to inform the employees of the companies and organizations in Malheur
County of the benefits of car pooling; to provide a centralized service for those employees who
wish to join a car pool; and, to build a base for future van pool service for intercity
transportation.

RAIL SERVICE
Running east-west through the City of Vale, the Oregon Eastern Railroad operates a spur line
which connects Vale to the Union Pacific main railroad line just south of Ontario. This spur
terminates at the Eagle-Picher mineral processing plant west of Vale, from which it carries
mineral products and local agricultural products picked up albng the route to a more extensive
network of transportation facilities and to market and distribution centers. The tracks serve
approximately one train (six to eight cars) less than once per day.

AIR TRANSPORTATION
The City of Vale is served by Miller Memorial Airport, located one mile to the southwest. The
facility contains two gravel runways, suitable for primarily recreational aircraft. The runways are
wide enough to support emergency and other medical transport, fire fighting and search and
rescue services. The airport is attended during daylight hours between May and October.
For international commercial and passenger air service, potential airport users can travel through
Ontario, approximately 60 miles east of Malheur County along Interstate 84 to the Boise Air
Tenninal.
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WATER
The City of Vale supports no waterborne transportation. The Malheur Rwer, Bully Creek and
Willow Creek are used for local irrigation and do not offer recreational opportunities.

PIPELINE
Pipelines in the City of Vale transport water and sewage, s e ~ n local
g residents and businesses.
The City now contains approximately 23,300 feet of pipe whch carries water from five wells and
connects with a storage t . This water supply is expected to meet Vale's needs throughout the
20-year planning horizon. In addition, the City maintains a network of sewer pipes, the entire
system of which will serve a population as great as 3,900.
Privately owned, natural gas pipelines exist within the City of Vale, having tapped off of a main
pipeline running northeast-southwest through Ontario. Cascade Natural Gas serves area
residents on demand.
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CHAPTER 5:
IMPACTS OF GROWTH
AM)FUTURE TRANSPORTATION FACILITY NEEDS
The City of Vale's hture transportation facility needs presented in this chapter are based on
several factors: historic and projected population change, historic and projected economic
change, and historic and projected traffic growth on state highways and major streets within
Vale.

POPULATION
Existing and Historic Population
Land use and population change are key Figure 5-1
factors in projecting future facility needs.
However, preparing accurate projections in a
small community such as Vale can be
challenging.
As Figure 5- 1 illustrates,
historically Vale has experienced significant
population shifts. The population increased
from 992 in 1910 to l,5 10 in 1996; however
this increase was not steady. The population
reached a low of 922 in 1930 and then
increased rapidly to 1,518 in 1950 before
tapering off again. Table 5-1 shows the
county's population from 1960 to 1996 as
well as the percent change between those
year. As this table shows, after peaking in
1980, the population of Vale again began to
decline, although now appears to be increasing again.

City of Vale Population,
1910-1996

'

Table 5-1:I
Vale Population, 1960-1996

Vale
Malheur Co.

'

1,491 (
22,764 (

1,448 (
23,169 1

1,558 (
26,896

1

1,491
26,038

1
(

1,510 (
28,700 (

1.27%
10.22%

Oregon Economic Development Department, data current and valid as of 9/8/97.
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Seasonal Variations

-

Time of year may affect the amount of traffic on a roadway system. For example, tourism,
harvest and closure due to snow or flooding are
Table 5-4
generally seasonal events. In order to assess
1996 Monthly ADT
seasonality, monthly ADT data for 1996 at
Highway 20126 @ Cairo Junction
Highway 20/26 @ Cairo Junction are presented
in Table 5-4. Also included is "Percent of 1996
AADT".
This percentage describes the
relationship between Monthly ADT and
T. For example, the Janu
at Highway 20/26 @ Cairo Junction is 4,500
trips, This number represents 86% of the 1996
AADT of 5,232. The more extreme the highs
and lows of the percentages, the more seasonal
the roadway usage. As the data show, the peak
traffic season is from June to August.

Type of VehicIe
Malheur County roadways are not uniformly utilized by the same type of vehicles. The
proportion of trucks, autos and other vehicles varies by location. Table 5-5 shows the 1996
percentage of truck trips on Highway 20/26 @ Cairo Junction. For comparison, two other
Malheur County .4TR location are also included. The fi,crure illustrates how the percentage of
1996 PLADT at the three Malheur County ATR locations is distributed amongst three generalized
vehicle categories: (1) passenger cars and other 2-axle 4-tire vehicles; (2). trucks (including
trailers); and (3) other vehicles (including buses, motorcycles and scooters). As Table 5-5 shows,
in 1996, US 20/26 at Cairo Junction had the lowest percentage but highest number of trucks trips
of the three Malheur County locations.
Table 5-5
Distribution of 1996 AADT by Vehicle Type

1

Oregon Highway:
ATR Station:
1996 AADT:
Vehicle Classification:
AutosIPick-ups:
Trucks:
Other (MotorcycleslBuses):
City of Vale
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US 20/26
Cairo Junction

US 95
Basque

Juntura

5233

1117

1194

4374 (84%)
644 (12%)
215 (4%)

5-4

626
395
96

(56%)
(35%)
(9%)

US 20

769 (64%)
308 (26%)
117 (10%)
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Future Traffic Conditions

-

Level of service analyses were performed at each of Vale's major intersections based on the
future traffic conditions. Table 5-6 summarizes the future LOS analysis. None of the major
intersections in Vale exceed the LOS "C" threshold.
Table 5-6
Future Intersection Level-ofService PM Peak Hour

Intersection
Washington Street / 10"' Street
Washmgton Street I Glenn
A I Glenn
Washington Street / Bryant Street
"A" Street I Bryant Street
Washington Street I West Main Sweet
"A" Street / West Main Street
US 20 I Graham Boulevard

Major Street
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Minor Street
A
B
C
B
B
B
B
C

FUTURE FACILITY NEEDS
Based on the travel demand forecast, outstanding safety issues (as described in Chapter 4,
Existing Transportation System), the special needs of the transportation-disadvantaged (e.g., the
elderly and disabled), as well public input, the following needs have been identified:
Roadway
0

a
0

a
a

a
a
a

Work with ODOT to address issues on Highway 20 and Highway 26 in Vale,
including reducing speeding and improving truck route signage;
Repair pavement in poor or failing condition; and
Improve access management in the Highway 20 and Highway 26 corridor.
Improve truck routing (ISAS and East -West, Farm - to Market).
Improve highway to1Gresha.m Boulevard intersection.
Widen Highway 26 (Glenn Street) to Statelcity Standards.
Improve street connectivity to new development.
Improve Washington StreeVGlenn Street and "A" StreeVGlenn Street intersections.

-

Bus
a
a

a

Improve intercity passenger bus service;
Enhance rideshare opportunities for commuters; and
Better meet the local and regional transportation needs of the transportationdisadvantaged.
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s

Extend and improve pedestr;.ullbicycle faci!itles in dowtown comercial area m
c
near schools.
Improve pedestrian crossings at Washington Street and "A" Street.

Airport
Work with Malheur County to improve the airport near Vale.
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CHAPTER 6:
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
As required by the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule, transportation alternatives were
developed and explored for the Vale Transportation System Plan. The alternatives reflect the
potential project options which might be considered for inclusion in the final TSP (Chapter 7).
The alternatives were developed with input from the community in order to address the goals and
objectives identified in Chapter 3.
The potential transportation system improvements described in this chapter address specific
problems or concerns. Table 6-1, identifies all potential transportation system improvements
evaluated during the TSP development process and their relationship to the TSP goals.

Table 6-1
Transportation Planning Goals and Potential Transportation Improvement Projects
Project 1 lmprove truck routing and infrastructure to support industrial development
Project 2 Realign the intersection of Graham Boulevard and Highway 20
Project 3 lmprove WashingtontGlenn Street and "A" StreeVGlenn Street intersections
Project 4 Implement measures to reduce speeding on Glenn Street, Washington Street and
"A" Street in Vale
Project 5 Enhance street network connectivity
Project 6 Enhance one-way couplet circulation

Project 8
Project 9
--m.--

'

~

- -m

q
-

Adopt and implement a street classification and design program
Work with Malheur county to improve farm-to-market truck routes

.

CP
-"T
-!

-I*I?.p

X

^WII-..C---q.7y--",

"- r

A&.*

o
a
1
9
~
~
w& b~ ~ T~ ci e~ : fa " i i ^ d ~ ~ - - k ~ e ~ ~ @
Project 10 Widen Highway 26 (Glenn Street)
Project 11 Repair pavement in poor condition

Project 12
project 13
Project 14

Project 15

Project 16

February 1998

Extend and improve pedestrian facilities
Extend and improve bicycle facilities
Increase availability and usage of public transportation and ridesharing as
appropriate (through coordination with county-wide programs and intercity bus
services)
Revise zoning and development codes to permit mixed use development

Extend and modify the runway at Miller Memorial Airport (through coordination with
Malheur Countv)
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EVALUATION OF POTENTLAL PROJECTS
Each of the potential transportation system improvements was qualitatively evaluated based on
its safety, environmental, socioeconomic and land use impacts, cost and its effectiveness at
meeting the transportation planning goals. (See Chapter 3). Detailed cost estimates are provided
in Appendix D.

Project 1: Improve truck routing and infrastructure to support industrial development
The City of Vale Industrial Site Access Study (ISAS), described in Chapter 3, examined truck
gon Eastern Railroad tracks.
access in Vale's industrial area north of the
thrs area, the City
has established a specific truck route. The route directs truck traffic between Graham Boulevard
and Glenn Street along Elm Street, Barkley Street, Hope Street, 14th Street, and Oregon Street.
With the relocation of the existing railroad crossing kom 14th Street to 17th Street, the latter will
also serve truck traffic. This route would allow trucks to access businesses while minimizing the
impact to residential neighborhoods.

In order for trucks to circulate efficiently and safely on this route, the streets should be
reconstructed to collector street standards. (See Chapter 9). The City's 1996 ISAS recommends
reconstructing these streets to include curb, gutter, sidewalk and drainage, and an appropriate
curb return radii to accommodate truck movements. When installing the curb returns, Vale
should also install wheelchair ramps in accordance with ADA standards. The ramps will
enhance pedestrian access and safety along the truck route.
Specific improvements and their costs per the 1996 ISAS are shown in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2
Industrial Site Access Improvements

:

17th Street (Washington Street to Barkley Street)
Barkley Street Realignment (to a 90" intersection with 17th Street)
Barkley Street (290 feet east from the west side of the beet dump)
Yakima Street Construction (Hooe Street to Barklev Street)
Hope Street (Yakima Street tb 17th Street)
Hope Street (14th Street to 17th Street)
14th Street (Morton Street to Hooe Street)
14th Street ( ~ o Street
~ e to oreion ~ t r e e i )
Oregon Street (14th Street to Glenn Street)
Total

' Holladay Engineering Co., City of
City of Vale
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$217,817
$30,257
$99,117
$64.687 I
$127.287
$91,813
$39.647
.
.
$43,820
$88,683
$803,128

Vale Industrial Site Access Study, 1996.
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Project 2: Realign the intersection of Graham Boulevard, Washington Street and "A"
Street
7

I

1

P-

r

- T

,

i

t

1

The intersection of Graham Boulevard, Washington Street and "A" Street currently poses a
The intersection
circulation and safety challenge to drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians.
alignment is skewed causing awkward sight lines. Potential safety conflicts may arise from the
railroad crossing on Graham Boulevard at the intersection. The intersections of Highway 20
with Nachez Street and of "A" Street with Yakima Street occur in close proximity to the Graham
Boulevard intersection as well. The intersection serves as a farm-to-market connection between
Vale-West Highway and Ontario and anchors Vale's industrial area truck route.
As later shown in Chapter 7, the re-alignment of Graham Boulevard to Highway 20 at a 90
degree angle will improve traffic and rail crossing safety through better sight lines, and will
accommodate truck traffic more efficiently. A new center, left-turn lane on Highway 20 at
Graham Road will be needed at the new intersection. The railroad crossing on Graham
Boulevard would be relocated or replaced as needed with new traffic control equipment (rail
signal and crossing arms). This project will cost an estimated $696,300.

Project 3: Improve Washington StreedGlenn Street and "A" StreedGlenn Street
Intersections
During the public participation process of the TSP development, a concern was raised regarding
the safety at the Washington StreetIGlenn Street and "A" StreetIGlenn Street intersections. A
cursory review of accidents reported at these locations indicate the most frequent causes to be
improper movement through the intersection and failure to obey the posted traffic control
devices.
Project options which have been considered include:
Installing signs or otherwise increasing driver awareness near the intersections;
Installing full traffic signals at both intersections, if warranted by traffic volumes; and
Constructing a one-way couplet - south on Glenn Street, north on Water Street.
Option A
Drivers may not be adequately aware of existing traffic control measures at the Glenn Street
intersections. For example, drivers traveling south on Glenn Street might see the flashing signal
at "A" Street and visually miss the signal at Washington Street. A relatively inexpensive
solution to this problem would be to install better advanced warning signs or pavement
treatments to increase driver awareness. The cost of new sign installation or pavement treatment
would be minimal.
Option B
Other dnvers may recognize the traffic control, but misjudge the time and space they have in
which to enter the intersection safely. The installation of actuated (i.e., traffic-activated) signals
February 1998
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would control left and through-movements, with the possibility of minimizing opportunities for
driver error. However, to work safely and effectively, traffic signals should only be installed
when standards are met. At the two intersections in question, future traffic volumes do not appear
to justify the installation of new traffic signals, which would cost approximately $300,000
($150,000 each).
It is important to note that the installation of signals would not address the geometric constraints
of the intersections. Further options have been raised by the City and ODOT to remove the
sweeping curve from Highway 20 (westbound) to Highway 26, roughly between Short Street and
Morton Street. Removing the existing curve should only be conducted following intersection
(curb, gutter, and sidewalk) hprovements at the Washington StreetGlenn Street intersection to
safely accommodate truck movements. This project should be constructed as part of ODOT's
STIP project in Vale.
Option C
In lieu of the East-West, farm-to-market truck route improvements (see Project 9), an alternative
option involves constructing a north - south, one-way couplet along Water Street and Glenn
Street. The couplet would eliminate right-turn truck movements from Washington Street to
Glenn Street, and allow two full lanes for north and south traffic, thereby improving traffic
circulation for trucks and autos. In conjunction with the construction of a new one-way couplet,
the curve connection between Glenn Street and Washington Street could be partially abandoned.
The cost of the one-way couplet improvement is estimated to be $925,500. This cost includes
right-of-way acquisition and the construction of a connection between Lytle Boulevard and
Water Street south of "C" Street. The actual cost of the one-way couplet will depend on the
final facility location, particularly regarding the connection between Water Street and Glenn
Street. This project would significantly impact residential lands along Water Street.
Project 4: Implement measures to reduce speeding on Highway 20 (Washington Street and
"A" Street) and Highway 26 (Glenn Street)

The Highway 20/26 comdor planning effort identifies speeding on the highways as a concern in
Vale. Various measures could be implemented to discourage motorists from exceeding the
posted speed limit. These include:
Physical measures such as curb extenders, speed bumps, and road narrowing;
Passive measures such as stop signs and speed limit signs (size); and
Controls based on driver perception, such as police enforcement and crosswalks
(striping/pavement texture).
Implementation of some of these measures may not be desirable as they would conflict with
other transportation goals and may create unexpected safety problems. For example, speed
bumps, while effective at reducing traffic can create a safety hazard, increase noise, and cause
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problems for snowplows. However, it is likely that a combination of appropriate measures could
increase speed limit compliance in Vale.
As a traffic and pedestrian safety enhancement measure, approximately sixteen curb extenders
should be installed on the one-way couplet in the downtown area at: West Main Street, Cottage
Street, Court Street and Main Street. These extenders will be located to enhance pedestrian
crossings of Highway 20, while also reducing speeds in the downtown commercial core. The
project will cost approximately $32,600 and provide two-fold results:
calming of highway to traffic without limiting circulation; and
crossing enhance
This project should be constructed in coordination with the historic standards and concepts
recommended by the Main Street Historical project.

Project 5: Enhance street connectivity
The TPR requires cities to consider street network connectivity, the ability for transportation
users to move efficiently about town without having to rely on only one route or mode of travel.
Because Vale's street system lies mainly on a grid, the city provides good connectivity in
general. However, Vale would benefit fiom increased connectivity in certain locales as new
development occurs.
Specifically, the western extension of Ellsworth Street and northern extension of Yakima Street
provide adequate access to new developments in the city's northwest areas. The Ellsworth
Street and Yakima Street extensions should be constructed concurrent with development
following annexation to the City of Vale, and will cost approximately $825,000.
The southern extension of Yakima Street south of South Street (approximately 500') would serve
future development in that area. This improvement will likely be required as development
occurs, following the annexation of land by the City of Vale. Yakima Street could eventually be
extended south to Airport Road, across the Malheur River, connecting the southwest area of
Vale. The cost is approximately $1,167,500. The need for this improvement is unlikely in the
next 20 years, based on projected levels of development as defined in the City of Vale
Comprehensive Plan. This improvement is not recommended for implementation in Vale within
the TSP time fi-ame.

Project 6: Enhance one-way couplet circulation
Recent construction of a new supermarket at 10th Street and Washington Street will change
traffic patterns in Vale. Drivers traveling east on "A" Street will use eastern Water Street or
Short Street to reach the supermarket. Neither street is suitably constructed or posted with
appropriate traffic control signs. Outbound traffic fiom the new supermarket site destined for
February 1998
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Highway 20126 to the east will also use Water Street or Short Street. These new traffic
movements could create unsafe conditions for users of all modes ~f transportation, and would
reduce transportation system efficiency in the immediate area.
No one street circulation alternative presents itself as a viable option in the area. Hence, ODOT
and the City of Vale should coordinate and identify appropriate local and collector street
connections to Highway 20 as land redevelopment proposals are prepared.

Project 7: Adopt and implement access management standards for all arterials in Vale
ortant tool for aintaining the efficiency and safety of a
Access management is
transportation system. Too many access points can diminish the hctionality of an arterial by
creating delays and hazards due to turning movements.
Highway 20 (Glenn Street) and Highway 26 (Washington Street and "A" Street) constitute the
arterial roadway network in Vale. Through Vale's downtown core, the areas adjacent to these
hghways are hlly developed. The access management standards described here and in Chapter
7 are generally intended to guide new development, not to remove existing street intersections or
driveways.
The Oregon Highway Plan specifies an access management classification system for state
facilities. Although the City of Vale may designate state highways as arterial streets within its
transportation systems, the access management categories for these facilities should generally
follow the guidelines of the Oregon Highway Plan. Highway 20 and Highway 26 are currently
designated as highways of Statewide Importance. This designation permits: at-grade
intersections or interchanges with 114 mile spacing for intersections with public roads, left or
right turns with 500' spacing for intersections with private roads, signal spacing of 114 mile, and
either partial or no median control.
While the access management described above can be applied to some portions of Highway 20
and Highway 26 within City Limits, in the developed, downtown core, these spacing distances
may be excessive. Shorter block lengths and a well-developed grid system are important to small
cities, along with convenient and safe pedestrian facilities. To address this issue, the Oregon
Highway Plan allows for the designation of Special Transportation Area (STA) for compact areas
in which growth management considerations outweigh the need to limit access. The STA allows
for redevelopment with exception to the proposed access management standards. STAs can
include central business districts, however, they do not apply to whole cities or strip development
areas along individual highway corridors.

Project 8: Adopt and implement a street classification and design program
The function of a street is determined by operational characteristics such as traffic volume and
capacity. By classifjmg streets according to their function, the City of Vale can provide for
City of Vale
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consistency in construction, operation and maintenance. These classifications should be
reflected in street design standards which llnk the design of the street to its function. Street
design standards should establish desired street widths and amenities (e.g., sidewalks and bike
lanes) for the various street classifications at a scale appropriate for the City of Vale. Adoption
of a TSP which includes street classification and design standards will allow the City of Vale to
implement this program. Chapter 7 describes the recommended street classification system for
Vale.
Project 9: Improve farm-to-market truck routes (through coordination with Malheur
County) and infrastructure to enhance industrial development opportunities
Vale currently serves as a hub for farm-to-market trucking. Local farmers as well as through
trucks traveling on US 20 and US 26 pass through Vale en route to destinations east. A
connection between Highway 26 and the east-west, farrn-to-market truck route, just inside the
city's north Urban Growth Boundary would facilitate transportation between those areas. As
described in the Malheur County TSP (Draft, January 1998), the County plans to improve an
east-west truck route roadway between Vale and Ontario and State within the next 10-15 years.
In coordination with the County, Vale should construct the truck route connection to relieve
congestion on Highway 20126. In Vale there are two major options:

Parallel the OERR (north) with a new connection between Lagoon Avenue and Highway 26 at
Oregon Street. This connection also provides aacess to planned industrial lands in Vale's
northeast comer of the UGB.

Parallel portions of Vale's UGB northern boundary with a new connector between Lagoon
Avenue and Highway 26 at Ellsworth Street. Portions of this project are located outside Vale's
UGB (as is much at the East-West farm - to - market truck route), and will require exceptions to
Oregon's Statewide Planning Goal #3. Each of the options includes crossing Willow Creek, but
provide direct access to industrial lands without crossing the OERR. Most importantly, the eastwest truck route connector will reduce the level of local and regional truck traffic through Vale.
Estimated cost of the new truck route is $2,250,000 and will likely include ODOT, County, City
of Vale, and private partnership in paying for the project.
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Project 10: Widen Highway 26 (Glenn Street)

There are two major options to widening Highway 26 in Vale:
Option A
US 26 (Glenn Street) currently consists of two lane travel and shoulders (north of Oregon
Eastern Railroad) in Vale. The street serves through and local traffic at a rate of approximately
2,200 vehicles per day. During the TSP planning process it was suggested that Glenn Street be
widened to four lanes. An upgrade of Glenn Street to a four-lane facility would allow that
facility to accommodate a greater number of vehicles. However, projected volumes on Glenn
Street indicate that two lanes will remain sufficient to serve traffic at acceptable levels-of-service
throughout the 20-year planning horizon.
e East-West, farm-to-market truck route
improvement (see Project 9), will further reduce volumes on Glenn Street. Widening US 26 to
four lanes would cost approximately $1,644,000.
Option B
An alternative to a four-lane widening project includes reconstructing Highway 26 to urban
standards, with new left-turn lanes at major intersections like Oregon Street and Ellsworth Street.
This option will improve safety and circulation for through traffic and local auto/truck traffic.
This project should include bike lanes, curbs, and sidewalk improvements consistent with State
and City street standards. The cost of these improvements is estimated to be $1,475,000.
Project 11 : Repair pavement in poor condition

Pavement conditions on streets within Vale were identified in Chapter 4. No streets were
identified as having "Very Poor" conditions. The street sections in "Poor" condition are shown
in Figure 4-2 and in Table 6-3. That table also provides a rough estimate of the repair costs. It is
recommended that the City of Vale schedule the repair of city streets in "Poor" condition within
the next five years at a cost of $22,500. These costs are likely borne through the existing street
maintenance program. This recommended schedule should be modified based on factors such as
traffic volumes and funding availability. ODOT already has prioritized pavement improvements
in Vale on Washington and "A" Streets as part of the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program.
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. .Table 6-3
Recommended Pavement Improvements

840'
5400'
4100'
1000'
900'
Subtotal
Subtotal

14th sireet4
Washington Street6
"A" Street6
Graham Boulevard (Vale West Hwy)
-.
10th Street

-

-

14'
35'
28'
20'
14'
City Streets
State Highways

TOTAL

$25.00
$35.50
$32.00
$28.00
$25.00

$os
$191,700
$131,200
$28,000
$22,500
$22,500
$350,900
$373,400

Project 12: Extend and improve pedestrian facilities
Providing a safe, pedestrian-fiiendly environment is critical to retaining vibrant and successful,
small-town environment. Pedestrian safety on Washington Street and "A" Street, in particular,
has been a concern in Vale, as these facilities, along with "B" Street, serve most of the
downtown, commercial core.
Sidewalks should be provided adjacent to commercial
developments. Likewise, historic areas of Vale, particularly those on the established walking
tour, should provide adequate facilities for foot traffic. With the widening of Glenn Street, per
Project 10, sidewalks should be added to that facility and to Lytle Boulevard between Morton
Street and "C" Street. Other areas of concern center around the routes used frequently by
children; routes near to and which connect schools should contain sidewalks. In addition, all
new development should include sidewalks along city streets in accordance with the street design
standards recommended in Chapter 7.
Sidewalks at least five feet wide are desirable to allow pedestrians to walk side by side and to
pass each other safely. Wider sidewalks also enable pedestrians to stop without blocking others.
To accommodate a greater density of pedestrians and to encourage patronage in the downtown
commercial core, sidewalk widths should be between six and ten feet. In those cases where
existing constraints limit available space, sidewalks may be a minimum of four feet wide. New
sidewalks and improvements to existing sidewalks should incorporate access ramps per ADA
standards. Table 6-4 lists proposed sidewalk improvement locations and their costs.
Improvements to existing sidewalks are warranted where those sidewalks are in poor condition
or are less than four feet wide. Project 4 also identifies pedestrian enhancements for crossings on
Washington Street and "A" Street at major intersections.

Based on planning cost estimates for 2" pavement overlay.

' This cost is included in Project 2.

'

This project does not include the railroad crossing, whlch will be moved to 17th Street.
This cost is included in Project 8.
Included as part of ODOT's Statewide Transportation Improvement Program for year 1999.
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Table 6-4
Proposed Sidewalk Improvements
Location

^

. .-

.

:.%A

..
,..,--_

I Construction Cost7

( Length (ft)

1

1U ~ o r a d eof Existina Sidewalks

I Subtotal
TOTAL

1

$33,760
$355.290

Project 13: Extend and improve bicycle facilities
Like pedestrian paths and sidewalks, bicycle facilities encourage people to use alternate modes of
traveI and contribute to a small-town environment. From the standpoint of safety, bicycle
facilities are most critical in areas of high traffic volume and in areas used by children. Bicycle
paths can also provide alternative routes for cyclists, allowing them to simultaneously avoid
conflict with automobiles and take advantage of recreational opportunities.
Most local streets in Vale serve relatively low traffic volumes and are wide enough to aI1ow
bicyclists and motorist to share a travel lane. Notable exceptions occur along the designated
truck route north of the Oregon Pacific Railroad line. As these streets are improved (see Project
I), they should include separate bicycle lanes.

'The cost of new sidewalks is assumed to be $ 2 5 1 ~ ~Average
.
sidewalk width on Washington Street and "A" Street
is assumed to be 8 feet. All other sidewalks are assumed to be 5 feet wide.
The installation of new sidewalks or upgrade at existing sidewalks on Washington Street and "A" Street are not
included in ODOT's current STLP.
The installation of sidewalks on 17" Street between Barkley Street and Washmgton Street is already included in
Project 1.
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Also, Glenn Street south of 'A Street is substandard today and will continue to serve as a
principal collector route in Vale for all modes. Hence, Glenn Street should be reconstructed in
this section to include new bike lanes and sidewalk to safely separate modes. The cost of this
project is estimated at $464,000.
Additional exceptions exist in areas used frequently by children. Children do not possess the
fully developed peripheral vision of adults, and may not see nearby velxcles as well. Therefore,
bicycle lanes should be delineated on "D" Street, "F" Street, Cottage Street and Bryant Street.
(The former three streets are collectors.) These streets serve Vale's public elementary, middle
and high schools, and Wadleigh Park.
Collector streets provide connectivity for auto and bicycle traffic alike. Where possible, these
streets should be striped in each travel direction to include six-foot bicycle lanes, where such
striping does not reduce travel lanes to less than 11 feet in width. Where existing constraints
preclude a six-foot bicycle lane, a four foot minimum bicycle lane width is permissible. Again,
the resulting travel lane width must be at least 11 feet. New collectors should include
bicycle/parking lanes, as defined in Vale's proposed street standards. The recommended plan for
collector streets in Vale include Graham Boulevard, West Main Street, Main Street and Glenn
Street (Lytle Blvd.). To the extent possible, these routes should be re-striped or reconstructed to
include bicycle lanes.
Arterial streets, which serve the city's lxghest volumes of traffic, require separate travel lanes to
most safely accommodate bicyclists. In Vale, the proposed arterial network consists of
Highways 20 and 26, including Washington Street and "A" Street. Glenn Street (Highway 26) is
also designated as a Statewide Bicycle Route in the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. These
facilities should be striped to include bicycle lanes as part of Vale's existing street maintenance
program.
The delineation of bicycle lanes on existing streets should be incorporated into Vale's current
maintenance program at negligible cost. Vale already has an extensive grid network; existing
streets need not be widened solely to add bicycle capacity. New streets, however, should be
constructed according to Vale's proposed street standards, which require bicycle facilities on all
collectors and arterials.
During the TSP planning process, a bicycle path was proposed along the Malheur River from
Cottage Street to the north City Limits. This path would accommodate recreational bicyclists
and offer an alternative route between south and northeast Vale. The 2.5-mile path would cost
approximately $594,000 to construct, not including right-of-way acquisition. This project would
require significant financial contribution fiom Federal and State programs (see Chapter 8). The
City would need to work with Malheur County to construct and maintain those sections of the
proposed path in County jurisdiction.
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Project 14: Increase availability and usage of public transportation and ridesharing as
appropriate (through coordination with Malheur County and intercity bus services)
7

Malheur County is responsible under state law for administration of the Special Transportation
Fund program in Malheur County. This program, which is funded by cigarette tax moneys, is
intended to provide transportation services to the elderly and disabled. Statewide, 75% of the
available funds are distributed by formula (for FY 1998 Malheur County received $34,533), and
the remaining 25% are discretionary funds available through a competitive grant program.
Generally, the discretionary funds are used for capital purchases (e.g., new vehicles) with the
other moneys going to operations.
Currently, Malheur County provides limited Dial-a-Ride service for the eiderly and disabled.
Some limited public transportation service is also provided by the City of Ontario, the
Department of Human Resources, Malheur Council on Aging, Nyssa Senior Center, Ontario
Senior Center, and Vale Senior Center. However, service in the Vale area is extremely limited.
In order to increase available service, Vale should work with ODOT and the County either to
develop a new senior van program or to extend the services of an existing provider. Additional
opportunities may also exist through enhanced interstate coordination to provide improved
service in conjunction with nearby Idaho jurisdictions.

Project 15: Revise Zoning and Development Codes to support alternative travel modes
The Oregon Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) includes the goal of reducing reliance on the
automobile. One way cities can do this is through amendments to zoning and development codes
to permit mixed use developments and increased density in certain areas (e.g., allowing
neighborhood commercial uses within residential zones). Such code amendments can encourage
residents to walk and bicycle by providing shorter travel distances between land uses.
These types of code revisions are much more effective in medium- to large-sized cities (greater
than 25,000 population) than in smaller cities such as Vale. Because of the compact size of the
developed area within Vale, few trips are greater than one mile, and uses ::re already in relatively
close proximity. Additionally, as these revisions would only effect new development, the
relatively slow rate of projected growth in Vale further reduces their potential effectiveness
within the 20-year planning period.
This project option is not recommended for implementation in Vale.

Project 16: Extend and modify the runway at Miller Memorial Airport (through
coordination with Malheur County)
This project would extend (by approximately 500 feet) the runway at Miller Memorial Airport in
Vale. Due to incompatible land uses near the north end of the runway, modifications to this
City of Vale
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facility have been recommended in the MaIheur County Transportation System Plan (1998).
This project would extend sand essentially move the runway 500 feet to the south. Planning level
project costs are estimated at approximately $50,000. The City of Vale's portion has been
estimated at 25% ($12,500).

SUMMARY
Table 6-5, summarizes the project option recommendations described in this chapter. Chapter 7
goes into greater detail about how the recommended project options will fit into the modal plans
for the City of Vale.
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Table 6-5
Transportation Project Options: Summary of Recommendations and Costs

2.
3.

development
Realign the intersection of Graham Boulevard and Highway 20
Improve Washington/Glenn Street and "A" StreetIGlenn Street
intersections
Option A:
Installing signs or otherwise increasing driver

Implement

$696,300

Implement

Low Cost

Enhance street network connectivitv
I
Implement
Option 1: New Ellsworth Street / Yakima Street collector
Do not implement
Option 2: Extension of Yakima Street south
:
6. Enhance one-way couplet circulation
Implement
7. Adopt and implement access management for all arterials in Implement
Vale
8. Adopt and implement a street classification and design program Implement
9. Work with Malheur county to improve farm-to-market truck Implement
routes
10. Widen Highway 26 (Glenn Street)
Do not im~lement
O ~ t i o nA: Widen to four lanes
Option B: Widen with left turn lanes, bike lanes, and sidewalks
implement
lm~lement
r
in ~ o o condition
r
11. R e ~ a i~avement
1 12. Extend and im~rovepedestrian facilities
I lm~lement '
1 Implement
13. Extend and improve bicycle facilities
14. Increase availability and usage of public transportation and I Implement
ridesharing as appropriate (through coordination with Malheur
Countv and intercitv bus services)
15. Revise zoning and development codes to permit mixed use Do not implement

1

5.

$825,000

I

Low Cost
Low Cost
$2,250,0002

I

1

I

1

16. Extend and modify the runway at Miller Memorial Airport
(through coordination with Malheur County)
TOTAL

Implement

1

1

I

/

$1,475,200
$373.400

i
$
3
5
5
.
2
9
a
/

$1,058,000'
TBD

I

$12,500
$7,881,418

'

Malheur River bicycle path developed only as Federal and State funds become available. Cost of improv~ngGlenn Street is
estimated at $464,000.
Includes State, County, City of Vale, and private partnership.
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CHAPTER 7:
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN
INTRODUCTION
The City of Vale TSP includes separate elements for each travel mode within the county:
Roadway, Pedestrian, Bikeway, Public Transportation, Rail Service, Air Service. Pipeline
Service and Waterway Transportation plans. The analysis and evaluation of the various projects
was summarized in Chapter 6. Based on that analysis, a number of transportationlland use
system plan and project improvements are identified and s u m m i z e d as part of t h s chapter.
This chapter has been updated in 2001 to include compliance with the 1999 Oregon Highway
Plan, incorporation of the Vale Downtown Master Plan (3000-2001), and input received from
Vale city officials. the City of Vale, Downtown Advisory Committee, and general public.
Other con~ponentsof the TSP include transportation policies and standards to effectively guide
plan development. These include street design standards, functional classification and access
management. Design standards guide the development of new city streets. Appropr~ate
standards should take into account the purpose, or functional classification. of a street. Specific
street standards should then be developed which meet the needs of the transportation system,
while allowing enough flexibility of design to accommodate city needs.

STREET FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
Vale city streets should be classified according to their function. Such a classification provides
for consistency in construction, operation and maintenance standards within classifications and
an understanding by the pubic of the importance of specific facilities and their associated
improvements within the system. The Transportation Planning Rule, as described previously in
this TSP, also requires cities to classi@ streets according to their function. The classifications
must be consistent with state and regional transportation plans for continuity among adjacent or
overlapping jurisdictions and must be based on each street's actual use. The functional hierarchy
of streets provides:
Grouping of streets by the service they provide;
Facility definitions to handle different desired levels of access and mobility;
An understanding of how a street is being used;
Guidelines on how streets are to be designed;
Roadways provide two fimctions: mobility and access. From a design perspective, these
functions can be incompatible; high or continuous speeds are desirable for mobility, while low
speeds are more desirable for access. The logical spacing of a grid arterial and collector street
system allows traffic to access all areas of the city without diverting excessive traffic through
local streets. Local street intrusion is greatest on streets where such spacing has not been
achieved. Local streets within the grid can follow any pattern whlch does not promote through
traffic.
Traffic volumes on different streets vary depending on their classification and number of traffic
lanes. Figure 7-1 shows the reconznzended functional classification of streets. The fimction of the
street within the roadway system and the types and intensities of land use along their routes are
other important factors in their appropriate functional designation.
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Arterials link high concentration commercial, residential, industrial, and institutional areas.
Arterials streets are typically spaced to assure accessibility and reduce the incidence of traffic
using collectors or local streets in lieu of well-placed Arterials. Traffic calming techniques such
as bulbed intersections may be used in areas of high pedestrian use to control traffic speeds and
promote pedestrian safety. All city Arterials connect outward from Vale into the surrounding
areas of Malheur County. These streets include: Highway 20 (Washmgton Street, 'A' Street),
Highway 26 (Glenn Street), and West Main Street.
Collectors provide both access and circulation within residential neighborhoods and
comrnercial/industriaI areas. Collectors differ from Arterials in two ways:

*

Controlled access may not be required for all Collectors; and
Collectors penetrate neighborhoods, distributing trips from the Arterials through the area to
their ultimate destinations.

The standard colIector is characterized by a range of uses that typically result in a greater
intensity of development along its route or at major intersections with other collects,'s or
arterials. Land uses such as low to medium high density mixed residential, commercial, or
industrial and their associated traffic volumes are examples of this kind of intensity. Along
many collectors, however, land use along the route may be of low to medium density, generally
residential in nature. Traffic calming techniques, such as traffic circles, bulbed intersections, or
speed humps, may be used to control traffic speeds. The purpose of the Collector is to minimize
the impact of traffic to adjacent land used while recognizing that Collectors may still be
necessary to serve less intense residential areas. In Vale, the Collector network includes:
Cottage Street (Harrison St. to "I" St.),
Graham Boulevard,
Lytle Boulevard,
17th Street (Hope St. to Washington St.),
Barkley Street,
Harrison (17th St. to Hwy. 26),
Railroad Avenue (Hwy. 26 to 10th St.),
Elm Street,
Short Street ("A" St. to Harrison),
15th Street,
Harrison Street (Short St. to I 0th St.),
Ellsworth Street,
10th Street,
Oregon Street ( 1 4 St.
~ ~to Hwy 26),
14th Street (Oregon St. to Hope St.),
Lagoon Drive,
Viking Drive,
Hope Street (14th St. to Elm St.)
The planned East-West farm-to-market
"B" Street (Cottage St. to Viking St.),
truck route
"DmStreet (Cottage St. to Viking St.),
"F" Street (Cottage St. to Viking Dr.),
Local Streets have the primary function of providing access to immediately adjacent land.
Although through-traffic movement on new neighborhood streets usually is deliberately
discouraged, t h s may not be practical for particular neighborhoods. Local streets should be
designed to minimize the impact of traffic (primarily traffic speed) on adjacent development. At
volumes generally associated with local streets, the greatest impact and the source of the greatest
number of complaints is traffic speed. Identified traffic calming techniques (bulbed intersections,
slunny streets, turning circles, diverters, speed humps, etc.) are to be constructed at the time of
development. Cul-de-sacs are Local Streets that terminate in a vehicle turn-around.
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Vale's current street design standards have been described in Chapter 2, Table 2-1 and in the City
of Vale Subdivision Ordinance, Title IX and Public Ways and Property Ordinance, Title 11.
The Vale TSP proposes a detached set of parameters that defines the Functional Classification
System for roadways. As summarized in Table 7-1, these parameters guide planning and
development of new street improven~ents.Figure 7-2 shows proposed typical street cross
sections by functional classification.

STREET DESIGN STANDARDS
Suggested design standards for access on the City of Vale street system have been developed to
maximize the safety and efficiency of the entire transportation system. Standards are described
in Table 7-3.
The suggested street design standards are to be used as a guideline for the development of hture
roadway facilities within Vale. As Vale continues to develop, there may be the need to provide
some flexibility in the City's street design standard. especially on local streets, assuming that the
Arterial/Collector system is functioning properly. The purpose of a flexible design standard is to
accommodate development needs within the City of Vale in a consistent manner, but also allow
for individual consideration of unique issues such as, but not limited to, land access, non-auto
travel modes, right-of-way constraint(s), terrain, vegetation, and building orientation.
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STREET DESIGN STANDARDS
Table 7-1
Recommended Street Standards
Pavement
Width (ft)

Sidewalk
width ( f t )

Bikeway or
Planter
Width (ft)

Parking

50'

6'

None

382

6'

6 ' bikeway
both sides
5-8' planter

483

6-1 5'4

Collector

36-405

6'

Local Street
Alley
Multr-use Path

30-366
10 - 2 0
10

6'
None
10'

Classification
Arterial, T w o - w a y
Glenn Street
Arterial, T w o - w a y
West Main Street
Arterial, One-way

6' bikeway
one side
6' (or
8' parkmg)
None
None
1 0 ' pedl
bikeway

ROW (ft)

Design Speed
(MPHI

Both sides
Both sides
8' (or
6' bikeway)
None
None
None

T w o 12-foot travel lanes, one 14-foot center turn lanelmedian, and t w o 6-foot bicycle lanes
T w o 12-foot travel lanes and t w o 7-foot parallel parking lanes.
One 14-foot travel lane, one 12-foot travel lane adjacent t o t h e bicycle lane, one 6-foot b ~ c y c l elane, t w o 8-foot parallel parking.
From Glenn Street t o West Main Street, includes a 15-foot w i d t h w i t h 10-foot sidewalk and 5-foot paverlplanter strip.
East of Glenn Street and west of West Main Street includes a 6-foot sidewalk.
T w o 12-foot travel lanes and either 8-foot parking or 6-foot bikelanes.
1 6 - 2 0 foot travel lane (both directions) and 7-8 foot parallel parking.
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Table 7-2
Additional Street Design Standards

Hwy 20
Hwy 26

Special
Transportation
Area (STA)
Collector
Lytle Blvd
West Main St

Local Street

centerline
radius:
650 ft

grade: 6%
Minimum
sight
distance:
300 ft

design of traffic
control devices as
warranted by
MUTCD
2. Minimum signal
spacing: 112 mile

height: 35-40 ft
2. Brightness:
22,000 lumens
sodium vapor
(200 watts)

access for
private
drives
serving
fewer than
eight
dwelling
units.

driveways are
encouraged
2. Left-hand turn lanes
determined through
review

(See TSP Text)
114 mile

400 ft
minimum
between
local
streets

Alley

30125-30

Minimum
centerline
radius:
300 ft

25/25

Minimum
centerline
radius:
200 ft

15/25

Minimum
centerline
radius: 100 ft.

Maximum
grade: 8%
Minimum
sight
distance:
200 ft
Maximum
grade: 12%
Minimum
sight
distance:
150 ft
Maximum
grade: 12%

Placementi design
of traffic control
devices as
warranted by
MUTCD
Placement/ design
of traffic control
devices as
warranted by
MUTCD
Placement/ design
of traffic control
devices as
warranted by
MUTCD

1. Mounting
height: 30-35 ft
2. Brightness:
9,500 lumens
sodium vapor
(100 watts)
1. Mounting
height: 25 ft
2. Brightness:
5,800 lumens
sodium vapor
(70 watts)
1. Mounting
height: 25
2. Brightness:
5,800 lumens
sodium vapor
(70 watts)

1. Shared access
driveways are
encouraged
2. Left-hand turn lanes
determined through
review
1. Maximum of one 45-ft
wide curb cut per 200 ft
of frontage or fraction
thereof
2. No industrial access

driveways
encourage
d
50 ft

6

I

I

Hwy 20 thro~ h Vale is ( assified as a ate Highway. or posted speeds of 30 and 35 mph the access management spacing standard, per the 1999 Oregon
Highway Plan is 770 feet; for posted of speeds of 25 or less the access management spacing standard is 550 feet; Per the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan, for Special
Transportation Areas (STAs) such as a portion of Highway 20 through Vale, minimum spacing for public road approaches is either the existing city block
spacing or the city block spacing as identified in the local comprehensive plan. Public road connections are preferred over private driveways, and in STAs
driveways are discouraged. However, where driveways are allowed and where land sue patterns permit, the minimum spacing for driveways is 175 feet (55
meters) or mid-block if the current city block spacing is less than 350 feet ( 1 10 meters).
City of Vale
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Access Management Plan

The TPR defines access management as measures regulating access to streets, roads and
highways from public roads and private driveways and requires that new connections to arterials
and state highways be consistent with designated access management categories. As the City of
Vale continues to develop, the arterial/collector/local street system will become more heavily
used and relied upon for a variety of travel needs. As such, it will become increasingly important
to manage access on the existing and future arterial/collector street system as new development
occurs.
It slzould be noted that existing developnzents and accesses on the transportation network will
not be affected bji tlze reconznzended access management teclrrziques until either a land use
action is proposed, a safety or capacity deficiencj7is identified that requires speczjic mitigation,
or a major construction project is begun on tlze street.

Experience throughout the United States has shown that a well managed access plan for a street
system can:
minimize the number of potential conflicts between all users of the street system, and hence
provide safer and more efficient traffic operations
minimize local cost for transportation improvements needed to provide additional capacity
and/or access improvements along unmanaged roadways
Y

One objective of the Vale TSP is to develop an access management policy that maintains and
enhances the integrity (capacity, safety. and level-of-service) of the city's streets. Too many
access points along a street can contribute to deterioration its safety. and on some streets, can
interfere with efficient traffic flow.
Table 7-2 provides general access management guidelines for each of the street classifications.
General access management techniques can include restricting the spacing of private driveways
based on the type of development. Or, the city could consider offsetting driveways to minimize
the number of conflict points between traffic using driveways and public streets. Additional
access management strategies are embedded in Vale's recommended development ordinances,
which already restrict development to appropriate zones and consider the effect of development
on the existing transportation network.
State Highways
Access management is important to promoting safe and efficient travel for both local and long
distance users along State Highway 20 in the City of Vale. The 1999 Oregon Highway Plan
specifies an access management spacing standards and policies for state facilities. Although the
City of Vale may designate state highways as arterial roadways within their transportation
system, access management for these facilities follows the Access Management Spacing
Standards of the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan. These spacing standards are based on highway
classification, type of area and speed, which are shown in the appendix to t h s document. This
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section of the TSP describes the state highway access management objectives and specific
highway segment where special access spacing standards apply.
General

Highway 20 through the City of Vale is categorized in the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan as a
Statewide Highway. The primary function of these highways is to provide connections to larger
urban areas, ports, and major recreation areas of the state not served by freeways.
The
management objective of Statewide urban highways is to provide high to moderate speed
operations with limited interruptions in traffic flow.
To assist in implementing state access management standards and policies, the 1999 Oregon
Highway Plan also recognizes that state highways serve as main streets of many communities, such
as downtown Vale. Shorter block lengths and a well-developed grid system are important to a
downtown area, along with convenient and safe pedestrian facilities. In general, downtown
commercial arterial streets typically have blocks 200 to 400 feet long, driveway access sometimes
as close as 100-foot intervals and occasionally, crosswalks, along with on street parking. The need
to maintain these typical downtown characteristics must be carefully considered along with the
need to maintain the safe and efficient movement of through traffic. The Oregon Highway Plan
recognizes the main street function through the designation of Special Transportation Areas
(STAs).
Special Transportation Area

A Special Transportation Area (STA) is a designation that may be applied to a state highway,
when a downtown, business district or co~nmunitycenter straddles the state highway within a
community's urban growth boundary. STAs can include central business districts but they do not
apply to whole cities or strip development areas along individual highway corridors.
The primary objective of a STA is to provide access to community activities, businesses and
residences, and to accommodate pedestrian, and bicycle movements along and across the
highway in a compact central business district. A STA designation will allow reduced mobility
standards, accommodate existing public street spacing and compact- development patterns, and
enhance opportunities to provide improvements for pedestrians and bicyclists in the downtown
area. Inclusion in a STA allows for redevelopment with exception to the proposed access
management standards.
Access management in STAs corresponds to the existing city block for public road connections
and discourages private driveways. However, where driveways are allowed and land use patterns
permit, the minimum spacing for driveways is 175 feet or mid-block if the current city block
spacing is less than 350 feet. In addition, the need for local street connections may outweigh the
consideration of maintaining highway mobility within a STA.
In Vale, the area along Highway 20 (the "A" Street and Washington Street couplet) between
Glenn Street and West Main Street exemplifies the design features of a historic downtown.
City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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Within this segment, buildings are spaced close together, parking is on street, and the posted
speed limit is 25 n1.p.h. The compact development pattern from Holland Street to Longfellow
Street qualifies this area for a STA highway segment designation. Additionally, the downtown
extends east from Longfellow Street to Short Street, and west from Holland Street to Yakima
Street.
Upon adoption of the TSP by the Vale City Council and a finding of compliance with the Oregon
Highway Plan, the City of Vale and ODOT Region 5 may jointly designate this segment of
Highway 20 as an STA through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). The MOU will
incorporate by reference the TSP and the following STA Management Plan provisions.
Special Transportation Area Management Plan

The Vale STA is located on the portion of "4"Street (Hwy # 7 ) between the intersections of
Holland Street (M.P. 246.15 e) and Longfellow Street (h4.P. 246.36 e), and on Washington Street
(Hwy. #7) from Holland Street (M.P. 246.16 w) to Longfellow Street (246.36 w), which is
located completely within the urban growth boundary and city limits of the City of Vale..
The primary objective of the Vale STA is to provide access to community activities, businesses
and residences, and to accommodate pedestrian, and bicycle movements along and across the
hghway in the city's central business district.
The designation of a STA in Vale is intended to accommodate the existing public street spacing
and compact development pattern. Specific access management conditions for the Vale STA on
Highway 20 include:
a) Minimum spacing for public road connections at the current city block spacing of
approximately 200 feet.
b) Public road connections are preferred over private driveways. Private driveways are
discouraged in an STA.
c) Where land use patterns permit, ODOT will work with the City and property owners to
identify appropriate access to adjacent property owners within the STA.
d) Where a right to access exists, access will be allowed to property at less than the designated
spacing standard only if the property does not have reasonable alternative. If possible, other
options should be considered, such as joint access.
e) Where a right to access exists, the number of driveways to a single property shall be limited
to one. ODOT will work with the City and property owners if additional driveways are
necessary to accommodate and service the traffic to the property, and will not interfere with
driver expectancy and the safety of through traffic on the highway.
f) Driveways shall be located where they do not create undue interference or hazard to the free
movement of normal highway or pedestrian traffic. Locations in areas of restricted sight
distance or at points that interfere with the placement and proper functioning of traffic control
signs, lighting or other devices that affect traffic operation will not be permitted.
g) If a property is landlocked (no reasonable alternative exists) because a driveway cannot be
safely constructed and operated and all other alternatives have been explored and rejected,
February 1998
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ODOT might be required to purchase the property. However, if a hardship is self-inflicted,
such as by partitioning or subdividing a property, ODOT has no responsibility for purchasing
the property.
Through Vale, Highway 20 is classified as a Statewide Highway as well as a State Freight
System Route under the 1999 State Classification System (1999 SCS). The maximum acceptable
vic ratio for a Statewide Freight Route outside the Portland Metro and not identified as a STA is
0.75. For portions identified as STAYthe maximum vic ratio is 0.85.
Today, traffic on the state highway operates at LOS C or better, which correlates to maximum
volume to capacity ratio of 0.27. Increase in traffic volumes over the 20 year projection period
will not impact the level-of-service (LOS) or meet the maximum volume to capacity ratio of 0.85
for Highway 20 within the city's urban growth boundary.
To maintain highway mobility through a STA in Vale, land use development decisions (within
the urban growth boundary) shall not cause traffic flow to exceed a volume to capacity ratio of
0.85. The posted speed limit in the STA is currently and will remain at 25 miles per hour as
allowed by state statute in a business district. Curb (parallel) parking is permitted in the STA,
provided minimum sight distance requirements are met for all public road connections and
private driveways. Parking in this area is adequate at this time. No signals or traffic control
devices currently exist in this area with the exception of a flashing yellow light at the Hwy.
20/Hwy. 26 intersection. No changes are contemplated.
The designation of a STA in Vale further identifies the need to accommodate pedestrian, and
bicycle movements along and across the highway in the compact central business district. The
recommended urban arterial standard within the STA consists of a 80-foot right-of-way with a
paved width of 48 feet that includes one 14-foot travel lane, one 12-foot travel lane, one 6-foot
bicycle lane and an 8-foot parking strip on each side of the road. The standard includes a 10 foot
walkway on each side of the road with a paverlplanting strip of five feet between Glenn Street
and West Main Street; and a 6-foot walkway from Short Street to Glenn Street, and from West
Main Street to Yakima Street. To accommodate bicycle movements along the highway, bike
lanes will be installed within the STA on right side of both "A" Street and Washington Street and
extended to Short Street and Yakima Street, as recommended in the TSP.
Another essential con~ponentto accommodate pedestrians in a STA is street crossings.
Crosswalk enhancements or safety improvements recommended witlun the STA at this include
bulbouts (curb extensions) and crosswalks at the intersections throughout the STA. Future
improvements and modifications to the highway within the STA and within the curb line, or if no
regular established curb, to the riw utilized for highway purposes will be made in accordance
with the Oregon Highway Design Manual and with ODOT approval.
Existing maintenance and operational strategies along Highway 20 will be employed within the
STA, consistent with Oregon Revised Statute 373.020, as follows:
ODOT shall be responsible for the ongoing maintenance of: a) the roadway surface between
City of Vale
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-curbs, or if no regular established curb, to that portion of right-of-way utilized for highway
purposes b) painting centerline stripe, c) designated school crosswalk delineation, directional and
regulatory signs except those signs described as the City's responsibility and d) plowing snow
one blade-width of centerline stripe provided there are no conflicts with utilities.
City shall be responsible for the on going maintenance of: a) stonn sewer system, b)
sidewalks, c) landscaping, d) luminaries, e) U-turn signs, parking signs, and street name
signs, f) painting parking-stripes and other pavement delineation not described as
ODOT's responsibility, and g) snow removal fiom parking strip.
Future improvements and modifications to the highway within the STA will include maintenance
and operational strategies with ODOT and City approval.
Neighborhood Traffic Control

If local traffic conditions arise that conflict with adopted roadway design and policies, the City
should adopt new or improved design features when available, and if applicable to local Vale
standards. These design features can include structural traffic controls.
Structural traffic control measures change the physical street and driving environment to
encourage or require a desired driving action. They can alter where people go, how they get
there, or at what speeds. In Vale, extensive structural traffic control will not necessarily be
warranted within the 20-year time frame. However, the use of curb ex-tenders at strategic
locations would lower travel speeds as well as improve pedestrian safety. Other structural
changes which Vale may consider include speed humps, traffic circles, and diverters.
Curb extenders narrow the street by widening the sidewalk area to provide safer pedestrian
crossings. The narrowed street reminds drivers that they are in neighborhood or commercial
areas, not high-speed thoroughfares. Curb extenders may effectively reduce speeds on streets in
neighborhoods or commercial areas. Extenders also increase pedestrian safety by reducing the
distance across vehicle travel lanes that pedestrians must traverse to move fiom one side of the
street to the other.
Pavement treatments at pedestrian crossings can augment the effectiveness of curb extenders.
Treatments such as texturization may increase driver awareness of pedestrian use along and
across the street and can further help to reduce travel speeds.

MODAL PLANS
The City of Vale modal plans have been developed using information collected and analyzed
through the goals and objectives (Chapter 3), the physical inventory (Chapter 4), forecasts
(Chapter 9, the alternatives analysis (Chapter 6) and input from area residents. The plans
address transportation system needs for the City of Vale for the next 20 years. The specific
timing of individual projects will be influenced by changes in the land use pattern and actual
population growth in future years. Specific project cost estimates are provided in Appendix D.
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Roadway Plan
The TSP recommends a detailed program of street and pedestriadbicycle improvements as
listed below and shown in Figures 7-3 and 7-4, respectively. The TSP identifies those
transportation projects and programs, which together with the existing transportation system, will
serve the land uses as defined in the City of Vale Comprehensive Plan. Over the next 20 years
these road projects will increase traffic safety and capacity and enhance connectivity and
circulation throughout the City of Vale.
Any new street construction or street widening project that expands the roadway system capacity
is defined as a capacity improvement. Street upgrades and safety projects (i.e., all non-capacity
work) generally include improvements to existing facilities such as street reconstruction or
intersection upgrades, that increase the level of safety or efficiency.

The following descriptions detail. by project number, the purpose and scope of each
improvement at the planning level (see Figure 7-3). Prior to project design and construction,
specific environmental impacts, grading requirements, and roadway alignments should be
analyzed as necessary.
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Vale Transportation System Plan

Project 1:
(Capacity and
Freight
Mobilizji)

Improve Truck Routing
Improve truck routing and infrastructure to support industrial development to
access businesses while minimizing the impact to residential neighborhoods.
Specific improvements and their costs are as follows:
Street Reconstruction Projects
Yakinla Street (Hope Street to Barkley Street)
Oregon Street Reconstruction (14th Street to Glenn Street)
Total

Cost' (1996 $)
$64,687
$88.683
$153,370

Realign the intersection of Graham Boulevard, Washington Street and
Project 2:
(Sufew and "A9'Street
Circulationj The intersection of Graham Bouleval-d, Washington Street and "A" Street
currently poses a circulation and safety challenge to drivers, bicyclists and
pedestrians. The re-alignment of Graham Boulevard to Highway 30 at a 90
degree angle will improve traffic and rail crossing safety through better sight
lines, and will accommodate truck traffic more efficiently. A new center, leftturn lane on Highway 20 at Graham Road will be needed at the new
intersection, as will a westbound right-turn lane. The railroad crossing on
Graham Boulevard would be relocated or replaced as needed with new traffic
control equipment (rail signal and crossing arms). This pro-ject will cost an
estimated $696,300.
Improve Washington StreetIGlenn Street and "A" StreetIGlenn Street
Project 3:
(Sqfety and Intersections
Circulation) During the public participation process of the TSP development, a concern
was raised regarding the safety at the Washington Street/Glenn Street and "A"
Street/Glenn Street intersections. A cursory review of accidents reported at
these locations indicate the most frequent causes to be improper movement
through the intersection and failure to obey the traffic control device. The
recommended improvement would be to install new traffic control signs to
increase driver awareness near the intersections. The cost of new sign
installation would be minimal.
Project 4:
Implement measures to reduce speeding on Highway 20 and Highway 26
(Safe Ql) The Highway 20/26 corridor planning effort identifies speeding on the
highways as a concern in Vale. Various measures could be implemented to
discourage motorists from exceeding the posted speed limit. Recommended
as both a traffic safety and pedestrian enhancement measure, curb extenders
(bulbouts) should be installed in the downtown area on "A" and Washington
Streets between Glenn Street and Yakima Street.. These bulbouts will be
located to best serve pedestrian traffic, while reducing speeds in the

' Holladay Engineering Co., Cify of
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downtown comn~ercialcore.
Project 5:
Enhance street connectivity: Ellsworth Street and Yakima Street
(Capacity and Extensions
Circulation) Vale would benefit from increased connectivity in certain locales as new
development occurs. Specifically, the western extension of Ellsworth Street
and northern extension of Yakima Street would provide needed access to
serve development in the city's northwest area. These improvements would
be contingent upon annexation. The construction of roughly 2,200 feet of
new street will cost approximately $825,000, and would largely be borne by
private development.
roject 6:
Improve Glenn Street
(Capucity Between "A" Street and the Malheur River, Glenn Street is a substandard
and Safetyl collector street with no shoulder, curb or sidewalk amenities. Glenn Street
and Lytle Boulevard serve multi-uses including intercity travel, farm-tomarket truck travel, and a variety of bicycle travel. Within the city, Glenn
Street also serves as an entrance to Vale as well as a major local street with
direct connections to the major state highways. The current travel lanes on
Glenn Street are too skinny to accommodate all users. To meet current and
future safety and capacity needs, Glenn Street should be reconstructed to
urban street standards to include two 14-foot travel lanes, bike lanes, curbs,
gutters and sidewalks. The estimated cost for these improvements is
approximately $464,000.
Project 7:
Adopt and implement access management standards for all arterials in
(Safety and Vale
Circulation) Access management is an important tool for maintaining the efficiency and
safety of a transportation system. Highway 20 (Glenn Street) and Highway
26 (Washington Street and "A" Street) constitute the arterial roadway network
in Vale. Through Vale's downtown core, the areas adjacent to these highways
are fully developed. The proposed access management standards would apply
only to new development or to the redevelopment of existing lands. Fully
developed areas are not required to retrofit their accesses. Adoption of a TSP
which includes access management guidelines will allow the City of Vale to
implement t h ~ sprogram. Recommended access management guidelines are
provided in Table 7-2.
Project 8:
Adopt and implement a street classification and design program
(Circulation) The function of a street is determined by operational characteristics such as
traffic volume and capacity. Adoption of a TSP which includes street
classification and design standards will allow the City of Vale to implement
this program. The recommended functional classification of Vale's streets
system is illustrated in Figure 7- 1.
City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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Project 9:
(Circulation
and Freight
Mobility)

Construct East-West
Farm-To-Market Truck Route (through
coordination with Malheur County)
Vale currently serves as a hub for fan-to-market trucking. Local farmers as
well as through trucks traveling on US 20 and US 26 pass through Vale en
route to destinations east. A truck route connection north of the Oregon
Eastern RR between Highway 26 and Lagoon Drive would facilitate both
local and regional truck traffic. As described in the Malheur County TSP, the
County plans to improve an east-west truck route roadway between Vale and
the Ontario within the next 10-15 years.

The City of Vale should coordinate wit11 Malheur County and private
development to construct that portion of the truck route from Lagoon Drive to
Highway 26, roughly paralleling the current Vale UGB and terminating at
Ellsworth Street. This truck route provides needed relief to statehegional
iraffic congestion on Highway 20/26 between Vale and Cairo Junction. It
also greatly reduces truck travel through the Highway 20126 intersection in
Vale. The City and County will need to apply for an exception to Goal 3 of
the Oregon Statewide Planning Rule because a small portion of the proposed
route lies outside the Vale UGB. Vale's portion of the Farm-to-Market
Truck Route cost is estimated at $990,000 (including new right-of-way and
street construction).
Pro-iect 10:

(safe0:
Cir.ctdation.
and Fmight
Mobiliq)

Project 11:
(Maintenance)

February 1998
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Widen Highway 26 (Glenn Street)
US 26 (Glenn Street) currently exists as a two-lane facility in Vale. Between
Morton Street and just north of Ellsworth Street, Highway 26 should be
reconstructed to State and City standards, including two travel lanes, bike
lanes, curbs, gutters and sidewalks on both sides of the street. To safely
accommodate future traffic, the project should also include left-turn lanes at
Oregon Street and Ellsworth Street. The State, County and City of Vale
should closely monitor fi~turetraffic conditions at Ellsworth to determine if a
future traffic signal is warranted. The cost of this improvement is estimated
to be $1,475,200.
Repair pavement in poor condition
It is recommended that the City of Vale schedule the repair of roads in "Poor"
condition within the next 5 years at a cost of $373,400. This recommended
schedule should be modified based on factors such as traffic volumes and
funding availability.
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DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN PROJECTS
The Vale Downtown Master Plan identifies several design elements which are incorporated into
this TSP as projects. (Please note that some of the downtown projects are also described above in
the Roadway Plan.

Typical Street Improvements on Washington Street and "A" Street
For Washington and "A'' Streets, the Downtown Master Plan includes improvements from the
Malheur River Bridges at the east end to the Washington/ "A"1Graham Blvd. intersection at the
west end of town. There was general consensus by the community to maintain the one-way
couplet system with westbound Washington Street and eastbound "A" Street. There was also
consideration of diagonal parking however it was decided that the parallel parking should be
maintained. The following elements highlight the typical improvements proposed to occur along
Washington and "A'" Streets.
@pica1 Street Section
The existing right-of-way on Washington and "A" Streets is approximately 78 feet. The typical
street section from Glenn Street to West Main Street generally includes two travel lanes, bicycle
lane on the right side, parallel parking, planterlstreet furniture (including curb), and sidewalks.
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(Glenn Street to West Main Street)

Curb Extensions at Intersections
The typical intersection on Washington and "A" Streets is proposed to have bulbouts, also
known as curb extensions. Bulbouts extend the sidewalk at street comers. Bulbouts slow traffic
because they narrow the street's curb-to-curb width. Bulbouts shorten pedestrian street
crossings, improves pedestrian visibility to motorists, and overall provides a more pedestrianfriendly environment in the downtown. Bulbouts are often recommended where there is onstreet parking because a natural extension of the sidewalk extends into the street the same
distance as the parallel parking width, i.e. 8 feet. Bulbouts also widen the sidewalk where space
is typically needed for sidewalk ADA ramps, signal poles, street signs, street funiture, and
pedestrian waiting areas.
Property Access/Driveways
The Downtown Master Plan proposes defined access to private property (driveways). Currently,
many properties have uncontrolled driveway access, i.e. vehicle access across the a majority of
the street frontage. T h s uncontrolled access hnders traffic flow and conflicts with pedestrian
7-20
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traffic. Therefore, defined driveway access with curb cuts are proposed throughout Washington
and "A" Streets. With few exceptions, driveways are not proposed to be eliminated, just better
defined with adequate driveway width and curbs along the property frontage.
Street Trees
Street trees are proposed along both sides of 'A' and Washington Streets. Street tree locations
shown on the enclosed plans are placed so that visual access to store fronts is maintained. The
historic district may have fewer street trees and additional flower and shrub plantings.

Street trees provide several benefits to a downtown. They provide an identify to downtown and
seasonal interest, add an attractive canopy. provide shade, cool in the summer, block wind in the
winter: and absorb pollutants. When selecting the tree specie, consideration should be given to
trees that require minimal maintenance and avoid trees that have shallow root systems that
damage sidewalks and pavers.
Historic S h w t Lights
The Downtown Master Plan proposes single globe historic street lights within the historic
district. The City has already initiated placement of historic streets lights as seen along the south
end of Main Street at Wadleigh Park and on WaslGngton Street in front of Pioneer Bank. These
single globe street lights are similar in appearance to those seen in a 1920's photograph of Vale's
"A" Street.

Street Furnittrre
Street furniture is within the 5 foot wide plantlpaver strip located inside the curb. Street filrniture
is proposed to include benches, water fountains, bicycle racks, planter pots, street lights, signage,
trash receptacles, and other elements. The planterlpaver zone will be an extension of the
sidewalk with pavers that are able to be removed to create planting areas.
East End Entrance - Gateway
The area just east of the Malheur River bridges is the east entrance to the city. This area
currently consists of a display wit11 old farm implements, minimal maintenance, and a roadway
connecting eastbound "A" Street traffic to westbound Washington Street. There is an
opportunity to enhance this city entrance or gateway into the city by providing additional and
attractive entry/gateway features. This could be Oregon Trail theme features such as a wagon
train circle with campfire and signage identifying the city entrance.
The Malheur River Multi-Use Trail
The Malheur River is a natural resource traversing the east edge of Vale. The Downtown Master
Plan proposes a multi-use trail along the east and west banks of the river. The trail could be used
by pedestrians, bicyclists, and equestrian users. Initial site reconnaissance indicates a loop trail
could be established that extends on the west side levee and east side river bank with the Hwy.
20 and Hwy. 26 bridges providing connections between the east and west sides of the river.
Malheur River Hot Springs
The hot springs, located along the Malheur River, are natural resources that currently are not
February 1998
Revised June 200 1
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accessible nor an amenity for public use. The hot springs were used during the Oregon Trail
movement and are a unique resource that could provide a benefit to local residents and be a
tourist attraction. The City should evaluate the feasibility of malung the hot springs a public
amenity.
Eliminating The "Swoosh"
The existing "swoosh", as it is called locally, is a bypass road that westbound Hwy. 20
(Washington Street) traffic uses to access northbound Hwy. 26 (Glenn Street) at a higher speed
without having to make the 90" turn at the intersection. There is general consensus amongst the
community and ODOT to eliminate the swoosh because of it's substandard design and unsafe
traffic condition. Elimination of the swoosh will have minimal impact on traffic, i.e. the
westbound to eastbound traffic will need to slow down and possibly stop at the Washington
Street/Glenn Street intersection. The elimination of the swoosh will create a parcel of land that
can be developed. i.e. for commercial use or used to expand the park.
Closing Water Street (North of Washington Street)
In addition to eliminating the swoosh, the Downtown Master Plan recommends closing Water
Street north of Washington Street. This will not impact traffic flow and. with elimination of the
' L ~ ~ ~enable
~ ~ one
h " contiguous
,
parcel of land that is not divided by a street. It will also
improve traffic safety by eliminating one traffic crossing on Washngton Street just east of Glenn
Street. Motorists traveling from "A" Street to the grocery store or other places in the northeast
part of town will continue to take Glenn Street or Short Street.
Washington Street (Hwy. 20)JGlenn Street (Hwy. 26) Intersection Improvements
With the proposed closure of the swoosh, this intersection will encounter additional traffic
turning fiom eastbound Washington Street to northbound Glenn Street. A right turn lane with
adequate truck turning radius is proposed on Washington Street. The northwest corner will be
improved to allow better truck turning movements from Glenn Street to Washington Street. The
southeast and southwest corners are proposed to have curb extensions.
Truck Parking and Circulation at the West End
Currently, there is a significant amount of truck parking at the west end of town, primarily on
Washington Street. Truck drivers are, primarily, parking in this area to visit the Starlite Cafe.
The truck parking is not structured and causes some conflicts and safety issues. The Downtown
Master Plan recommends structured truck/RV parking along the north side of Washington Street
between West Main Street and Clark Street. The structured trucWRV parking will improve
safety, circulation, and increase the number of trucks that currently are able to park in the
immediate area. Diagonal striped parking will allow trucks and RVs to easily pull off of
Washington Street and park. When leaving the parking spaces, trucks and RVs will pull forward
to a loop travel lane whch will connect to westbound Washington Street. The land
recommended for the truck parking is owned by both ODOT and the railroad. An agreement for
purchase or use of the railroad property will be required. Eastbound "A" Street trucks could
access the truck/RV parking via West Main Street and return to "A" via Clark Street or the loop
street at the west end of the city park located between Washngton and "A" streets.
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"A" Street - West End
"A" Street, west of West Main Street, is more suburban in nature than the downtown core of "A"
Street. The west end "A" Street has greater building setbacks and does not have the continuous
block building fa~ades.Therefore, the Downtown Master Plan recommends a more suburban
street section west of West Main Street including six foot sidewalks.
"A" Street - Downtown Street Section
"A" Street, between West Main Street and Glenn Street, is the primary downtown core of Vale
that has a concentration of retail and office uses. Some of these block faces have a continuous
building faqade at the property line (right-of-way). This section of "A" Street will have a street
section with elements similar to that described above in the Typical Street Improvements on
Washington Street and "A" Street. This includes two travel lanes, bicycle lane on the right side,
parallel parking, planter/paver zone. and sidewalks.

Through this section of "A" Street, buildings on the north side of the street are recommended to
have awnings to provide shade. The awnings should represent the historical character of the
awnings seen in Vale in the early 1 9 0 0 ' ~i.e.
~ canvas material.
Main Street
The Downtown Master Plan recommends improvements to Main Street from north of
Washington Street south to it's terminus at Wadleigh Park.

The north-south oriented Main Street has historical significance in that it was built along The
Oregon Trail and is the historic main street of Vale. Main Street extends from the historic
location of the railroad depot at the north end to Wadleigh Park at the south end. Given the
historical significance, the wide 80 foot right-of-way, the central location of Main Street, and it's
terminus at Wadleigh Park, the Downtown Master Plan proposes a Main Street Plaza that will
provide several functions:
Maintain Two- Way Street and Diagonal Parking - Main Street is proposed to remain a two-way
street with diagonal parking.

The Plaza - From "A" Street to Wadleigh Park, Main Street is proposed to be a plaza that can be
temporarily closed to vehicular traffic and available for a range of pedestrian-oriented special
events, i.e. festivals, plays, concerts, school activities, presentations/speeches, etc.
Pavement treatment will provide an appearance that makes Main Street and attractive and special
place. The pavement will be diagonally scored andlor have concrete bands which will identifiv
diagonal parking spaces and provide an attractive visual appearance that is unique to other
streets. The crosswalk on the south side of "A" Street will have covered openings for the
placement of bollards that will temporarily restrict vehicles on Main Street. The bollard
openings may also be placed on "B", "C", and "Dm Streets where they intersect Main Street.
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Intersections - Main Street intersections with Washington, "A", "B", and "C" Streets will have
curb extensions, crosswalks, street furniture, and may have special treatment in the middle of the
intersections within the crosswalk.
The Outdoor Stage - Main Street just south of "Dm Street is proposed to have an outdoor stage
to be used for plays, concerts, speeches, outdoor classroom activity, etc.
Historic Building Restoration - The Downtown Master Plan also encourages the developnlent of
a plan for historic buildings along Main Street.
Glenn Street (Hwy. 26)
Glenn Street is proposed to maintain two travel lanes and add bicycle lanes and sidewalks north of Washington Street.

"B" Street
'93B"Street west of Main Street includes the Civic District where City Hall and Malheur County
Courthouse are located. "B" Street is proposed to maintain two travel lanes with diagonal
parking between Court Street and Bryant Street. The Downtown Master Plan recommends that
sidewalks be continuous on both sides and street trees be planted along the inside of the
sidewalks where feasible.
North-South Oriented Side Streets
North-south oriented streets are recommended to remain two-way, have parallel parking, and
have continuous sidewalks. If available funding for the Project 2002 allows, it is recommended
that improvements be made to those side streets connecting Washington Street and "A" Street.
This would provide more of a cohesive and attractive improvement to the downtown area.
PedestrianIBicycle Conne,ctions To Schools
With the three schools being located in the south end of Vale, it is recommended that safe and
continuous bicycle lanes and sidewalks be constructed along the primary school routes. Portions
of these streets have sidewalks. Bicycle lanes should be provided on Yakinla Street and West
Main Street, two north-south oriented streets that provide primary access to the hxgh school.
Continuous sidewalks are recommended for all streets in this South Neighborhood section in
proximity to the three schools.
Wadleigh Park Improvements
Wadleigh Park is a great city open space resource for residents and visitors of Vale. There is an
opportunity to provide additional facilities and activities within the park. Several improvements
and facilities were recommended during the youth charrette. The Downtown Master Plan
recommends design and construction of a skate board park at Wadleigh Park. Other facilities,
i.e. ballfields and play courts should be considered in the future.
Development, Redevelopment, And Off-Street Parking Opportunities
Downtown vacant lots and lots appropriate for redevelopment have been identified. The
Downtown Master Plan recommends that the City consider acquisition or deals to provide
City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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additional public parking for some of these lots in the downtown area. Other lots may be
appropriate for infill developn~ent.Infill development in the downtown core area should be
consistent with existing downtown buildings, i.e. similar setbacks at the sidewalldproperty line,
building height and materials, etc.
Murals
Vale is currently known for it's murals. This is a unique feature and attraction for the city. The
community has expressed a desire for additional murals, primarily depicting The Oregon Trail
Theme.
Special Transportation Area (STA)
Downtown Vale, on "A" Street and Washington Street. is recommended to be designated as an
STA, as described earlier in this chapter.
r)
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Pedestrian Plan
Walking is our most basic transportation mode and a popular form of recreation. Given the
compact size of City of Vale, walking may provide a viable transportation alternative for many
trips. Providing a safe, pedestrian-friendly environment is critical to retaining vibrant and
successful, small-town environment. Pedestrian safety on Washington Street and "A" Street, in
particular, has been a concern in Vale, as these facilities. along with "B" Street, serve most of the
downtown, commercial core.
Sidewalks should be provided adjacent to commercial
developments. Likewise, historic areas of Vale, particularly those on Historic Walking Tour
route, should provide adequate facilities for foot traffic. With the widening of Glenn Street,
sidewalks should be added to that facility and to Lytle Boulevard between Morton Street and the
Malheur River. Other areas of concern center around the routes used frequently by children;
routes near to and which connect schools should contain sidewalks. In addition, all new
development should include sidewalks along city streets in accordance with the street design
standards recommended in Chapter 7.
Sidewalks at least six feet wide are desirable to allow pedestrians to walk side by side and to pass
each other safely. Wider sidewalks also enable pedestrians to stop without blocking others. To
accommodate a greater density of pedestrians and to encourage patronage in the downtown
commercial core, sidewalks widths should be between six and fifteen feet. In those cases where
existing constraints limit available space, sidewalks may be a minimum of four feet wide. New
sidewalks and improvements to existing sidewalks should incorporate access ramps per ADA
standards. Table 7-3 lists proposed sidewalk improvement locations and their costs.
Improvements to existing sidewalks are warranted where those sidewalks are in poor condition
or are less than four feet wide. New sidewalks should be constructed with curb cuts for
wheelchairs at every crosswalk to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
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Table 7-3
Recommended Sidewalk Improvements

Washington Street (Yakima Street to

lothStreet)

6,750

"A" Street (Yakima Street to 1Oth Street) l2

3,300

Glenn StreetILytle Boulevard (Morton Street to the river)4
"B" Street (Cottage Street to Glenn Street)
17'h Street (Barklev Street to "D" Street)I3

900
1,250
625

Included in 2002
Construction Proiect
-,-Included in 2002
Construction Proiect
- -3

$17,370

L

Upgrade of Existing Sidewalks
Cottage Street (Washington Street to " A Street)
"D" Street (Smith Street to West Main Street)
"F" Street (West Main Street to West Street)
Washington Street (West Street to Holland Street)

400
250
500
300

Wash~ngtonStreet (Court Street to Main Street)

250

" A Street (Cottage Street to Holland Street)

250

I

Subtotal

/

TOTAL

1

$5,560
$3,470
$6,940
Included in 2002
construction project
Included in 2002
construction project
Included in 2002
construction ~ r o i e c t

$1 5,970
$323.240

Bikeway Plan
Like pedestrian paths and sidewalks, bicycle facilities encourage people to use alternate modes of
travel and contribute to a small-town environment. From the standpoint of safety, bicycle
facilities are most critical in areas of high traffic volume and in areas used by children. Bicycle
paths 'can also provide alternative routes for cyclists, allowing them to sin~ultaneouslyavoid
conflict with automobiles and take advantage of recreational opportunities.
Most local streets in Vale serve relatively low traffic volumes and are wide enough to allow
bicyclists and motorist to share a travel lane. Notable exceptions occur along the designated

' The cost of new sidewalks is assumed to be $ 2 5 1 ~ ~All. other sidewalks are assumed to be 5 feet wide.
The installation of new sidewalks or upgrade of existing sidewalks on Washington Street and "A" Street are not
included in ODOT's current STIP.
The installation of sidewalks are included in street projects.
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truck route north of the Oregon Pacific Railroad line. As these streets are improved (see Project
I), they should include separate bicycle lanes.
Additional exceptions exist in areas used frequently by children. Children do not possess the
fully developed peripheral vision of adults, and may not see nearby vehicles as well. Therefore,
bicycle lanes should be delineated on "D" Street, "F" Street, Cottage Street and Bryant Street.
(The former three streets are collectors.) These streets serve Vale's public elementary, middle
and high schools, and Wadleigh Park.
Collector streets provide connectivity for auto and bicycle traffic alike. Where possible, these
streets should be striped in each travel direction to include six-foot parking/bicycle lanes, where
such striping does not reduce travel lanes to less than 11 feet in width5. Where existing
constraints preclude a six-foot parkingbicycle lane, a four foot minimum bicycle lane width is
permissible. Again, the resulting travel lane width must be at least 11 feet. New collectors
should include bicyclelparking lanes, as defined in Vale's proposed street standards.
Arterial streets, which serve the city's highest volumes of traffic, require separate travel lanes to
most safely accommodate bicyclists. In Vale, the proposed arterial network consists of Glenn
Street, Washington Street, "A" Street, Graham Boulevard, West Main Street, and Lytle
Boulevard. Glenn Street (Highway 26) is also designated as a Statewide Bicycle Route in the
Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. These facilities should be striped to include bicycle lanes
as part of Vale's existing street maintenance program.
The delineation of bicycle lanes'on existing streets should be incorporated into Vale's current
maintenance program at negligible cost. Vale already has an extensive grid network: existing
streets need not be widened solely to add bicycle capacity. New streets, however, should be
constructed according to Vale's proposed street standards, which require bicycle facilities on all
collectors and arterials.
During the TSP planning process, a bicycle path was proposed along the Malheur River from
Cottage Street to the north City Limits. This path would accommodate recreational bicyclists
and offer an alternative route between south and northeast Vale. The 2.5-mile path would cost
approximately $594,000 to construct, not including right-of-way acquisition. The City would
have to work with Malheur County to construct and maintain those sections of the proposed path
in County jurisdiction.
Highway 20 (between Bend and Vale) is designated as a Statewide Bicycle Route in the Oregon
Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. As such, it should be preserved and improved to safely accommodate
bicycle travel.

See Recommended Street Standards in Chapter 7 .
City of Vale
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Transportation Demand Management
The goal of transportation demand management (TDM), is to reduce or redistribute peak travel
demands in order to more efficiently use the transportation system. rather that building new or
wide roadways. There is a wide range of techniques which have been successful in other
comnlunities and which could be initiated to help alleviate some traffic congestion (e.g.,
carpooling and vanpooling, alternative work schedules, bicycle and pedestrian facilities).
However, the effectiveness of many of these TDM measures is dependent upon sufficient
population densities. Four TDM measures with specific application in the City of Vale can be
quite successfully included: 1) sidewalk improvements to better accommodate pedestrians; 2)
bike lanes and shoulder improvements to accommodate bicycle travel; 3) rideshare program
enhancements; and. 4) flex time and stagger-shift programs at large employment centers.
In the City of Vale, where traffic volumes are generally low and the population and employment
bases are relatively small. implementing TDM strategies is not effective in most cases.
However, implementing bike lane and sidewalk improvements for bicyclists and pedestrians
when making other road improven~ents,can encourage the use of alternative modes and thus is
considered a TDM strategy.
Because intercity commuting is a factor in Malheur County, particularly in the Treasure Valley
area, residents who live in one city and work in another should be encouraged to carpool with a
co-worker, if possible Malheur County's Special Transportation Advisory Board is working
with Acorn Pacific, Inc. to develop a referral service for carpooling. The focus of the program
would be to inform the employees of the various companies and organizations in Malheur
County of the benefits of car pooling: to provide a centralized service for those employees who
wish to join a car pool; and, to build a base for future van pool service for intercity
transportation.
The rideshare program, which is proposed to be initiated in January, 1998, would establish a
phone line with a con~puterdatabase link for county residents to call and indicate interest in
participating in a carpool. Once a month a list of interested participants would be mailed to those
in the same location. Employer contacts and public service announcements would be used to
help increase the number of participants. Twice a year participants would be contacted to
determine the actual number of carpools and estimated number of rides shared. Additionally, the
future need for intercity van pools would be evaluated.
Flex time and staggered shifts at larger employers can not only increase opportunities for
successfully ridesharing but can decrease peak hour demand and thus reduce peak hour
congestion.
No costs have been estimated for the TDM plan Grants may be available to set up programs;
other aspects of Transportation Demand Management can be encouraged through ordinance and
policy (see Chapter 9).
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Public Transportation Plan

As described in Chapter 4, the Vale Senior Center currently provides limited Dial-a-Ride service
for the elderly and disabled. Some limited public transportation service is also provided by
Malheur County, the City of Ontario, the Department of Human Resources, Malheur Council on
Aging, Nyssa Senior Center and Ontario Senior Center. In order to increase available service the
county should work with ODOT and public transportation providers to reinstate intercity
passenger railbus, increase mobility for the transportation-disadvantaged and improve commuter
ridesharing opportunities. Opportunities may exist through enhanced interstate coordination to
provide improved service in conjunction with nearby Idaho jurisdictions.
The city has no local fixed-route transit service at this time. Fixed-route transit generally
requires relatively high population densities in order to be effective. In the City of Vale and
Malheur County, low population densities and low traffic volumes on the highways indicate that
mass transit is not necessary of economically feasible at this time. The TPR exempts areas of
less than 25,000 from including mass transit facilities in their development regulations.
However, the City of Vale should work to increase availability and usage of public transportation
and ridesharing as appropriate (through coordination with Malheur County and intercity bus
services)
Malheur County is responsible under state law for administration of the Special Transportation
Fund program in Malheur County. This program, which is funded by cigarette tax moneys, is
intended to provide transportation services to the elderly and disabled. Statewide, 75% of the
available funds are distributed by formula (for FY 1998 Malheur County received $34,533) and
the remaining 25% are discretionary funds available through a competitive grant program.
Generally, the discretionary funds are used for capital purchases (e.g., new vehicles) with the
other moneys going to operations.
Rail Service Plan
Freight Service. Chapter 3 contains several objectives for promoting the use of rail freight. The
strategy for integrating the railroad transportation mode into the City of Vale TSP includes
identifying the interests of the community, slupper/receivers and the railroad(s). The confluence
of these interests can determine the direction the county might consider taking.

As far as transportation is concerned, rail shippers and receivers are typically interested in the
following: low cost, timely delivery with access to markets, multiple modes of transport, access
to the most appropriate mode for particular raw materials andlor product, access to a single mode
of transportation to final destinations, and withm a given mode, access to more than one
provider. Railroads in the region are generally interested in the following: main line hauls as
opposed to terminal/switching operations, unit trains of bulk commodities andlor containers,
long hauls, large annual volumes on the line, use of existing physical plant as opposed to new
investment, carriers prefer to use their own yards unless traffic is low enough that the cost of
maintaining a separate yard is prohibitive, and currently, railroads are trying to arrange train
schedules, where they can, so that crews can travel to a transfer point and either catch a train on
City of Vale
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its way back home or switch crews with an inbound train, all within an 8 hour time frame (the 8
hour rule).
As rail service is provided by the private sector, there are only limited opportunities for the City
of Vale to participate in the planning and development of service improvements. However, the
City can continue to support rail freight as an alternative freight mobility option by reducing land
use and transportation conflicts where possible, by providing adequate ingresslegress options to
loading areas and adequate land available for loading areas, and by protecting current rail lines
(Union Pacific and Oregon Eastern railroads) and opportunities.
Air Service Plan

Airport Project:

Extend (approximately 500 feet) the runway at Miller Memorial Airport in
Vale.

Due to incompatible land uses near the north end of the runway, modifications to this facility are
recornrnended. This pro-ject would extend and essentially move the runm7ay500 feet to the south.
Planning level project costs are estimated at approximately $50,000. The City of Vale's portion
of this project is estimated at $12,500. This is a coordinated project with Malheur County and
the State of Oregon.
Pipeline Service Plan

Currently, pipeline transportation in and throughout the City of Vale includes transmission lines
for electricity, cable television and telephone (including fiber-optic) services, as well as pipeline
transport of water, sanitary sewer, and transn~issionlines for natural gas and petroleum products.
The next century promises to be one in which information access will help define continued
success and economic vitality. Such access is not only important to the continued econon~ic
vitality of the region, but it can also have a significant effect on transportation, air quality, and
~nfrastructureinvestment decisions that will need to be made by the county. City of Vale should
enhance its capabilities to develop and operate an infrastructure that provides links for electronic
communication via telecommuting and satellite communications utilizing and building upon
existing facilities.
These opportunities will affect the overall quality of life that can be provided, the potential for an
improved and more diversified economic base, and enhanced health and education-related
benefits of the region.
Waterways Transportation Plan

Although the Mall~eurRiver, Bully Creek and Willow Creek flow through the city, they are too
shallow to allow for effective water transportation.
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Utilities Coordination Plan
The cost to move private utilities is an expense to the tax payerhate payer, and should be
minimized at every opportunity. Utility improvements will be coordinated with roadway
improvements to the extent possible. Where this is not possible, utilities should be responsible
for the full cost of returning the transportation facility to its original condition. Emphasis should
be placed on two-way communication and a partnership between the jurisdictions and the private
utilities to minimize costs for all transportation improvements.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS PLAN IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
Implementation of the City of Vale TSP will require changes to the City's comprehensive plan,
zoning code and capital improvement plan. These actions will enable the City to address both
existing and future transportation issues throughout the city in a timely and cost effective
manner. Table 7-4, on the following page provides an outline for TSP implementation. It is
intended to provide the city with guidance in terms of the projected timeframes and partnerships
available for the various projects outlined above. Specific financing issues are addressed in
Chapter 8 and specific comprehensive plan and code amendment language is addressed in
Chapter 9.

Long-Range Capital Improvement Plan
The implementation plan is summarized by a long-range capital improvement plan (CIP) for the
City of Vale. The purpose of the CIP is to guide growth and the timing by which needed
transportation improvement pro-jects are funded and scheduled. The City of Vale CIP should be
coordinated and integrated with regular updates of ODOT's STIP, and CIP's for Malheur
County. Coordinated capital improvenient plans are essential since many of the recommended
projects in the CIP include multiple jurisdiction investment.
As illustrated in Table 7-5, the City of Vale CIP is categorized in 5-year quarters over the 20year TSP time frame. Project prioritization is based on current needs, and needed improvements
to serve expected growth. The prioritization and schedule of projects generally reflects the
planned availability of state and local revenues (see Chapter 8). Planning costs listed in Table
7-5 are shown in 1997 dollars by jurisdiction. These costs include estimates for right-of-way,
design, construction and contingencies.
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Table 7-4
lmplernenlalion Plan

1 Impmve Twck Routing
n
Bwlevard d Hwy 20
2 R b N l ~ Graham
3 lmpmve Hwy ZOn0 Inleoeclbn,
4 lmplernenl Spaed Redudlon Measure, on Hwy 20
5 W e n d Elsworlh and Yaklma S l m l s
8 Improve Glenn S l n e l
7 Implemon( Access Managerrant Measures
8 lmplemnl Street Classl6&bn end Deslgn Standards
D ConslNd Easl-West. Farm-TeMarkel Twck Rovfe
10 W e n Hwy 20 hvrn Oregon SI to Ellswoflh SI
1 1 Improve Pavemonl Conditions
B k y c k Syslrm Plan
(sseRoadway P r o m 2.5.8.9. 10)
Malhwr Rlver Bike Palh

NOTES:

' See Figure 7-3 for map of m r n e n d e d pmjects.

Table 7-5
City of Vale
Prioritized Capital Improvement Program
(1997 Dollars)

7ming

Project #

Description

COST SHARING (millions)
Malheup
County ODOT Vale
Private TOTAL

1 Industrial Access lmprovements
3 Improve Highway 20/26 Intersections
4 Implement Speed Reduction and Pedestrian
Enhancements on Highway 20
7 lmplement Access Management
8 Implement Functional Classification and Design
Standards
11 lmprove Pavement Conditions
Misc. Sidewalk lmprovements

$0.08
TBD [I]
$.03
TBD
TBD
TBD [ I ]
$.021

2 Re-Align Graham Boulevard
7 lmplement Access Management
8 Implement Functional Classification and Design
Standards
9 Construct East-West Farm-To-Market Truck Route
between Lagoon Drive and Highway 26
10 Widen Highway 26 from Oregon Street to Ellsworth
Street
Misc. Sidewalk Improvements

$.70
TBD
TBD

3TAL

$.062
TBD

$.99

$.062

5 Extend Ellswortth and Yakima Streets
6 lmprove Glenn Street
7 Implement Access Management
8 lmplement Funct~onalClassification and Design
Standards
10 W~denHighway 26 from Oregon Street to Ellsworth
Street
Misc. Sidewalk Improvements
Vale Airport Extension

5 Extend Ellswortth and Yakima Streets
7 Implement Access Management
8 Implement Functional Classification and Design
Standards
Misc. Sidewalk Improvements

TBD

TBD
TBD

$.46
TBD

$.062
8.012
TBD
TBD

TBD

,021 $.062
$1.002 $2.307 $1.790

$1.833

$.083
$6.932

[I] To be determined - Project costs to be included in regular maintenance program
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CHAPTER 8:
FINANCIAL PLAN

INTRODUCTION
The City of Vale TSP financial plan includes a transportation financing p r o p m that includes:
a list of planned transportation facilities and major improvements;
a general estimate of the timing for planned transportation facilities and major
improvements;
e
determination of planning level cost estimates for the transportation facilities and
major investments identified in the TSP (intended to provide an estimate of the fiscal
requirements to support the land uses in the acknowledged comprehensive plan(s) and
allow jurisdictions to assess the adequacy of existing and possible alternative funding
mechanisms); and,
a discussion of existing and potential financing sources to fund the development of
each transportation facility and major improvement (which can be described in terms
of general guidelines or local policies).
The timing and financing provisions in the transportation financing program are not considered a
land use decision as defined by the TPR and ORS 197.712(2)(e) and, therefore, cannot be the
basis of appeal under State law. In addition, the transportation financing program is to implement
the comprehensive plan policies which provide for phasing of major improvements to encourage
infill and redevelopment of urban lands prior to facilities which would cause premature
development of urbanizable areas or conversion of rural lands to urban uses.
This chapter summarizes the financing program defined for the City of Vale TSP as required by
the TPR. It summarizes the transportation improvement projects, identifies general timing and
rough cost estimates of transportation system improvements, and summarizes the existing and
potential future financial resources to pay for these improvements, as a general policy guideline.

T W S P O R T A T I O N SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS - COST AND TIMING
The total cost of all transportation system improvements in City of Vale is expected to exceed $
7 million. City of Vale's portion of these costs is estimated at almost $1.4 (including the current
LID project). These improvements include roadway, bicycle and airport facility improvements
within the City of Vale over the next 20 years (as identified in Chapter 7 - TSP).
Appendix D summarizes the individual projects along with their planning-level cost estimates.
All costs are estimated in constant 1997 dollars. Table 8-1 provides an estimate of the schedule
(five-year increments) and jurisdiction (State, City, County and private) responsible for making
major transportation improvements. Descriptions of the types of projects and their associated
costs follow.
February 1998
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Table 8-1

Flnanclal Plan
I

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT IPROGRAM SCHEDULE

COST

PARTNERSHIP

CAPITAL OUTLAY: CITY OF VALE

tll-nYEARS

lmprove T ~ d RwUog
c
Re-Align Graham Boulevard el Hwy 20
lmprove Hwy 20126 lnlenections
lmplemenl Speed Redudlon Measures on Mvy 20
5 Extend Ellswocth end Yeklma Streels
8 lmprove Glenn Slreet
7 lmplemenl Accass Managemenl Measures
8 lmplemenl Slreet Clessificalion end Deslgn Slandards
9 C o n s l ~ cEast-West.
l
Fern-To-Markel Truck Roule
10 Widen Hwy 28 from Oregon St lo Ellsworlh St
11 lmprove Pavement CondiUona
lcycle Syrtrrn Plan
(see R o a b a y Projects 2.5.6,Q. 10)
Malheur River Bike Path
Idewalk Plan
MIX. Sidewalk lmpmvemenls
'ale Alrporl Extrnrlon
1
2
3
4

50.80
SO. 70
TBD
$0.03
10.83
$0.48
TED
TED
$2.25
$ 1.48
TBD
TBD

CAPITAL OUTLAY PER CYrar Increment:
NOTES:

1

' See Figure 7-3 lor map of recommended projects.

5135,300 $1,032,500

$502,500

Roadways

-

Eight street improvement projects will be needed to upgrade the local street and highway system
w i t h City of Vale over the next 20 years. Approximately $ 6.3 million of the total
transportation system improvements are attributed to these street projects. Target dates for
project construction have been tentatively identified by five-year increment, as illustrated in
Table 8-1.
Bicycle Facilities
New bicycie facilities along collector d arterial streets in the City of Vale transportation system
will increase by approximately .80 miles, all of which are included in street improvement
projects.
Pedestrian Faciiities
New pedestrian facilities along local, collector and arterial streets in the City of Vale
transportation system will also increase by approximately two miles, both as part of street
improvements and separate sidewalk projects. New curb extensions on the Washington
Street.An Street one-way couplet will also be constructed at major intersections to ease
pedestrian crossings of Highway 20.
Airport Facilities

The estimated cost for the proposed runway improvements at the Miller Memorial Airport near
Vale is $50,000. The City of Vale's share of that amount is estimated to be $12,500, planned for
completion in the 1 1-15 year time frame.
Timing
Project priorities have been grouped into five-year categories. Table 8-1 summarizes the
improvements that will occur within those time fr-ames. City of Vale expenditures to construct
the East-West, Farm-To-Market truck route and extension of 10th Street between Washington
and "A" streets are the greatest in the first 10 years, averaging about $120,000 per year. Other
major expenditures for transportation improvements are expected in the last 10 years for an
estimated $85,000 to improve sidewalks throughout the City, and approximately 460,000 to
improve Glenn Street. Private development will be expected to make investments to construct
public transportation facilities within and adjacent to their development. The City of Vale will
be expected to make investments to improve major collectors and arterials that serve the entire
area.
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EXISTING AND HISTORIC FINANCING SOURCES
Road-Related Funding

In 1992, Oregon received $704 million, or 67 percent of its highway revenues, from the
collection of user taxes and fees. The second largest category is almost entirely comprised of the
sale of timber logged from National Forests. In 1992, these timber receipts raised roughly $1 15
million. The remaining revenue sources - road and crossing tolls, general flmd appropriations,
property taxes, miscellaneous receipts and bond receipts - accounted for $223.5 million or
roughly 2 1 percent of total transportation revenues.
The most significant portion of Oregon's highway user taxes and fees come from federal fuel and
vehicle taxes, state taxes, and general motor vehicle fees. These categories account for 32
percent, 34 percent, and 25 percent, respectively, of all highway user taxes and fees collected in
the state. During the 19801s,Oregon's transportation budget was bolstered by a series of two-cent
annual gas tax increases. At the same time, the Federal Government was increasing investment in
highways and public transportation. The situation is different today. The last two Legislatures
failed to increase the gas tax and federal budget cuts are reducing transportation funding
available to Oregon. The State Highway Fund is further losing buyng power because the gas tax
is not indexed to inflation, and increased fuel efficiency of vehicles reduces overall consumption.
Oregon Highway Trust Fund revenues are distributed among state (60.22 percent), County
(24.38 percent) and City (15.40 percent) governments to fund their priority road needs. In 199596, the state estimated it would collect $575 million in state highway funds. Counties and cities
would then receive about $140 and $90 million, respectively.
Oregon law allows local government, in addition to receiving state highway trust fund revenues,
to levy local fuel taxes for roadway related improvements. Multnomah and Washington
Counties, and some small cities (Tillaxnook, The Dalles, Woodburn) have used this
authorization. Several attempts have been made by other jurisdictions but have not been
supported by the electorate. As few local governments have implemented this option, non-user
road revenues tend to be relied upon, to supplement the funds received fiom state and federal
user revenues. Other local funding sources have included property tax levies, local improvement
district assessments, bonds, traffic impact fees, road user taxes, general fund transfers, receipts
from other local governments, and other miscellaneous sources.
Oregon's basic vehicle registration fee is $15 per year regardless of the vehicle being registered.
Oregon law permits local governments (counties) and governmental entities to impose local
option vehicle registration fees. To date, no county has implemented this tax.
Cities have relied more than counties on transfers from their general funds to support roadway
improvements. Ballot Measure 5, however, approved by the voters in 1990, reduced the range of
funding and financing options available to both cities and counties. Measure 5 limited the
City of Vale
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property tax rate for purposes other than for payment of certain general obligation indebtedness
to $15 per $1000 of assessed value. The measure further divided the $1 5 per $1000 property tax
authority into two components: $5 per thousand dedicated to the public schools; the remaining
$10 dedicated to other local government units, including cities, counties, special service districts,
and other non-school entities. The tax rate limitation for cities and counties went into effect in
1992. The school portion of the measure is being phased in over a five-year period beginning in
gFY 1992. In 1996, voters again approved a property tax limitation measure, Ballot Measure 47,
which will further impact the ability of cities and counties to pay for needed infrastructure
through historic or traditional means.
At the same time that increased growth and increased transportation demands are occuning,
cities and counties have lost another traditional source of revenue for infrastructure construction
and upgade - timber harvest receipts. Under a 1993 negotiated mitigation plan, federal forest
receipts to support county roads are decreasing 3 percent per year. In 1996, counties will receive
74 percent of their 1986-90 average receipts, and by 2003 they will receive 55 percent of the late
1980s revenues.

Given this funding environment, current funding levels and sources are not adequate to meet the
transportation needs of the State, cities and counties for the next 20 years. In response to this gap
between needs and funding, Governor Kitzhaber organized the Oregon Transportation Initiative
to look at statewide transportation needs and to develop a program to address how these needs
will be met. Through a public process led by business and civic leaders across the state, findings
and recommendations on the state of transportation needs and methods to address those needs
was submitted to the Governor in July 1996. A result of these recommendations was appointment
of a committee to develop a legislative proposal to the 1997 Legislature regarding transportation
funding. Part of that proposal identified a "base" transportation system, with a priority of
maintenance, preservation and operation of a system of transportation facilities and services that
ensures every Oregonian a basic level of mobility within and between communities. It is
J
expected that other components will include efficiencies resulting from better intergovernmental
cooperation (shared resources and equipment, better communication on project needs and
definition), and elimination of legislative barriers to more efficient and cost-effective methods of
providing transportation services. However, the 1997 Legislature failed to pass either the
Governor's Initiative measures or their own.
A part of transportation funding will be identification of relationships and responsibilities
relative to delivery of projects and services. In Oregon, the primary state role has been to
construct and maintain the state highway system and to assist local government with funding of
other modes. The state also has a role in intercity passenger services and airports. This has
historically been minor, but would grow significantly if serious efforts were put into intercity rail
improvements. Local governments, in addition to providing local road and bridge construction,
maintenance and preservation, provide local transit and airport support. The Federal Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) began moving decision-makmg for
federal programs to states and this program and other state policies incorporated in the Oregon
February 1998
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Transportation Plan (OTP) encourage reassessment of responsibilities and obligations for
funding.
These changing relationships have resulted in two significant issues for state and local
governments. First, there is no clear definition of state responsibility. At one time, the state
operated on an informal consensus that it should provide one-half the match on federally fimded
local and other projects that served statewide needs. No similar consensus seems to exist today.
The state's responsibility for transit, airports and other local transportation infrastructure and
services is not clear. The question of regional equity is raised in considering especially high-cost
project needs, such as the Bend Parkway or the Portland area light rail program. Regional equity
will probably require consideration of all modes together, because different regions may have
different modal needs and financial arrangements.
Given this dynamic transportation funding environment, it is clear that local governments need to
reassess traditional methods of funding projects and look creatively at ways to meet public
expectations of high quality transportation services.
Transit Funding
Transit service in Oregon has evolved from private development and reliance on user fees for
operating revenue to public ownership with public subsidy for operations. No clear philosophy of
the state role in providing transit services is evident and the state is continuing its discussion on
how the state should raise revenue in support of transit. The state has used general funds, lottery
funds, stripper well funds, cigarette tax revenue and other funds at various times to support
transit service. These efforts have largely been targeted towards supplying half the required
match to federal capital improvement grants. Other than the elderly and disabled program, the
state has provided no operating funds for transit. The state role has been one of granting authority
to local governments to raise locally-generated operating revenue.
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) grants account for 69 percent of Oregon's funding for
transit capital construction, which includes purchase of buses and other equipment. Federal
funding for transit was increased through the flexibility provided by ISTEA. This federal
legislation expired September 30, 1997 and, while new legislation is still pending, there is strong
indication that current flexibility will be retained, although it will be dependent on Congressional
approval to continue current programs. The largest source of transit operating revenues, $87
million, are local funds, which provide 64 percent of revenues needed for transit operations.
Passenger fares cover 22 percent of Oregon's transit system operating costs. Transportation for
the elderly and disabled is funded through dedication of two cents of the state cigarette tax and
through federal programs.
For the most part, public transportation issues., programs and funding in Vale are covered by the
Malheur County TSP.
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Federal grants from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport improvement Program
(AIP) are used to support general airport infrastructure improvements, with 90 percent Federal
funding and a 10 percent local match. Given the ability to adjust user charges to address
inflation, revenues will likely remain stable for operation and maintenance of the airport,
particularly in relation to funding issues faced by other transportation modes. and advertising
space in the terminal, and a variety of user fees - he1 flowage fees, aircraft landing fees, terminal
rent fees for airlines, rental cars and the restaurant.

CITY OF VALE T

SPORTATION FU

Revenues for roadway purposes for fiscal years 1994-1996 for City of Vale are summarized in
Table 8-2. The majority of funds have been received from state gas tax revenues. The other
sources of income have been interest on reserves and interfund transfers. There are minimal local
sources of funding applied to transportation improvements within City of Vale.
In review and summary, it appears that City of Vale is senerally keeping pace with basic street
maintenance needs. However, City of Vale currently has no significant revenue programs to
match needed capital improvements for major street projects over the next 20 years.
Table 8-2
City of Vale Street Fund Revenue and Expenses
,

.

.>*A

REVENUE
State Gas Tax Apportionment
Interfund Transfers
Interest
rants
Other Outside Sources
Cash on Hand
Services and Fees

-7-

.

. 1994195
(Actual)

$68,188.18
$33,900.00
$3,873
$12,500
0.00
$1 0,525.41
0.00
$1 28,990.06

$40.364.70
$24.564.33
$21 3.07

-

1995196

.--=-_I
996197
:G
,-"
. - (Budget) ,

W"._._

(Actual)

.

+,.:

997/98jzT.+
(~ro~osed)-<

$66,940.85
$68,100.00
$71 .I 07.00
$41,900.01
$69,500.00 $45,000.00
$2,733.89
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$12.645.48
$0.00
$0.00
$1,399.00
$0.00
$200.00
$3,000.00
$1 0,000.00
$10,000.00
0.00
0.00
$76,282.00
$128,619.23 $1 48,600.00 $203,589.00

$43,944.47
$1 8.948.21
$208.82

$44,500.00
$34,891.OO
$643.00

$66,300.0
$26.684.0
$34.291-0

treet Fund Contingency
OTAL
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POTENTIAL FUTURE TRANSPORTATION FUNDING SOURCES
There are a variety of methods to generate revenue for transportation projects. Funding for
transportation improvement projects are derived from three sources: federal, state and local
governments. Appendix E provides a summary of federal, state and local highway, bridge,
sidewalk, bicycle and transit finding programs that have typically been used in the past.
Although property tax is listed as a possible revenue source, the impacts of Ballot Measure 47/50
are likely significant, but still vague.

Recommendations for Receiving Federal and State Sources
Most Federal funding is passed through ODOT to the local jurisdictions. A good workzng
relationship with ODOT Region 5 planners and the Region Manager is important to have major
transportation improvements included as part of the STIP when it is updated every two years.
ODOT maintains interstate and state highways - in City of Vale this includes Highways 20, 26,
and Vale-West Highway. State and federal funds administered through ODOT are the primary
sources of funding for improvements to this facility. Projects that involve ODOT highways
account for approximately $ .03 million (to fund curb extension/pedestrian enhancement projects
on Highway 20) in the next five years, and $2.18 million (Highway 26 widening and realignment of Graham Boulevard) in the following 10 year period.
As shown in Figure S-1, ODOT's contribution towards transportation improvements in the City
of Vale is needed within the next 15 years. Current federal and state revenue programs will
likely fall short of needs in City of Vale. Hence, City of Vale and ODOT should take an active
role in representing their priorities to the Oregon State Legislature, Governor and members of
the US Congress and Senate to enhance state and federal investment in City of Vale
infrastructure.
As noted earlier, the 1997 Oregon Legislature failed to pass enhancements to transportation
infrastructure investment. In lieu of statewide funding enhancements, the City of Vale must look
to local measures to fund future capacity projects.

Recommendations for Developing Local Funding Sources
The 1997 Oregon Legislature failed to adopt statewide funding program enhancements. An
increase in Oregon gas tax, associated weight-mile tax, vehicle registration fees and dedicated
transit funding would have helped City of Vale (significantly) meet the needs for new
transportation system improvements. Without those measures, City of Vale will have to rely on
enhanced local funding measures, at least until statewide hnding measures are secured. The City
should consider developing local financing to support funding the higher priority projects, to be
more attractive for state and federal allocations by providing a larger local match. City of Vale
could consider any one or combination of the following financing measures:
City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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Local improvement district (LID)
System development chargesltraffic impact fees (SDCITIF)
LocaVregional gasoline taxes and vehicle registration fees
Street improvement levies or bonds
Street rnaintenancelutility fees

Potential funding sources are typically judged based on a number of criteria, including:

*
*

legal authority;
financial capacity;
stability;
administrative feasibility;
equity; and
political acceptability.

In general recognition of these criteria, new LID'S, SDC's/TIF's and street maintenance fees
were considered but dropped as viable, local funding measures for new transportation
improvement projects in the City of Vale areas for the following reasons:
In general , street maintenance is already funded through current programs (statewide
gas tadvehicle registration fees and weight-mile taxes), new maintenancelutility fees
could be interpreted as over- or double-taxing;
new development may not occur at sipificant levels, yielding low impact fee
revenues - or impact fees would need to be extremely high in order to yield
significant revenue, quite possibly resulting in discouraging even the smallest of
developments (as planned); and,
New LID'S would be difficult to form around large city projects, placing the financial
burden disproportionately in select areas instead of across the city (to all those who
benefit by the projects).
Hence, the City of Vale TSP includes a more focused evaluation of local gasoline taxes, vehicle
registration fees and street improvement bonds as new and viable measures to fund the City of
Vale share of needed transportation system improvements consistent with and part of an overall
county program. As summarized in Appendix F, a range of funding options were investigated to
ascertain the level of revenue generated based on county-wide application for each funding
measure. Table 8-3 summarizes the 20-year revenues generated by the new county-wide
funding measures recommended in the Draft Malheur County TSP (January 1998).
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Table 8-3
Recommended Funding Sources

$0.01 per gallon
ounty-Wide Vehide Registration Fee - 20 Years [ I ]

-

ounty-W~deRoad Bond 10 Years (2008-2017)
$0.55 per $1.000 assessed value

Total Revenue

City of Vale Transportahon System Needs

$1,395,750

$79,800

$280,300 $1,898,300 $8,019,800 $8,685,900

$1,712,800

[I] Based on 20-year growth in registered vehicles, commensurate with forecasted population

growth.

The diversification of residential and comrnerciaVindustrial in City of Vale and Malheur County
makes it difficult to translate the real, added cost of new transportation funding measures. The
valuation of homes and industry vary greatly across the City. For the purposes of illustrating the
impact of these new fknding measures a simplified summary is provided based on a typical'
household (dwelling) in the City of Vale. Table 8-4 summarizes the added expenses for a
"typical" dwelling to pay for needed transportation system improvements in the City of Vale
through these measures. Beginning in 1998, each typical dwelling would pay $42.22 per year in
added local gas tax and vehicle registration fees. Beginning in 2008, the 10-year Road Bond
would add $66.00 in local property tax to the local gas tax and vehicle registration fees, totaling
$108.22 in annual expense to the typical dwelling.

I Single-family dwelling assessed at $120,000, with 2 automobiles accumulating 20,000 miles per year at 18 miles
per gallon.

City of Vale
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Table 8-4
Added Cost of New Transportation Funding Measures

--

20-Year Local Gas Tax ($.Ol/gal)
20-Year Local Vehicle Registration Fee ($1Olyear)
10-Yea? Road Bond ($.55 per $1,000 assessed value)

$22.22
$20.00

$22.22
$22.00
$66.00

Revenues from the proposed funding measures should (generally) be adequate to meet the
jhancial needs of the City of Vale for major street projects over the next 20 years. Additional
evaluation of the economic impact of any new tax and bonding measures, particularly a local
gasoline tax should be completed before a public vote and eventual implementation (assuming
voter approval). Furthermore, the introduction of new local funding measures will require
significant public support. Those measures adopted by the City will require definition of local
programs to administer the fee and/or tax collection programs.

City of Vale should continue to explore state and federal funding opportunities to meet its longterm transportation needs. State funding is available for funding bike lane modifications, with a
state requirement that one percent of the State Highway Fund be spent for the development of
pedestrian and bikeways. Federal ISTEA programs include the Surface Transportation Program
that provides funds for any road not classified as a local or rural minor collector. The
Transportation Enhancement Program provides funds for enhancing pedestrian and bicycle
facilities, landscaping and other scenic beautification, and improvements to scenic or historic
sites. This program may be a source of funds for projects that include adding bicycle lanes,
sidewalks and off-road pathways. The Highway Enhancement Program provides funds for safety
improvement projects on public roads. All of these programs are coordinated through the ODOT
Region 5 staff and must be included in the STIP.
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CHAPTER 9:
RECOMMENDED POLICY CHANGES
The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) requires local jurisdictions to adopt ordinances and
regulations to protect transportation facilities. This chapter includes Table 9-1, which provides a
"checklist" of TPR requirements and shows how this Transportation System Plan (TSP)
addresses each requirement. This chapter also provides recommended policy amendments to the
City's Comprehensive Plan and Development ordinances to comply with the TPR. These
changes are grouped by general topic below. Specific analysis and recommended changes for
Vale's Comprehensive Plan and Development Code are included in Appendix H.

REQUIRED AMENDMENTS TO LOCAL POLICIES PER THE TRANSPORTATION
ING RULE
A summary of the recommended amendments to Vale's Comprehensive Plan and development
ordinances is listed in Table 9-1. For each requirement, Table 9-1 identifies whether the current
code is in compliance, summarizes of the current code, and summarizes the recommended policy
changes. With the adoption of the TSP recommended changes, the City of Vale will be in full
compliance with the TPR.

POLICIES FOR THE APPROVAL PROCESS
Policies should clarify the approval process for different types of projects. The following
policies are recommended to be adopted in the TSP:
The Transportation System Plan is an element of the Comprehensive Plan. It identifies
the general location of transportation improvements. Changes in the speclfic alignment
of proposed public road and highway projects shall be pernritted without plan
amendment if the new alignment falls within a transportation corridor identified in the
Transportation System Plan.
Operation, maintenance, repair, and presewation of existing transportation facilities
shall be allowed without land use review, except where speczjically regulated.
Dedication of right-of-way, authorization of construction and the construction of
facilities and improvements shall be allowed without land use review for those
improvements that are either specrfically designated in the Transportation System Plan
or that are consistent with the ~Zasszficationof the roadway and approved road standards
of the Transportation System Plan.
Changes in the frequency of rail service that are consistent with the Transportation
System Plan shall be allowed without land use review.
February 1998
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TABLE 9-1
CITY OF VALE TRANSPORTA'I'ION PLANNING RULE COMP
r S P Elements

1

TPR Requirements

3 A R 660- 12-020 (2) (b)
TSP shall include's road plan including a
functional classification consistent with state and
regional TSPs.
Road standards for local streets to:
I)address extensions o f existing streets

Current Code
Compliance
(Y es/NO)

Sunin~aryof Current Policies

Summary of Recommended Policy Change

Partial

Code defines functional classification and basic
design elements.
1 ) Code discusses street extension requirements.
2) Code requires new streets to conform to
existing street patterns.
3) Code also discusses general access
requirements.

Reduce number o f roadway classifications.
Provide more specific roadway standards.
1) None.

I ) Vale has no public transportation system,
excepting school busses.
2) Vale has no intercity bus or passenger rail
system.

I)Identify potential public transportation
system needs for the disadvantaged.
2) Explore policy direction to provide intercity
service.

Code contains no coordinated bicycle or
pedestrian plan.

Adopt bicycle and pedestrian plan with
desiana~edroutes as Dart o f the TSP.

Partial

Pedestrian facilities may be required as part o f
subdivision development.

Add definitions and standards to subdivision
ordinance. Add policy explaining why
connectivity is important.

Partial

Coniprchensive Plan includes objectives and
implementation steps for air transportation.

Adopt air, rail, water and pipeline transportation
plans as part o f the TSP.

\)Yes

2) Yes

2 ) connections to existing /planned arterials and
collectors
3) connections to neighborhood destinations
OAR 660- 12-020 (2) (c)
TSP shall include a description o f public
transportation services for the disadvantaged
including:
I ) identification o f inadequacies
2) description o f intercity bus and passenger rail
system

3) Partial

OAR 660- 12-020 (2) (d)
The TSP shall include a bicycle and pedestrian
plan
OAR 660-1 2-045(6)
Bicycle and pedestrian plans must include
improvements that connect neighborhood activity
centers (schools, shopping)
O A R 660- 12-020 (2) (e)
The TSP shall include air, rail, water and pipeline
transportation plans
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2) None.

3) Include more specific access language.
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TABLE 9-1
CITY O F VALE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING RULE COMPLIANCE
TSP Preparation
TPR Requirements

OAR 660- 12-0 15 (4)
The TSP prepared by the County must be adopted
as part of'th; Comprehensive p i n
OAR 660- 12-0 15 (5)
Preparation of the TSP will be coordinated with
state and federal agencies and other jurisdictions.

Transportation airport and port districts must
participate in preparation of the TSP and adopt
plans for the transportation facilities they maintain
consistent with the TSP.

February 1998

Current Code Summary of Current Policies
Compliance
(Y eslNO)

Summary of Recommended Policy Change

NIA

The TSP is currently in development.

Adopt the TSP as part of Vale's Comprehensive
Plan..

NIA

The TSP is being developed in conjunction with
ODOT, Malhcur County, the Vale Planning
Commission and the City of Vale.

None.

Yes

Current code requires general coordination with
Malheur County within the Urban Growth
Boundary (UGB). The code does not
specifically require coordination regarding the
aimort overlay zone outside of the UGB.

Incorporate specific language requiring
coordination of Airport Overlay restrictions and
area with Malheur County.
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TABLE 9-1
CITY O F VALE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING RULE

I Protection of Transportation Street
Facllltiesllrnprovernents
TPR Requirements

h r r e n t Code
lompliance
Y eslN0)

iummary of Current Policies

Summary of Recommended Policy Change

OAR GGO- 12-045(2) Local governments shall
adopt regulationslpolicies to protect transportation
facilities for the following topics:
I ) access management standards

,)No

I ) None.

2) future operation of roads and transit corridors

!) Partial

3) control of land use around airports
4) coordinated review o f transportation facility

3) Yes
1) Partial

1) Adopt access management standards into
development ordinances.
2) Add policies that protect transportation
facilities.
3) Review airport overlay for adequacy.
4) Include language regarding notice to ODOT
as necessary.

projects, including notice to ODOT of certain
actions
5 ) land use, density should be consistent with road
classifications in TSP
OAR 660-12-045(3) Local governments must
amend subdivision regulations in accordance with
the following directions:
1) provide bike parking in multi-family
developments 4 units or more

2) provision of pedestrian connections from new
subdivisionslmulti-family development to
neighborhood activity centers
3) off-site road inlprovements must accommodate
bicycle and pedestrian facilities on arterials and
major collectors
OAR 660-12-045 (7)
. .
Local governments shall provide street standards
that minimize right-of-way widths and pavement
width

City o f Vale
Transportation System Plan

!) Code considcrs impact of industrial accesses
I n traffic congestion and residential zones.
3) Vale has an Airport Overlay.
1) Code requires City and County revicw of
:apital improvement projects within, adjacent
o, or which directly impact the UGB.

I

5) No

5 ) Street classification and land use, density are
lot specifically coordinated.

5 ) Coordinate land use, density with street
classification.

I ) No

I ) No reference to bicycle parking.

2) Partial

2) Pedestrian way may be required to provide
appropriate circulation. Sidewalks are required
on both sides of some new public streets.
3) Current comprehensive plan mentions bicycle
and pedestrian improvements.

1) Amend subdivision ordinance to include
definitions and development requirements to
provide bicycle improvements where necessary.
2) include specific language regarding routes
between developments and neighborhood
activity centers.

3) Yes

No

Street standards vary in width, but do not
consider minimization o f right-of-way or
pavement widths.

9-4

3) Strengthen policy and ordinance language.

Adopt uniform street standards that provide for
a range o f pavement and right-of-way widths to
be determined on a case by case basis, with
minimization of right-of-way and pavement
widths a desirable goal.

February 1998

TABLE 9-1
CITY O F VALE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING RULE
Coordination of Land Use Reviews and
Decisions/Plan and Land Use Amendments
TPR Requirements

OAR 660- 12-060
Amendments to comprehensive plans that
significantly affect a transportation facility shall
assure that allowed land uses are consistent with
identified function, capacity and level of service
on that road.

Current Code
Compliance
fYesNOt

Summary of Current Policies

Summary o f Recommended Policy Change

Zurrent policies apply to development in
;eneral.

Add policies that require review o f
transportation impacts for all comprehensive
plan aniendnients. (Chapter 9 has suggested
policy changes)

Creaie appropriate findings when adopting TSP.

OAR 660-12-025
Findings o f compliance with applicable statewide
planning goals and acknowledged comprehensive
plan policies shall be developed with the adoption
of the TSP.
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TABLE 9-1
CITY O F VALE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING RULE COMP
Determination of Transportation Needs
TPR Requirements

Summary o f Current Policies

Summary of Recommended Policy Change

1 ) Current policies reflect local needs.

1) Include state and regional needs.
2&3) Determine needs of transportation
I
disadvantaged and frequent movement for
industrial and commercial users. (Chapters 4&5)

No

Current policies do not address state or county
needs.

Update City policies to reflect state information
and policies (such as access management, e.g.).
The County TSP is currently is development.
Update population forecasts.

Yes

Comprehensive Plan considers local forecasts.

Current Code
Compliance
(Y eslN 0)

OAR 660-1 2-030(1)
The TSP should identify the following
transportation needs:
I) state, regional and local
2) needs of the transportation disadvantaged
3) freight movement for industrial and
commercial uses
OAR GGO-I2-030(2) and (3)
City TSPs shall use the state TSP for information
on state needs and the county TSP for information
on county needs.
Within UGBs, local transportation needs are based
on population and employment forecasts for 20
vears

City o f V a l e
Transportation S y s t e m Plan
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TABLE 9-1
CITY OF VALE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING RULE COMPLIANCE
Evaluation and Selectlon o f Transportation
System Alternatives
TPR Requirements

OAR 660-12-035(1) The following alternatives
shall be analyzed in the TSP:
1) improvements to existing facilities
2) new facilities
3) system management
4) demand management measures
5 ) no build alternative
OAR 6GO- 12-035(3)
As standards for evaluation, the transportation
system shall:
I ) support urban and rural development by
providing transportation system that will serve the
land uses identified in the comprehensive plan;
2) be consistent with state and federal protection
of air, land and water quality measures;
3) shall minimize adverse economic, social,
environmental and energy consequences;
4) minimize conflicts between modes;
5) avoid reliance on one mode of travel and
reduce reliance on the automobile.
OAR 660-12-035(8)
Where existing and committed transportation
facilities can adequately serve land uses in the
acknowledged comprehensive plan, local
governments are not required to evaluate
alternatives (above).

February 1998

Current Code
Compliance
IYes/NO)

Summary of Current Policies

Summar)' of Recommended Policy Change

1-5) Current policies are based on
improvements to existing facilities and no
alternatives analysis was documented.

1-5) Conduct TSP process to analyze these
3lfernatives (Chapter 6)
I

TSP currently being adopted will evaluate these
standards. (Chapter 6)
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For State projects that require an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) or Environmental
Assessment (EA), if local review is required the draft EIS or EA shall serve as the
documentation for local land use rmiew, asfollows:
(I) Where the project is consistent with the Transportation System Plan, formal
review of the draft EIS or EA and concuwetzt or subsequent compliance with
applicable development standards or conditions;

(2) Where the project is not consistent with the Transportation System Plan,
formal review of the drafi EIS or EA and concurrent completion of necessaly goal
exceptions or plan amendments.
Uses permitted outright under ORS 215.213(1)(rn) through (pl and ORS 215.283 F-)
through (n), consistent with the Transportation System Plan, the classz~cationof the
street, and approved street standards, shall be allowed without land use review.

STANDARDS FOR TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
The following changes are recommended to be inserted into the City of Vale development
ordinances to address the lack of detailed standards for proposed transportation improvements.
Uses Permitted Outright

Except where otherwise specifically regulated, the following improvements are permitted
outright:
Normal operation, maintenance, repair, and preservation activities of existing transportation
facilities.
Installation of culverts, pathways, medians, fencing, guardrails, lighting, and similar types of
improvements within the existing right-of-way.
Projects specifically identified in the Transportation System PIan which do not require
further land use regulation.
Landscaping as part of a transportation facility
Emergency measures necessary for the safety and protection of property.
Acquisition of right-of-way for public streets, highway, and other transportation
improvements designated in the Transportation System Plan except for those that are located
in exclusive f m use zones.

City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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G. Construction of a street or road as part of an approved subdivision or land partition approved
consistent with the applicable land division ordinance.
Conditional Uses Permitted

A. Construction, reconstruction or widening of highways, streets, bridges or other transportation
projects that are: (1) not improvements designated in the Transportation System Plan or (2)
not designed and constructed as part of a subdivision or planned development subject to the
site plan and/or conditional use review, shall comply with the Transportation System Plan
and applicable standards, and shall address the following criteria. For State projects that
require an Environmental Lmpact Statement (EIS) or Environmental Assessment (EA), the
draft EIS or EA shall be reviewed and used as the basis for findings to comply with the
following criteria:
1. The project is designed to be compatible with existing land use and social patterns,
including noise generation, safety, and zoning.

2. The project is designed to minimize avoidable environmental impacts to identified
wetlands, wildlife habitat, air and water quality, cultural resources, and scenic qualities.
3. The project preserves or improves the safety and function of the facility through access
management, traffic calming, or other design features.
4. Project includes provision for bicycle and pedestrian circulation as consistent with the

comprehensive plan and other requirements of this ordinance.

B. If review under this section indicates that the use or activity is inconsistent with the
Transportation System Plan, the procedure for a plan amendment shall be undertaken prior to
or in conjunction with the conditional permit review.
Time Limitation on Transportation-Related Conditional Use Permits

Authorization of a conditional use shall be void after a period specified by the applicant as
reasonable and necessary based on season, right-of-way acquisition, and other pertinent factors.
This period shall not exceed three years.
POLICIES FOR THE PROTECTION OF TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
Policies Applicable to All Small Jurisdictions
\

T7ze city shall protect the function of existing and planned roadways as identzfied in the
Transportation System Plan.

,February 1998
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The city shall include a consideration of their impact on existing or planned transportation
facilities in all land use decisions.
5. J

The city shall protect the function of existing or planned roadways or roadway corridors
through the application of appropriate land use regulations.
The city shall consider the potential to establish or maintain access ways, paths, or trails
prior to the vacation of any public easement or right-of-way.

*

,
l

%.i"

The city shall preserve right-of-way for planned transportation facilities through exactions,
voluntary dedication, and setbacks.

T O PROTECT THE USE OF AIRPORTS
The city shall encourage cooperation between the county, and the Oregon Aeronautics
Section when reviewing any land use development near the airport.
*AJ

The city will cooperate and coordinate with the county and the Oregon Aeronautics Section
in the protection of the airport and future expansion areas from potential adverse eflects
posed by incompatible land uses.
Because of potential bird hazards to airborne aircraft, land uses beneath designated airport
approach surfaces within 500 feet off the approach end of runway(s) accommodating piston
engine aircraft, and within 10,000feet ofthe approach end of runway(s) accommodating jet
aircraft shaIl not create water impoundments, sanitary landfills, or sewer treatment plants.

POLICIES GOVERNING THE REVIEW OF LAND USE ACTIONS
The review process for land use actions ordinance should be amended to provide for Notice to
ODOT regarding any land use action on a State facility. Similarly, all actions by a city or county
potentially affecting another jurisdiction's road should require notice to that jurisdiction's public
work department. In addition, the policy should be to notify providers of public transit and
special interest transportation groups such as truckers, railroad, bicyclists, pedestrians, and the
disabled on any roadway or other transportation project.
Information that should be conveyed to reviewers includes:
Project location;
Proposed land use action; and
Location of project access point(s).
Additional information that could be supplied to the reviewers upon request (provided the
information is available) includes a site plan showing the following:
City of Vale
Transportation System Plan
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*

Distances to neighboring constructed access points, median openings, traffic signals,
intersections, and other transportation features on both sides of the property;
Number and direction of lanes to be constructed on the driveway, plus striping plans;
All planned transportation features (lanes, signals, bikeways, sidewalks, crosswalks, etc.);
Trip generation data or appropriate traffic studies;
Parking (motor vehicle and bicycle) and internal circulation plans for vehicles and
pedestrians;
Plat map showing property lines, right-of-way, and ownership of abutting properties; and
A detailed description of any requested variance.

a

The city shall coordinate with the Department of Transportation to implement the Kiglzway
improvements listed in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) that are
consistent with the Trarlsportation System Plan and Comprehensive Plan.
The city shall consider thefindings of ODOT's draft Environmental Impact Statemelzts ( E I S )
and Environmental Assessments (EAs) as integral parts of the Iand use decision-making
procedures. Other actions required, such as a goal exception or plan amendment, will be
combined with review of the draft EA or EIS and Iand use approval process.

To minimize impacts on existing transportation facilities:
The proposed use shall not impose an undue burden on the public transportation system.
For developments that are likely to generate more than 400 average daily motor vehicle trips
(ADTs), the applicant shall provide adequate information, such as a trafic impact study or
trafjic counts, to demonstrate the level of impact to the surrounding street system. The
developer shall be required to mitigate impacts attributable to the project.

* Tlze determination of impact or effect and the scope of the impact study should be
coordinated with the provider of the aflected transportation facility.
Dedication of land for streets, transit facilities, sidewalks, bikeways, paths, or access ways
shall be required where the existing transportation system will be impacted by or is
inadequate to handle the additional burden caused by the proposed use.
Improvements such as paving, curbing, installation or contribution to traflc signals,
construction of sidewalh, bikeways, access ways, paths, or streets that serve the proposed
use where the existing transportation system may not be burdened by the proposed use.

February 1998
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REGULATIONS TO ASSURE THAT AMENDMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN
Section 660-12-045(2)(g) of the Transportation Planning Rule requires that jurisdictions develop
regulations to assure that all development proposals, plan amendments, or zone changes conform
with the Transportation System Plan. This requirement can be addressed by adding a policy to
the Comprehensive Plan, as follows:
All development proposals, plan amendments, or zone changes shall conform with the
adopted Transportation System Plan.

The following statements should be added to the local ordinance and policy language governing
zone changes and plan amendments:
0

A plan or land use regulation amendment signrficantly affects a transportationfacility

if it:

A. Changes thefunctional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility;

B. Changes standards implementing a functional classzjication system;
C. Allows types or levels of land use that would result in levels of travel or access that are
inconsistent with thefunctional classzfication of a transportation facility; or

D. Would reduce the level of service of the facility below the minimum acceptable level
identified in the Transportation System Plan.
Amendments to the comprehensive plan and land use regulations which signzficantly affect a
transportation facility shall assure that allowed land uses are consistent with the function,
capacity, and level of service of the facility identrjied in the Transportation System Plan. This
shall be accomplished by one of thefollowing:
Limiting allowed land uses to be consistent with the planned function
transportationfacility;

of the

Amending the Transportation System Plan to ensure that existing, improved or new
transportation facilities are adequate to support the proposed land uses consistent with
the requirement of the Transportation Planning Rule; or,
Altering land use designations, densities, or design requirements to reduce demand for
automobile travel and meet travel needs through other modes.
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POLICIES FOR PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE CIRCULATION AND ACCESS
To comply with objectives of the Transportation System Plan and the Transportation Planning
Rule, it is recommended that Vale amend its Comprehensive Plan with policies such as the
following to protect, support, and encourage bicycle and pedestrian travel.
It is the policy of the city to plan and develop a network of streets, access ways, and other
improvements, including bikeways, sidewalks, and safe street crossings to promote safe and
convenient bicycle and pedestrian circulation within the community.
The c i g shall require streets and access ways where appropriate ro provide direct and
convenient access to major activity centers, including downtown, schools, shopping areas,
and commu&y centers.

In areas of new development, the city shall investigate the existing and future opportunities
for bicycle and pedestrian access ways. Many existing access ways such as user trails
established by school children distinguish areas of need and should be incorporated into the
transportation system.
Bikeways shall be included on all new arterial and collectors within the Urban Growth.
Retrofitring existing streets with sidewalk, where deemed appropriate, shall proceed on a
prioritized schedule.
Priority shall be given to developing access ways to major activity centers within the Urban
Growth Boundary, such as the downtown commercial center, schools, and community
centers.
Bikeways and pedestrian access way shall connect to local and regional travel routes.
Bikeways and pedestrian access ways shall be designed and constructed to minimize
potential conflicts between transportation modes. Design and construction of such facilities
shall follow the guidelines established by the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.
Maintain and repair of existing bikeways and pedestrian access ways (including sidewalks)
shall be given equal priority to the maintenance and repair of motor vehicle facilities.

A citizens advisory committee shall be established to protect and promote bicycle and
pedestrian transportation within the Urban Growth Boundary.
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ORDINANCES FOR BICYCLE PAFXJNG

A minimum of two (2) bicycle parking spaces per use (one sheltered and one unsheltered
shall be required.
Thefollowing Special Minimum Standard. shall be considered as supplemental requirements
for the number of required bicycle parking spaces.
Multi-Family Residences: Every residential use of four (4) or more dwelling units shall
provide at least one sheltered bicycle parking space for each unit. Sheltered bicycle parkzng
spaces may be located within a garage, storage shed, basement, utility room or similar area.
In those instances in which the residential complex has no garage or other easily accessible
storage unit, the required bicycle parking spaces shall be sheltered under an eave, overhang,
an independent structure, or similar cover.
Parking Lots: All public and commercial parking lots and parking structures shall provide a
minimum of one (I) bicycle parking space for every I0 motor vehicle parking spaces.
Schools: Elementary and middle schools, both private and public, shall provide one (I)
bicycle parking space for every 10 students and employees. High schools shall provide one
( I ) bicycle parking space for every jive (5) students and employees. All spaces shall be
sheltered under an eave, overhang, independent structure, or similar cover.
Downtown Areas: In downtown areas with on-street parking, bicycle parking for customers
shall be provided along the street at a rate of at least one ( I ) space per use. Spaces may be
clustered to serve up to six (6) bicycles; at least one cluster per block shall be provided.
Bicycle parking spaces shall be located in front of the stores along the street, either on the
sidewalks in specially constructed areas such as pedestrian curb extensions. Inverted "U"
style racks are recommended. Bicycle parking shall not inte$ere with pedestrian passage,
leaving a clear area of at least 5 feet. Customer spaces are not required to be sheltered.
Sheltered parking (within a building, or under an eave, overhang, or similar structure) shall
be provided at a rate of one space per 10 employees, with a minimum of one (I) space per
store.

The following formulas for calculating the number of required bicycle parking spaces are
recommended:
Fractional numbers of spaces shall be rounded up to the next whole space; and
For facilities with multiple uses (such as commercial centers), the bicycle parking
requirements shall be calculated by using the total number of motor vehicle parking spaces
for the entire development.
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The Transportation Planning Rule specifies that, at a minimum, sidewalks and bikeways be
provided along arterials and collectors in urban areas. Separate bicycle and pedestrian facilities
should be provided where these would safely minimize trips distances by providing a "short cut."
Small cities should enhance existing ordinances by including the following recommended
language, additions and recommendations. The recommendations should be placed within the
appropriate section of the zoning or subdivision ordinance.
Definitions
ACCESS WAY. A walkway that provides pedestrian and bicycle passage either between
streets or from a street to a building or other destination such as school, park, or transit
stop. Access ways generally include a walkway and additional land on either side of the
walkway, ofren in the form of an easement or right-of-way, to provide clearance and
separation bemeerr the walkway and adjacent uses. Access ways through parking lots are
generally physically separated from adjacent vehicle parking or parallel vehicle trafic by
curbs or similar devices and include lighting. Where access ways cross driveways, they are
generally raised, paved, or marked in manner that provides convenient access for
pedestrians.
BICYCLE. A vehicle designed to operate on the ground on wheels, propelled solely by
human power, upon which any person or persons may ride, and with two tandem wheels at
least 14 inches in diameter. An adult drbcyc/e is considered a bicycle.
BICYCLE FACILITIES. A general term denoting improvements and provisions made to
accommodate or encourage bicycling, includingparXing facilities and all bikeways.
BIKEWAY. Any road, path, or way that is some manner specifically open to bicycle travel,
regardless of whether such facilities are designated for the exclusive use of bicycles or are
shared with other transportation modes. Thefive types of bikeways are:

I . MULTI-USE PATH. A paved 10- to 12-foot wide way that is physically separated from
motorized vehicular traffic, typically shared with pedestrians, skaters, and other nonmotorized users.
2. BIKE LANE. A 4- to 6-foot wide portion of the roadway that has been designated by
permanent striping and pavement markingsfor the exclusive use of bicycles.
3. SHOULDER BIKEWAY. The paved shoulder of a roadway that is 4 feet or wider;
typically shared with pedestrians in rural areas.
4. SHARED ROAD WAY. A travel lane that is shared by bicyclists and motor vehicles.
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5. MULTI-USE TRAIL. An unpaved path that accommodates all-terrain bicycles; typically
shared with pedestrians.
E. PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES. A general term denoting improvements and provisions made to
accommodate or encourage walking, including sidewalk, access ways, crosswalk, ramps,
paths, and trails.

F. NEIGHBORHOOD ACTNITY CENTER. An attractor or destination for residents of
surrounding residential areas. Includes, but is not limited to existing or planned schools,
parks shopping areas, transit stops, employment areas.
G. REASONABLY DIRECT {referring to a route). Does not deviate unnecessarily from a
straight line or does not involve a signzficant amount of out-of- irection travel for likely
users.

H. SAFE AND CONT7ENIENT. Indicates bicycle and pedestrian routes that are:

I . Reasonably free from hazards; and
2. Provides a reasonably direct route of travel between destination, considering that the
optimum travel distance is one-half mile for pedestrians and three miles for bicyclists.

I.

WRLKWAY. A hard-surfaced area intended and suitable for pedestrians, including
sidewalk and the surfaced portions of access ways.

Site Plan Review
As part of the site plan review process, Vale should include a requirement to show the design and
location of bicycle parking and bicycle and pedestrian circulation elements. The following
language should be added to the land-use regulations:
Bicycle Parking: The development shall include the number and type of bicycle parking
facilities required. The location and design of bicycle parkzng facilities shall be indicated on
the site plan.
Pedestrian Access and Circulation: Internal pedestrian circulation shall be provided in new
commercial, office, and multi-family residential developments through the clustering of
buildings, construction of hard surface walkways, landscaping, access ways, or similar
techniques.
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C. Commercial Development Shndarb.

I . New commercial buildings, particularly retail shopping and offices, shall be oriented to
the street, near or at the setback line. A main entrance shall be oriented to the street.
For lots with more than two pant yards, the buildzng(s) shall be oriented to the two
busiest streets.
2.

Of street plans (industrial and commercial) shall be located at the side or behind the
building(s).

D. All site plans (industrial and commercial) shall clearly show how the site's internal
pedestrian and bicycle facilities connect with external or planned facilities or systems.

E. Approval of Subdivision Tentative Plans and Final Plats. Information required shall irzclude
the location and design of all proposed pedestrian and bicycle facilities, including access
ways.

F. Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation.
I . On-site facilities shall be provided that accommodate safe and convenient pedestrian and
bicycle access within new subdivisions, multi-family developments, planned development,
shopping centers, and commercial districts, and connecting to adjacent residential areas
and neighborhood activity centers within one-half mile of the development. Residential
deveIopnzents shall include streets with sidewalks and access ways. Pedestrian
circulation through parking lots shall be provided in theform of access ways.

2) Bikeways shall be required along arterial and collectors with ADTs greater than 3,000.
Sidewalks shall be required along arterial, collectors , and most local streets.

G. Cul-de-Sacs and Access Ways.
I.

Cul-de-sacs or permanent dead-end streets may be used as part of a development plan;
however, through streets are encouraged except where topographical, environmental, or
existing adjacent land use constraints make connecting streets infeasible. ??%ere cul-desacs are planned, access ways shall be provided connecting the ends of cul-de-sacs to
each other, to other streets, or to neighborhood activity centers.

2. Access ways for pedestrians and bicyclists shall be 10 feet wide and located within 20foot-wide right-of-way or easement. r t h e streets within the subdivision are lighted, the
access ways shall also be lighted. Stairs or switchback paths may be used where grades
are steep.
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3. Access ways for pedestrians and bicyclists shall be provided at mid-block where the block
is longer than 600feet.
LiYi

4. The Planning Director may determine, based upon evidence in the record, that an access
way is impracticable. Such evidence may include, but is not limited to:

Id

Physical or topographic conditions make an access way connection impractical. Such
conditions include but are not limited to freeways, railroads, extremely steep slopes,
wetlands, or other bodies of water where a connection cannot reasonably be
provided.
Buildings or other existing development on adjacent lands physically preclude a
connection now or in the future, considering potential for redevelopment.
Where access ways would violate provisions of leases, easements, covenants,
restrictions, or other agreements existing as of May 1, 1995 that preclude a required
access way connection.
$
2;
Li

RECOMMENDED DESIGN STANDARDS
Functional Classification and Roadway Standards
The recommended functional classification and roadway standards for Malheur County roadways
are included in Chapter 7.

&.d

ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN

i
Q

The recommended access management policy for Malheur County roadways is included in
Chapter 7.

-

f
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MEETING AND WORKSHOP AGENDAS
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City of Vale
Planning Commission Worksession
Agenda
ate:

Agenda:
Introduction.
What Is a TSP?
Presentation from John Preston.
Project Schedule and Rules.
Summary of Street Inventory Data.
What Concerns Do You Have?
Questions and Answers.

Location:

City of Vale
Transportation System Plan (TSP)
Planning Commission
Meeting # 2
-

Agenda
Date:
Time:
:

Wednesday October 15, 1997
5:00 PM- 7:00 PM
Vale City Council C

Attendance:
( )
( )
( )

( )
( )

Alice Bronsdon, Planning Commissioner
Marion Caputi, Planning Commissioner
Bill Glenn, Planning Commissioner
Maureen Rossi, Planning Commissioner
Andy Mortensen, W&H Pacific

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )

Bruce Bond, Planning Commission Chairman
Geri Cumrnings, Planning Commissioner
Dick b e ,City Coordinator
Jay Rucker, Planning Commissioner
'
Chris Eaton, W&H Paclfic

Agenda:
1.

Comp. Plans/Ordinance Changes for TPR Compliance

Attachment Draft Chapter 9

2.

Roadway Standards

Attachment Draft Chapter 9

3.

Next Meeting Date

Discussion

City of Vale
Planning Commission
Meeting # 3
Agenda

Wednesday, January 28, 1998

Date:
8

.

Agenda:
4'

t

1

_1
I

i

l

1.

Draft TSP Report

Attachment

2.

Ontario Transportation Solutions

Discussion

3.

Public Outreach, Hearings and Adoption

Discussion

4.

Next Meeting Date

Discussion

Note: If you cannot attend this meeting, please see the attached meeting schedule for other
opportunities to participate.
There will be an Open House for the Vale TSP in the Council Chambers from 5:00 pm to 7:00
pm immediately before the Planning Commission meeting.
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TABLE B-1
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CITY OF VALE STREET INVENTORY
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CITY OF VALE STREET INVENTORY
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CITY OF VALE STREET INVENTORY
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TABLE 8-2
RAILROAD CROSSING CONTROLS IN THE CITY OF VALE
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STATE HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS IN'THE CITY OF VALE, 19
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September 9 , 1997

To I
Robin C a t z
RE:
HVA C i t y of Vale Jan. 1 9 9 5 t h r o u g h S e p t . 1 9 9 7
Fromt C h i e f J e r r y Kelleher, Vale Police Dept.
.
'

C i t y of V a l e

1995 MVA's

01-28-95
Saturday 1 5 2 5 Hrsa
Two c a r HVA / West Hain a t B S t r e e t
Fail t o Y i e l d / No Injuries

Wednesday 8755 Hrsn
HVA / A S t r e e t a t Nachez
F a i l u r e t o Y i e l d / No Injuries

06-06-95 Tuesday 1708 H r a :
One Car HVA / D S t r e e t a t Yakima S t r e e t
M e c h a n i c a l Failure / No Injuries
08-06-95

Sunday

1030

Hra:

T w o - C a r HVA / B S t r e e t a t C o t t a g e S t r e e t
Fail t o obey s t o p s i g n / Ho I n j u r i e s
F r i d a y 1525 H r s :
/ 1 2 t h S t r e e t a t Horton S t r e e t
P a i l t o Y i e l d / No I n j u r i e s

09-15-95

Two Car HVA

09-22-95
F r i d a y 1 5 4 0 Hrs:
T w o C a r HVA / W a s h i n g t o n S t r e e t a t G l e n n S t r e e t
-Improper
Left T u r n / No Injuries

18-10-95 Tuesday 1810 H r s :
Two C a r HVA / A S t r e e t a t S n i e h S t r e e t

F a i l t o Y i e l d / No I n j u r i e s
Wednesday 1 7 0 8 Hrat
Two Car HVA / West Main S t r e e t a t D Street
F a i l t o Y i e l d / No Injuries
11-08-95

12-05-95
T u e s d a y 1638 Hrsl
Two'Car HVA / A S t r e e t a t S m i t h S t r e e t
D a n g e r o u s Left T u r n / No I n j u r i e s

1996 HVA's

C i t y o f Vale

01-02-96
T u e s d a y 1245 Hrsr
Two C a r H V q -/ C o u r t S t r e e t a t A Street
Hit & Run t o parked Vehicle
01-17-96
K e d n e s d a y 1739 H r s ;
Two C a r HVA / A S t r e e t at L o n g f e l l o w S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r L e f t T u r n / N o Injuries
01-18-96 Thursday 1550 Hrsr
One car H V A / B S t r e e t at W e s t S t r e e t
I c e / No I n j u r i e e
03-01-96

F r i d a y 1712 Hrsr
A S t r e e t a t West
e l d / Ho I n j u r i e s

A /

4-08-96 Honday 1803 H r s t
Two C a r MVA / A S t r e e t at Glenn S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r L e f t T u r n / No I n j u r i e s

-

84-28-96
S a t u r d a y 1033 H r s :
One C a r ( t r u c k ) HVA / L o n g f e l l o w Street a t H o r t o n Street
I m p r o p e r t u r n i n g ( R i g h t h a n d T u r n ) / No Injuries

04-26-96 F r i d a y 0805 Hra:
T w o C a r HVA / W a s h i n g t o n S t r e e t a t C o u r t Street
I l l e g a l U T u r n / No I n j u r i e s
8 5 - 2 8 - 9 6 Honday 1 4 5 4 Hrs:
t w o Car K V A / H o l l a n d S t r e e t at E S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r Backing / No I n j u r i e s

05-39-96 T h u r s d a y 6950 H r s ~
Two Car HVA / W a s h i n g t o n S t r e e t i a t C o u r t S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r L e f t T u r n / Possible I n j u r y
06-16-96
.

--

Sunday

1 3 5 4 Hrat

t w o car NVA / A S t r e e t at G l e n n S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r L e f t T u r n / No I n j u r i e s
87-05-96
~ k i d a y1650 H r s :
two car HVA- / A S t r e e t a t S h o r t S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r L e f t T u r n / No I n j u r i e a
07-06-96 S a t u r d a y 0840 H r s :
t w o car HVA / Smith S t r e e t a t A S t r e e t

I m p r o p e r B a c k i n g / No I n j u r i e s
08-12-96 Honday
1030 Hre:
Three c a r mva / W a s h i n g t o n S t r e e t at Glenn S t r e e t
-Fail
t o o b e y traffic c o n t r o l d e v i c e / No I n j u r i e s

09-18-96
Wednesday 1710 H r s :
t w o car mva / H w y # 2 6 ( 1 2 t h S t r e e t ) a t O r e g o n S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r P a a a i n g / No I n j u r i e s
18-81-96
T u e s d a y 1215 Hrs:
two c a r HVA / G l e n n S t r e e t at W a s h i n g t o n S t r e e t
-Fail
t o o b e y t r a f f i c c o n t r o l d e v i c e / Ho I n j u r i e s
10-22-96
Tuesday 1420 H r s :
t w o c a r HVA / D S t r e e t a t C o t t a g e S t r e e t
I l l e g a l B a c k i n g / No I n j u r i e s
11-07-96 T h u r s d a y 0835 H r a :
two c a r WVA / B S t r e e t a t B r y a n t S t r e e t
/ No I n j u r i e s
I l l e g a l Backing

two e a r W A / A S t r e e t a t G l e n n S t r e e t
I m p r o p e r L e f t T u r n / No I n j u r i e s
12-20-96 Friday
1300 Hrst
One C a r H V A / A S t r e e t a t N a c h e z S t r e e t
Ice / No I n j u r y
12-23-96 Honday 1836 Hrat
two c a r HVA / 1 2 t h S t r e e t a t H a r r i s o n S t r e e t
F a i l t o Yield / No I n j u r i e s

1997 HVA's

C i t y of Vale

02-07-97 F r i d a y 0615 H r s t
One Car HVA / C o t t a g e Street at D S t r e e t
I n a t t e n t i v e Driving / N o I n j u r i e s
02-12-97 Wednesday 2145 H r s r
two car H V A / H o l l a n d S t r e e t a t A S t r e e t
Improper B a c k i n g / No I n j u r i e s
04-14-97 Honday 1215 H r s :
t w o Car WVA / S m i t h S t r e e t a t W a s h i n g t o n Street
u n s a f e b a c k i n g / No I n j u r i e s
06-28-97 S a t u r d a y 1724 H r s :
two c a r HVA / W a s h i n g t o n S t r e e t a t H a i n S t r e e t
i m p r o p e r L e f t T u r n / No I n j u r i e s
07-13-97 S u n d a y 1830 Hrst
two car HVA / A S t r e e t a t S m i t h S t r e e t
,
,D a n g e r o u s L e f t Turn / No I n j u r i e s
07-18-97 Friday 1437 H r s c
t w o car H V A / B S t r e e t a t C o t t a g e S t r e e t
F a i l t o o b e y t r a f f i c c o n t r o l d e v i c e / No 1 n j u r i ; s

07-25-97 , Friday
1331 Hrsl
two c a r HVA /
Main Street a t Washington-Street
Improper Backing / N o Injuries
08-16-97 S a t u r d a y 0 9 2 5 Hrs:
two Car HVA / 1 2 t h S t r e e t at Hope Street
inattentive Driving / No Injuries

,
'

08-25-97
Monday 1 3 1 3 H r s t
two car HVA / Washington Street at Glenn Street
Improper L e f t Turn / N o Injuries

-
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N C
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S E R I A L DATE/
NU.;
DAYI N V L S T TICIC
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00564
CITY

MALHEUE
VALE

0019(i
011/2!l/911
NOTRCC F H I 1 1 P

IIALIICUF:
RURAL

00003
01/03/96
COUNTY WED OBA
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WED 1 1 A
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F IRST/
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ROAOCHAR/
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0101
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CROSS
NONE

0-LEG
2

RAlK
WET DA'I'

TYPE
ACCCOLL/
CLASS
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l NJ

CLE
E REAR
D R Y D A Y PDO

RCSPAR? I vcn
L Ic/
C l P N T j OWNER/ AGESEVRTV T Y P E
SEX

-

MOVE/
FR-TO

ERNOR/
ACTION

EVENT/
CAUSE

-----------------------------------------------0 1 MVOP P R I
IMJC
PASS
O i ElVOP P A '
TRCFTT
PDQ

N O N - Y STRGii1 NO R O l W Y
27 M S ti
GO A/RED
NOH-'I' STRCtlT NONE
4 5 M U E
NONE

ND-Y I E L C

T IREFA l L
MACH-DEf

OitWOPPR!
O i l 1 - Y STIICHT U H S F E V E t I
O
P A S S 2 1 I;
H E
LOSTCONT
BRIDGE R h l L t N G

01 MVOP PR I
PDO
PASS
02 WOP P R I
PASS
PDO

OR 1-ff

STRCHT
S
O R 1 - Y STOP
2E M t
S

73 M

N

REAR-END
NONE
NONE
WAITFORL

I

FOL-CLOS

* Y * C O O E S

E M P L

CLASS
D H I V E R ACT I O N

CODE
08
12

USED
2

1

8
P E D - A C T I ON

t

PAR PARK
WAITFO~L
CO A / R E D

STOPPED FOR

P A R A L L E L PARK I NC
LEFT TURK
GO A F T E R S T O P P I N G FOR S I G N OR F L A S H I N G RED

TREIFRWIiG
UNSFEVEH
IMP PARI.
REAR-END
NO ROFWY

TURNED TI7014 WRONG L A N E
D K I \ ~ l t J GU N S A F E V E H I C I - C
OTHCF. I IIPROPEF. PAR), I N L MOVEMENT
F A I L E D TO A V O I D S 7 0 P P E D OG PARKED V E H I C L E
D I E NOT H A V E R I G H T - O F - W A Y

TIREFAIL
BRRAIL.

TIRE FAILURE
BHIDGERAILING

NO CODES USED
06
11I
26
2&

DR l YEF; ERROF.

P E l i IdOVCMEN?
EVFNTS

DESCR I P T I O N

NO

1
1
6

CODES USED
23
46

1
1

TYPE OF A C C l D E N T CODES
C O L L I S I O N W I T H ANOTHER MOTOFi V E H I C L E

-

I N TRAFFIC

ENTER l N C A T ANGLE
ONE V E I I I C L E S T O P P E D
E N T E R I N O A T ANGLE
A L L OTHERS
BOTH GO l t i c S T R A I C H T
FROK SAME D I R E C T I O N
FROFl SANE D I R E C T I O N
O K T U R K , ONE S T R A I G H T
ONE STOPPED
FROM S A M E D I R C C T I O N
FROE! SAME D I R E C T I O N
A L L OTHERS ( I N C L PARK I N C )
FROH O P P O S I T E D I R E C T I O K
BOTH G O I N G S T R A I G H T
ONE L E F T T U R K . ONE S T R A I G t I 7
FRON O P P O S I T E D I R E C T I O I i
FROI: OPPOSITE D I R E C T I O ~ ,
ONE S T O P P E D
'
FRON O P P O S I T E D I R E C T I O h '
ALL O T H E R S ( INCL PARI.INC)

--- --

C0LLlS1011'

OF 1110701: V E H I C L E W I T H :

MOTOR V E H I C L E O l i ,
OTHER ROADWAY
P A R K E D MOTOR V E H I G L E
PEDESTRIAh'
R A l LROAD T R A I It
BICYCLIST
A N I MA:
F IXED OBJECT
OTHER O B J E C T
OVERTURNED
OTHEt? IION-COLL I S I Oh'

APPENDIX C

LEVEL OF SERVICE DESCRIPTION

February 1998

City of Vale
Transportation System Plan

Averaoe Delav oer Vehicle
--

V e r y low average stopped delay, less than five seconds per vehicle. This occurs when progression is
extremely favorable, and most vehicles arrive during the green phase. Most veh~clesdo not stop at all.

Average stop delay is in the range of 5.1 to 15.0 seconds per vehicle. This generally occurs with good
progression andlor short cycle lengths. More veh~clesstop than for a LOS A, causing higher levels of
average delay.
Average stopped delay IS In the range of 15.1 to 25.0 seconds per vehicle. These higher delays may
result from f a ~ progression
r
andlor longer cycle lengths. Individual cycle failures may begm to appear at
this level. The number of vehrcles stoppmg IS s~gnificantat this level, although many still pass through
the intersection without stopping.
Average stopped delays are In the range of 25.1 to 40.0 seconds per vehicle. The influence of
congestion becomes more noticeable. Longer delays may result from some combination of unfavorable
progression, long cycle length, or h ~ g h
volumelcapac~tyratios. Many vehicles stop, and the proportion of
vehicles not stoppmg declines. Individual cycle failures are noticeable.
Average stopped delays are in the range of 40.1 to 60.0 seconds per vehicle. This is considered to be
the limit of acceptable delay. These high delay values generally indicate poor progression, long cycle
lengths, and high volumelcapacity ratios. Individual cycle failures are frequent occurrences.

gj

&
g."

%-a

Average stop delay is in excess of 60 seconds per vehicle. This is considered to be unacceptable to
most drivers. This condition often occurs with oversaturation. It may also occur at high volume/capacity
ratios below 1.00, with many individual cycle failures. Poor progression and long cycle lengths may also
contribute to such high delay levels.

City o f Vale
Transportation System Plan

Appendix C-2

February 1998

Unsiqnalized Intersections

LOS

I

Stopped Delay per Vehicle (Seconds)

1

Unsignalized intersections include two-way stop controlied (TWSC) and all-way stop controlled
(AWSC) intersections. The 1994 Highway Capacity Manual [Reference 11 provides new models
for estimating total vehicle delay at both TWSC and AWSC intersections. Unlike signalized
intersections, where LOS is based on stopped delay, unsignalized intersections base LOS on total
vehicle delay. A qualitative description of the various service levels associated with an unsignalized
intersection is presented in Table C3. A quantitative definition of LOS for unsignalized intersections
is presented in Table C4. Using this definition, LOS E is generally considered to represent the
minimum acceptable design standard. It should be noted that the LOS criteria for unsignalized
intersections are somewhat different than the criteria used for signalized intersections. The primary
reason for this difference is that drivers expect different levels of performance from different kinds
of transportation facilities. The expectation is that a signalized intersection is designed to carry
higher traffic volumes than an unsignalized intersection. Additionally, there are a number of driver
behavior considerations that combine to make delays at signalized intersections less onerous than
at unsignalized intersections. For example, drivers at signalized intersections are able to relax during
the red interval, while drivers on minor street approaches to TWSC intersections must remain
attentive to the task of identifying acceptable gaps and vehicle conflicts. Also, there is often much
more variability in the amount of delay experienced by individual drivers at unsignalized
February 1998

Appendix C-3

City of Vale
Transportation System Plan

intersections than signalized intersections. For these reasons, it is considered that the total delay
threshold for any given LOS is less for an unsignalized intersection than for a signalized intersection.
While overall intersection LOS is calculated for AWSC intersections, LOS is only calculated
for the minor approaches and the major street left turn movements at TWSC intersections.
No delay is assumed to the major street through movements. For TWSC intersections, the overall
intersection LOS is defined by the movement having the worst LOS (typically a minor street lefi

turn).

es that can be accommodated by the movement.

caused by geometric and/or

City of Vale
Transportation System Plan

Appendix C-4
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PM Peak Hour (4:30 to 5:30)

--------

Adjusted to reflect averge monthly ADT, based on volume data at
Cairo Junction.
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Cairo Junction.
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Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)
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Level Of Service Computation Report
HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)
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Table 1
Transportation Systems Plan
S u n l m a r y of Road-Related Transportation Funding Programs: Federal Sources

Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA)

Surface Transportation Program (STP)

Transportation Enhancement Program
(Part of STP)

ISTEA is designed to provide flexibility in federal funding of transportation projects, ISTEA established several
funding programs including the 1) National Highway system; 2) Interstate Program; 3) Surface Transportation
Program; 4) Congestion Management and Air Quality Improvements Program; and 5) National Scenic Byways
Program.
The Surface Transportation Program was authorized by Title I of the ISTEA. The STP funds are allocated to the
State and suballocated to cities and counties on a formula basis by the Oregon Transportation Commission.
STP funds may be used for any road that is not functionally classified as a local or rural minor collector and must
be included in the Trans~ortationI n i ~ r o v e m e n Pronram
t
to receive STP funds.
The ISTEA includes provisions that require the State to set aside a portion of its Surface Transportation Program
(STP) funds for projects that will enhance the cultural and environmental value of the State's transporration
system.
I

Highway Enhancement System (HES)

Eligible transportation enhancement projects must be directly related to the intermodal transportation system.
This program funds enhancements including pedestrian and bicycle facilities; preservation o f abandoned railway
corridors; landscaping and other scenic beautificatiotl; control and removal of outdoor advertising; acquisition of
scenic easements and scenic or historic sites; scenic or historic highway programs; historic preservation;
rehabilitation and operation of historic transportation buildings, structures or facilities; archaeological planning
and research; and mitigation of water pollution due to highway runoff.
The FHWA Highway Enhancement System Program provides funding for safety improvement projects on public
roads. Safety improvement projects may occur on any public road and must be sponsored by a county or city.
T o be eligible for Federal aid, a project should be part of either the annual element of a Regional Transportation
Plan or the annual listing of rural projects by ODOT, although they do not have to be part o f the approved State
Highway Improvement Program to receive HES funding.
The United States Forest Service shares 25 percent of national forest receipts with counties. By Oregon law (ORS
294.060), the County then allocates 75 percent o f the national forest receipts to the road fund and-25 percent to
local school districts.
Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) are administered by the Department of Housing and Urban
D e v e l o ~ m e n [HUD)
t
and could potentially be used for transportation improvements in eligible areas.
~

Timber Receipts (USFS)

Community Development Block Grants
(CDBG)
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Table 2
Transportation Systems Plan
S u r r l n ~ a r yof Road-Related Trarisportstion Funding Programs: State Level

The State Highway Fund composed of gas taxes, vehicle registration fees, and weight-mile taxes assessed on freight
carrier. In 1994, the state gas tax was $0.24 per gallon. Vehicle registration fees were $15 annually. Revenues are
divided as follows: 15.57 percent to cities, 24.38 percent to counties, and 60.05 percent to ODOT. The city share of
the State Highway Fund is allocated based on population.
ORS 366.514 requires at least one percent of the State Highway Fund received by ODOT, counties and cities be
expended for the development of footpaths and bikeways. O D O T administers the bicycle funds, handles bikeway
planning, design, engineering and construction, and provides technical assistance and advice to local governments
concerning bikeways.
The State of Oregon allocates a portion of revenues from the state lottery for economic development. T h e Oregon
Economic Development Department provides grants and loans through the SPWF program to construct, improve
and repair infrastructure to support local economic development and create new jobs. The S P W F provides a
maximum grant of $500,000 for projects that will help create a minimum of 50 jobs.
The most familiar form of a transportation access charge is a bridge or highway toll. Transportation access charges
are most appropriate for high-speed, limited access corridors; service in high-demand corridors; and bypass facilities
to avoid congested areas.
-

l

Transportation Access Charges

l

Congestion pricing, where drivers are charged electronically for the trips they make based on location and time of
day, is the most efficient policy for dealing with urban congestion. It not only generates revenue for maintenance
and improvements; but also decreases congestion and the need for capital improvements by increasing the cost of
hips during peak periods.
e Oregon Revised Statutes allow O D O T to construct toll bridges to connect state highways and improve safety
and capacity. The Statues also allow private development of toll bridges. Recent actions by the Oregon legisiature
provide authority for developing toll roads. State authority for congestion pricing does not exist; new legislatiotwould be required.
Financed at a level of $5 million per year to a maximum of $40 million through FY96. The fund is to suppoo
specific economic developments in Oregon through the construction and improvement o f roads and is restricted f o ~
use in situations that require a quick response and commitment o f funds. It is anticipated that the maximum amounl
available for a single project is $500,000 or 10 percent o f the annual program level. This fund may be used only
when other sources of financial support are unavailable or insufficient and are not a replacement or substitute for
U

City of Vale
Transportation Systems Plan

r-=OR Transportation Infrastructure Bank

As a pilot program for the USDOT, the Oregon Transportation Commission has made $10 million available
from projects that will not be contracted in FY 1996. The OTlB will make loans for transportation projects
and will offer a variety of credit enhancements. Initial loans must be for improvements on federal aid
highways, repayments go into an account that will be made available for any mode. Ability to repay will be a
key factor in all loans.
The State maintains a policy of sharing installation, maintenance, and operational costs for traffic signals and
luminaire units at intersections between State highway and city streets (or county roads). Intersections
involving a State highway and a city street (or county road) which are included on the state-wide priority list
are eligible to participate in the cost sharing policy.
ODOT establishes a statewide priority list for traffic signal installations on the State Highway System. The
priority system is based on warrants outlined in the Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Local
agencies are responsible for coordinating the statewide signal priority list with local road requirements.
ODOT administers the HEP statewide for projects that correct a known safety problem or concern. Limited
funds are allocated statewide based on a competitive costhenefit analysis, and then projects are added to the
STIP. In Region 5, the only current HEP projects include:
0
Pumpkin Center road signal
ION Highway (78) rumble strip application.

-,
-

-
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Table 3
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Systems P l a n
S u m m a r y o l Road-Related T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Funding P r o g r a m s : L o c a l Sources

Special Assessments/Local Improvements
Districts

Systems Development Charges (Impact
Fees)

Local Gas Tax
Local Parking Fees

City o f Vale
Transportation Systems Plan

Special assessments are charges levied on property owners for neighborhood public facilities and services, with each property
assessed a portion o f total project cost. They are commonly used for such public works projects as street paving, drainage,
parking facilities and sewer lines. The justification for sucli levies is that many o f these public works activities provide services
to or directly enhance the value o f nearby land, thereby providing direct andlor financial benefit to its owners.
Local improvement Districts (LIDS) are legal entities established by the City to levy special assessments designed to fund
improvements that have local benefits. Through a local improvement district (LID), streets or other transportalion
I
imbrovements are constructed and a fee is assessed to adjacent pro'perty owners.
Systems Development Charges (SDCs) are fees paid by land developers intended to reflect the increased capital costs incurred
by a municipality or utility as a result o f a development. Development charges are calculated to include the costs o f impacts on
adjacent areas or services, such as increased school enrollment, parks and recreation use, or traffic congestion.
Numerous Oregon cities and counties presently use SDCs to fund transportation capacity improvements. SDCs are authorized
and limited by ORS 223.297 - 223.314.
A local gas tax is assessed at the pump and added to existing state and federal taxes. Tillamook, The Dalles and Woodburn arc
Oregon cities that have a local gas tax. Multnomah and Washington Counties also have gas taxes.
Parking fees are a common means o f generating revenue for public parking maintenance and development. Most cities have
some public parking and many charge nominal fees for use o f public parking. Cities also generate revenues from parking
citations. These fees are generally used for parking-related maintenance and improvements.
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Vehicle Registration Fees
Property Taxes
Revenue Bonds
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Revenue Bonds are bonds whose debt service is financed by user charges, such as service charges, tolls, admissions fees,-and
rents. I f revenues from user charges are not sufficient to meet the debt service payments, the issuer generally is not legally
obligated to levy taxes to avoid default, unless they are also based by the full faith and credit o f the insuring governmental unit.
I n that case, they are called indirect general obligation bonds. Revenue bonds could be secured by a local gas tax, street utility
fee, or other transportation-related stable revenue stream.
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Most city res~dentspay water and scwer utility fees Street user fees apply the same concept to city streets A fee would be
assessed to all businesses and households in the city for use o f streets. based on the amount o f use typically generated by a
particular use. For example, a single-family residence might, on average, generate 10 vehicle trips per day compared to 130 trips
per 1,000 square feet o f floor area for retail uses. Therefore, the retail use would be assessed a higher fee based on higher use.
Street services fees differ from water and sewer fees because usage cannot be easily monitored. Street user fees are typically
used to pay for maintenance more than for capital projects.
Counties can implement a local vehicle registration fee. The fee would operate similar to the state vehicle registration fee. A
portion o f the County fee would be allocated to the City.
Local property taxes could be used to fund transportation, although this is limited by Ballot Measure 5 and 47.

Street Utility Fee
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Table 4
C u r r e n t l y Used Revenue Sources F o r C i t i e s ( m i l l i o n s o f 1995 dollars)

il%,f

total road

;rowing about 1.75% per year.

3dewalksl
l i k e Lanes
3eneral Fund Transfers
Special Property Tax
-evies
mprovement District
4ssessments
2ystems Development
ZhargesiTraffic Impact
Fees

Interest Earnings

Grows roughly wlpopulation and
inflation.
Varies w/current interest rates.

Local Gas Tax

Unchanged.

Private Contributions

Varies widely.

Utility Franchise Fees

-

Misc. permit fees, finds,
fines, parking, Motel Tax,
other
Federal FHWA+HUD

-

Misc. State Revenues
mainly Lottery funds.

Off-street Bike Paths

Varies but assume growth @ 3%/yr.
3ut not used by all cities.
Increasing, only used by about 18
:ities.
Varies but increases when local
ievelopment increases.
Varies but increases when local
ievelopment increases, only used by
about 2 dozen cities.

-

Misc, general funds &
ISTEA

City o f Vale
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Gradual growth.

:onstitutionally limited to funding )24$/gal. for gas; 930hiennium
registration fee.
ctivities that benefit autos &
rucks.
Varies widely.
day be used for any purpose.

I

vlay be used for purpose described I Varies widely.

day be used for construction o f
iew streets.

s a general revenue used by some
:hies for streets.
4ave same Constitutional limits as
Highway Fund.
Have same Constitutional limits as
Highway Fund.
Usually contributions are related to
ipecific development street
impacts.
General revenues used for streets.

/arks with construction tost &
ocal ordinances.
Jaries with construction cost &
ocal ordinances. Rates
;enerally higher i n Portland
bletro area.
Statutory limit o f 5% o f utility
yoss receipts.
Jsed as general street revenue.
Used by Tillamook, The
Dalles, and Woodburn.
Negotiated individually.

Varies widely by City.

Relatively stable

Used mainly for new construction
wlsome rehab.

Based on federal allocation to
Oregon.

Varies, no trend.

Used mainly for economic
development capital
~mprovements.

Specific grants to individual
cities each year.

Varies from year to year.

ISTEA & General Funds used for
construction, General Funds used
for maintenance & repair.

Varies from year to year.
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Table 5
Transportation System Plan
Sumrtiary of Transit Funding Programs

FTA Section I8
FTA Section 16
FTA Section 9

FTA Section 3

Congestion
ManagementJAir Quality
Program (CMAQ)
STATE SOURCES
Oregon Public Transit
Assistance (In-Lieu
Payroll Tax)

match.
Section 18 is a federally sponsored program for small urban and rural areas (under 50,000 population) to support both
capital and operating needs. These funds are dispersed through ODOT and distributed on a population basis.
These funds are distributed through ODOT to support the capital needs of nonprofit social service transportation
providers. Funding of paratransit vehicles for public agencies is done through FTA Section 16.
If an urban area reaches a population of 50,000, it will no longer be eligible for Section 18 funds but will be eligible for
Section 9 funds for urban populations greater than 50,000. Operating assistance is available to a predetermined
regional cap based on the size and productivity of the operation. Capital assistance is available with a limit of 80
percent of a capital project. FTA funds are allocated to transit agencies based on a complex formula which includes
population, population density, and the number of revenue service hours operated within a year.
FTA Section 3 funds are limited to capital purchases and fall into three categories: 1) bus/bus facilities, 2) new rail
starts, and 3) rail upgrade. As with other FTA grants, the Section 3 Discretionary funds provide 80 percent funding
with a 20 percent required local match.
This program was included in ISTEA for non-attainment areas as defined in the Federal Clean Air Act. ISTEA funds
are administered by ODOT and are generally focused on air quality improvements.

This fund source is a local payroll tax disbursed by the state to support transit services. To be eligible for these funds, a
transit district must be formed and it must be generating local revenues (i.e., property tax). The amount is determined
based on the number of State and Federal employees within the Transit District and is the reimbursement of payroll
taxes collected from those employees. There is a restriction on the funds specifying that the amount of money received
cannot exceed the amount of funding generated locally through the property tax. These funds can be used to support
operations or as local match for federal capital grants.
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Developer Impact Fees

Parking Taxes and Fees
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An impact fee is a charge imposed on new development to compensate for its impact on the local transportation
infrastructure. A fee is typically assessed on square footage o f planned developn~ent.Impact fees can be implemented
by local ordinance with specific criteria for establishing an inipact fee and can be imposed in downtown urban areas or
in outlying growth areas.
An impact fee is a controversial measure and, like other developer fees, must show a connection between the
development and the service provided.
A parking tax or fee could be levied by a city and all or a portion of it dedicated to transit uses. Many downtown areas
levy parking fees and as the city grows, the levy can be used as a strategy to encourage transit use for trips to the
downtown area.
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'Table 6
Transportation System Plan
Currently Used Transit Revenue Sources in Oregon

1

Funding Source

Transit Service Typeff unction
Urban Public Transportation
(Portland & ~ u ~ e n e )
(operating & capital)

Urban Public Transportation
(Salem, Corvallis, Medford, K-Falls)

1.
2.

3.
4.
1.

2.
3.
Small City & Rural
(Astoria, Union County, etc.)
(operating & capital)
Mobility for Seniors & People with
is abilities (operating & capital)

-

4.
1.
2.

3.
1.
2.

3.

Intercify Bus
(operating & capital)

February 1998

4.
5.
1.
2.

Local Payroll Tax - operating
Federal grants - capital
Federal grants - operating
Fares & advertising
Property tax (typically a taxbase or stand-alone
levy w/in $ I0 cap for local gov't services)
Federal grants - capital
Federal grant - operating
Fares & advertising
Federal grants - capital & operating
Local Property Tax (typically wlin city or
county operating levy)
Fares, donations & advertising
Special Transportation Fund (2# state cigarette
tax) - operating & capital
Social Service Agency grants 1 contracts operating
Local Property Tax (typically wlin city or
county operating levy)
Federal grants - capital & operating
Fares, donations advertising
Major Interstate Routes: Fares
Branch & feeder routes: Private capital, Fares

Appendix E-l 1

Status

1. Major Source - $100 milliodyr. Growing Sensitive to Economic Conditions
2. Major source - $10 milliodyr - Stable
3. Minor source $5 milliodyr - Declining
4. Minor source - Growing wlridership
1. Major Source - Growing Slowly
2. Major Source - $2 milliodyr. Stable
3. Major Source - $2 milliodyr. - Declining
4. Minor Source - Growing wtridership

-

-

1. Major Source - Declining
2. Major Source - Stable
3. Minor Source - Stable
1. Major Source - $5 milliodyr. - Declining
2. Major Source - Declining
3. Minor Source Stable
4. Major Source - Declining
5. Minor - Stable

-

1. Sole Source - Declining
2. Private

City of Vale
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CHAPTER 8:
FINANCIAL PLAN
INTRODUCTION
The Malheur County TSP financial plan includes a transportation financing program that
includes:
a list of planned transportation facilities and major improvements;
a general estimate of the timing for planned transportation facilities and major
improvements;
o
determination of planning level cost estimates for the transportation facilities and
major investments identified in the TSP (intended to provide an estimate of the fiscal
requirements to support the land uses in the acknowledged comprehensive plan(s) and
aIlow jurisdictions to assess the adequacy of existing and possible alternative
mechanisms); and,
a
a discussion of existing and potential financing sources to fimd the development of
each transportation facility and major improvement (which can be described in terms
of general guidelines or local policies).
The timing and financing provisions in the transportation financing program are not considered a
land use decision as defined by the TPR and ORS 197.712(2)(e) and, therefore, cannot be the
basis of appeal under State law. In addition, the transportation financing program is to implement
the comprehensive plan policies which provide for phasing of major improvements to encourage
infill and redevelopment of urban lands prior to facilities which would cause premature
development of urbanizable areas or conversion of rural lands to urban uses.
This chapter summarizes the financing program defined for the Malheur County TSP as required
by the TPR. It summarizes the transportation improvement projects, identifies general timing and
rough cost estimates of transportation system improvements, and summarizes the existing and
potential future financial resources to pay for these improvements, as a general policy guideline.

-

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS COST AND TIMING
The total cost of all transportation system improvements in Malheur County is expected to
exceed $33 million. Malheur County's portion of these costs is estimated at almost $9 million.
These improvements include roadway, bicycle and airport facility improvements on the State and
County transportation system over the next 20 years (as identified in Chapter 7 - TSP).
Appendix E summarizes the individual projects along with their planning-level cost estimates.
All costs are estimated in constant 1997 dollars. Table 8-1 provides an estimate of the schedule
(five-year increments) and jurisdiction (State, County, city and private) responsible for making
major roadway improvements. Descriptions of the types of projects and their associated costs
follow.
January 1998
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PROJECT DESCRIPTIOH

I

P R O J E C T I P R O C R A M SCHEDULE

I

COST

PARTNERSHIP

CAPITAL O U

1

s

R

5

P

22%

8

8%
TBD

TBD

f

4

St.72
TBO

f

/

-

o n d w r v SVSltm P l i n
1 Rallroad Avenue Extensbn
IOnlafb Nofth.Sovlh Ansrlill
J Columbla A v e n u l C x l e n r b n
4 US 05 R s 4 l b n m e n t (Jordan V a b y TSP)
5 Replace Funclbnalty O b s o k l e B m g e s 12)
8 Replacs SlNCfUr88y D t k h r d BlId0lS 121
1 Speclrl Ro8dw#y Reconshvctbn P m p d s 111
8 Hbhway 101 InleneObnt
O I m p m v t W M U a S a f b h Condltbnr
10 H b h r n v 201 RR Cmsskqs Removsl
11 Hbh-8v 201 Re.Allgnmenl
12 Arcadln AvrlAlrmsda Blvd '5' C u n e e
I 3 CIS* I o u b v l r d l n t e n c d b n t
1 4 Boat L a n d h p Rood
15 Sap0 RatdlCanyon Road l n t e n e d b n
I 0 Slrnlon Bouhvard E x l c n t b n
1 1 H b h r a y 2 0 I M g t P b f Ramoval
IIcYcI*
System P l a n

( w e R o ~ d w a vP m p n s 1-4 a 7 )
18 Oraham BoubvardmuKv C n e k Road B*e Lanes
'ubllc T r t n t p o f i a l l o n I y m m P l a n
Ihcludlna T r m s w r ( a l b n Demand Manwement p m ~ r a m r )
1111 SysIsm Plsn
tlr ¶ v a l t m P l a n
Jordan Vllla), AhpQd C o n t l ~ d b n
Vale A k w n E r l o n t b n

MOTES:

113 50
TBD
$2 80
TED
$ 7 80
ll 0 1
12 40
$0 10
TBD
SO 25
12 70
1 0 10
TBO
TED
TED
1 1 08
TED

TBO
TB D
1 0 25
l o 05

25%

TB 0

/

f
/
25%
25%
f

COST PER 1.IEAR INCREMENT:
TOTAL REVENUE HEEDS I Y SOURCE:

PROPOSED L O C A L
REVEHUE SOURCE

Roadways
Fourteen roadway improvement projects wiIl be needed to upgrade the madway and highway
system within Malheur County over the next 20 years. Approximately $31 million of the total
transportation system improvements are attributed to these roadway projects. Target dates for
project construction have been tentatively identified by five-year increment, as illustrated in
Table 8-1.
Bicycle Facilities
New bicycle facilities (along collector/arterial roads) in the Malheur County transportation
system will increase by approximately 32 miles, most of which are included in roadway
improvement projects. The Graham BouievardBully Creek Road shoulder widening project,
estimated at $1.7 million provides a significant system improvement linking Bully Creek
Reservoir to the major state highway system of bicycle facilities.
Pedestrian FaciIities
New pedestrian facilities (along collector/arterial roads) in the Malheur County transportation
system will also increase by approximately 32 miles, all of which are included in roadway
improvement projects.
Airport Facilities

The estimated cost for the siting and development of a new airstip in the Jordan Valley area is
$250,000. The Malheur County's share of that amount is estimated to be $ 125,000, planned for
completion in the 11-15 year time h e .
Timing
Project priorities have been grouped into five-year categories. Table 8-1 summarizes the
improvements that will occur within those time frames. Malheur County expenditures to extend
and improve Railroad Avenue are the greatest in the first 10 years, averaging about $290,000 per
year. Other major expenditures for transportation improvements are expected in the last 10 years
for an estimated $5 milIion to widen Bully Creek Road and extend Stanton Boulevard and
Columbia Boulevard. The County will be expected to make investments to improve
transportation facilities for existing development and to improve major collectors and arterials
that serve the entire area.
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EXISTING AND HISTORIC-FINANCING SOURCES
Road-Related Funding

In 1992, Oregon received $704 million, or 67 percent of its highway revenues, from the
collection of user taxes and fees. The second largest category is almost entirely comprised of the
sale of timber logged from National Forests. In 1992, these timber receipts raised roughly $1 15
million. The remaining revenue sources - road and crossing tolls, general fund appropriations,
property taxes, miscellaneous receipts and bond receipts - accounted for $223.5 million or
roughly 2 1 percent of total transportation revenues.
The most significant portion of Oregon's highway user taxes d fees come from federal he1 and
vehicle taxes, state taxes, and general motor vehicle fees. These categories account for 32
percent, 34 percent, and 25 percent, respectively, of a11 highway user taxes and fees collected in
the state. During the 19801s,Oregon's transportation budget was bolstered by a series of two-cent
annual gas tax increases. At the same time, the Federal Government was increasing investment in
highways and public transportation. The situation is different today. The last two Legislatures
failed to increase the gas tax and federal budget cuts are reducing transportation fimding
available to Oregon. The State Highway Fund is further losing buying power because the gas tax
is not indexed to inflation, and increased fuel eEciency of vehicles reduces overall consumption.
Oregon Highway Trust Fund revenues are distributed among state (60.22 percent), County
(24.38 percent) and City (15.40 percent) governments to fund their priority road needs. In 199596, the state estimated it would collect $575 million in state highway funds. Counties and cities
would then receive about $140 and $90 million, respectively.
Oregon law allows local government, in addition to receiving state highway trust fund revenues,
to levy local fuel taxes for roadway related improvements. Multnomah and Washington
Counties, and some small cities (Tillarnook, The Dalles, Woodburn) have used this
authorization. Several attempts have been made by other jurisdictions but have not been
supported by the electorate. As few local governments have implemented this option, non-user
road revenues tend to be relied upon, to supplement the h d s received from state and federal
user revenues. Other local funding sources have included property tax levies, local improvement
district assessments, bonds, traffic impact fees, road user taxes, general fund transfers, receipts
from other local governments, and other miscellaneous sources.
-

Oregon's basic vehicle registration fee is $15 per year regardless of the vehicle being registered.
Oregon law permits local governments (counties) and governmental entities to impose local
option vehicle registration fees. To date, no county has implemented this tax.
Cities have relied more than counties on transfers from their general funds to support roadway
improvements. Ballot Measure 5, however, approved by the voters in 1990, reduced the range of
funding and financing options available to both cities and counties. Measure 5 limited the
property tax rate for purposes other than for payment of certain general obligation indebtedness
to $15 per $1000 of assessed value. The measure further divided the $15 per $1000 property tax
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authority into two components: $5 per thousand dedicated to the public schools; the remaining
$10 dedicated to other local government units, including cities, counties, special senice districts,
and other non-school entities. The tax rate limitation for cities and counties went into effect in
1992. The school portion of the measure is being phased in over a five-year period beginning in
FY 1992. In 1996, voters again approved a property tax limitation measure, Ballot Measure
47/50, which will further impact the ability of cities and counties to pay for needed infi-astructure
through historic or traditional means.
At the same time that increased growth and increased transportation demands are occurring,
cities and counties have lost another traditional source of revenue for infixstructure construction
and upgrade - timber harvest receipts. Under a 1993 negotiated mitigation plan, federal forest
receipts to support county roads are decreasing 3 percent per year. In 1996, counties will receive
74 percent of their 1986-90 average receipts, and by 2003 they will receive 55 percent of the late
1980s revenues.
Given this h d i n g environment, current funding levels and sources are not adequate to meet the
transportation needs of the State, cities and counties for the next 20 years. In response to this gap
between needs and funding, Governor Kitzhaber organized the Oregon Transportation Initiative
to look at statewide transportation needs and to develop a program to address how these needs
will be met. Through a public process led by business and civic leaders across the state, frndings
and recommendations on the state of transportation needs and methods to address those needs
was submitted to the Governor in July 1996. A result of these recommendations was appointment
of a committee to develop a legislative proposal to the 1997 Legislature regarding transportation
funding. Part of that proposal identified a "base" transportation system, with a priority of
maintenance, preservation and operation of a system of transportation facilities and services that
ensures every Oregonian a basic level of mobility within and between communities. It is
expected that other components will include efficiencies resulting from better intergovernmental
cooperation (shared resources and equipment, better communication on project needs and
definition), and elimination of legislative barriers to more efficient and cost-effective methods of
providing transportation services. However, the 1997 Legislature failed to pass either the
Governor's measures or their own.
A part of transportation funding will be identification of relationships and responsibilities
relative to delivery of projects and services. In Oregon, the primary state role has been to
construct and maintain the state highway system and to assist local government with funding of
other modes. The state also has a role in intercity passenger services and airports. This has
historically been minor, but would grow significantly if serious efforts were put into intercity rail
improvements. Local governments, in addition to providing local road and bridge construction,
maintenance and preservation, provide local transit and airport support. The Federal Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) began moving decision-making for
federal programs to states and this program and other state policies incorporated in the Oregon
Transportation Plan (OTP) encourage reassessment of responsibilities and obligations for
funding.
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These changing relationships -have resulted in two significant issues for state and local
governments. First, there is no clear definition of state responsibility. At one time, the state
operated on an informal consensus that it should provide one-half the match on federally funded
local and other projects that served statewide needs. No similar consensus seems to exist today.
The state's responsibility for transit, airports and other local transportation infrastructure and
services is not clear. The question of regional equity is raised in considering especially high-cost
project needs, such as the Bend Parkway or the Portland area light rail program. Regional equity
will probably require consideration of all modes together, because different regions may have
different modal needs and financial arrangements.
Given this dynamic transportation funding environment, it is clear that local governments need to
reassess traditional methods of
ding projects and look creatively at ways to meet public
expectations of high quality transportation s e ~ c e s .
Transit Funding
Transit service in Oregon has evolved from private development and reliance on user fees for
operating revenue to public ownership with public subsidy for operations. No clear philosophy of
the state role in providing transit senices is evident and the state is continuing its discussion on
how the state should raise revenue in support of transit. The state has used general funds, lottery
funds, stripper well funds, cigarette tax revenue and other funds at various times to support
transit service. These efforts have largely been targeted towards supplying half the required
match to federal capital improvement grants. Other than the elderly and disabled program, the
state has provided no operating funds for transit. The state role has been one of granting authority
to local governments to raise locally-generated operating revenue.
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) grants account for 69 percent of Oregon's funding for
transit capital construction, which includes purchase of buses and other equipment. Federal
funding for transit was increased through the flexibility provided by ISTEA. This federal
legislation expired September 30, 1997 and, while new legislation is still pending, there is strong
indication that current flexibility will be retained, although it will be dependent on Congressional
approval to continue current programs. The largest source of transit operating revenues, $87
million, are local funds, which provide 64 percent of revenues needed for transit operations.
Passenger fares cover 22 percent of Oregon's transit system operating costs. Transportation for
the elderly and disabled is funded through dedication of two cents of the state cigarette tax and
through federal programs.
Airport Funding
Federal grants fiom the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport Improvement Program
(AIP) are used to support general airport infr-astructure improvements, with 90 percent Federal
funding and a 10 percent local match. Given the ability to adjust user charges to address
inflation, revenues will likely remain stable for operation and maintenance of the airport,
particularly in relation to funding issues faced by other transportation modes. and advertising
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space in the terminal, and a variety of user fees - fuel flowage fees, aircraft landing fees, terminal
rent fees for airlines, rental cars and the restaurant.

MALHEUR COUNTY TRANSPORTATION FUNDING
Revenues for roadway purposes for fiscal years 1991-1996 for Malheur County are summarized
in Table 8-2. The majority of funds have been received f?om state gas tax revenues. The other
sources of income have been on interest on reserves, and moneys from the State Highway fund.
State Highway Fund moneys have historically been dedicated to operation and maintenance of
the road-related system. There are minimal local sources of funding applied to transportation
improvements within Malheur County.
, it appears that Malheur County

is continuing to keep pace with
roadway maintenance needs. The County also has some reserve h d s to improve a limited
number of bridges in the future. However, Malheur County currently has no significant revenue
programs to match needed capital improvements over the next 20 years like the Railroad and
Alberta Avenue extension projects.

Table 8-2
Malheur County Revenues For Roadway Purposes
Fiscal Year:
1991192
1992193
1993i94 . 1994195 . 1995l96
1996197
REVENUE
.... - . . . .
.. .- - -.---. .-. - . .-. .- .
- - ..-...
92.132
202,221
62,930
113.079
430.780
369,70
Federal (ISTEA, other)
tate (gas tax, veh.reg.1
1.319.260
1,556,577 1,955,171
1,551,321
1,982,676 1,510,39
560.196
560.657
543,803
(property tax *)
657,500
669,481
N/A
89.786
104,524
117.033
ther (~nterest,sales, etc.)
147.886
139,619
NIA
.a

P

SUBTOTAL

2,171.924

2.297.036

2,695,330

892,759
498,178

1,013,018
591,520

.. .
1,150,098714,695

3,562,861

3,901,574

4,560,123

XPENSE

ash Canyovers
edicated Reserves
equipment. bridges, projects)

F

TOTAL AVAILABLE

-.L.-

2.469.786
C _ _ .

.-

3,222.556

_

.-,

_

NA

. . . ___

1,646,687
625.845

1,468,765
649,580

4,742,318

5,340,901

'

N/A
NIA
N/A

* only road assessment districts
NIA = not available
POTENTIAL FUTURE TRANSPORTATION FUNDING SOURCES
There are a variety of methods to generate revenue for transportation projects. Funding for
transportation improvement projects are derived from three sources: federal, state and local
governments. Appendix G provides a summary of federal, state and local highway, bridge,
sidewalk, bicycle and transit funding programs that have typically been used in the past.
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Although property tax is listed as a possible revenue source, the impacts of Ballot Measure 47/50
are likely significant, but still vague.
Recommendations for Receiving Federal and State Sources
Most Federal funding is passed through ODOT to the local jurisdictions. A good working
relationship with ODOT Region 5 planners and the Region Manager is important to have major
transportation improvements included as part of the SiYP when it is updated every two years.
ODOT maintains interstate and state highways - in Malheur County this includes 1-84 and
Highways 20, 26, 78, 95 and 201. State and federal funds administered through ODOT are the
primary sources of funding for improvements to this facility. Projects that involve ODOT bridges
and highways account for approximately $16 million in the next ten years and $5 million in
remaining 10 year period.
.

-

ortation hprovernents in
As shown in Figure 8-1, ODOT's contribution towards
unincorporated Malheur County is needed within the next 10 years. The two significant projects
include partnering with Malheur County and the City of Ontario to extend Railroad Avenue and
improve and extend 18th Street across the UPRR; and replacing obsolete bridges along state
highways, particularly across the \Snake River. ODOT currently has approximately $12 million
in the current S T P for the "Ontario Transportation Solution Package." A portion of this funding
package should be dedicated to the Railroad Avenue/l8th Street Extension (approximately $6.5
million) and the remaining should be dedicated towards the North-South Arterial (ODOT, City
of Ontario and Malheur County project to be determined as part of the Ontario TSP).
ODOT should update the STIP to prioritize needed bridge improvements. Current federal and
state revenue programs will likely fall short of needs in Malheur County. Hence, Malheur
County and ODOT should take an active role in representing their priorities to the Oregon State
Legislature, Governor and members of the US Congress and Senate to enhance state and federal
investment in Malheur County bridge infrastructure.
As noted earlier, the 1997 Oregon Legislature failed to pass enhancements to transportation
infrastructure investment. In lieu of statewide funding enhancements, Malheur County must
look to local measures to fund future capacity projects.
Recommendations for Developing Local Funding Sources
The 1997 Oregon Legislature failed to adopt statewide fimding program enhancements. A n
increase in Oregon gas tax, associated weight-mile tax, vehicle registration fees and dedicated
transit funding would have helped Malheur County (significantly) meet the needs for new
transportation system improvements. Without those measures, Malheur County will have to rely
on enhanced local funding measures, at least until statewide funding measures are secured. The
County should consider developing local financing to support funding the higher priority
projects, to be more attractive for state and federal allocations by providing a larger local
match. Malheur County could consider any one or combination of the following financing
measures:
Malheur County
Transportation System Plan
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Local improvement district (LID)
System development chargedtraffic impact fees (SDGITIF)
LocaVregional gasoline taxes and vehicle registration fees
Roadway improvement levies or bonds
Roadway maintenancdutility fees
Potential funding sources are typically judged based on a number of criteria, including:

0

a
Q

legal authority;
financial capacity;
stability;
administrative feasibility;
equity; and
political acceptability.

In general recognition of these criteria, new LID'S, SDCYs/TIF'sand roadway maintenance fees
were considered but dropped as viable, local funding measures for new transportation
improvement projects in the Malheur County rural areas for the following reasons:
roadway maintenance is already funded through current road programs (statewide gas
tdvehicle registration fees and weight-mile taxes), new maintenance/utility fees
could be interpreted as over- or double-taxing;
rural development is not likely to occur at significant levels, yielding low impact fee
revenues - or impact fees would need to be extremely high in order to yield
significant revenue, quite possibly resulting in discouraging even the smallest of
developments (as planned); and,
LID'S would be difficult to form around large county projects, placing the financial
burden disproportionately in select areas instead of across the county (to all those who
benefit by the projects).
Hence, the Malheur County TSP includes a more focused evaluation of local gasoline taxes,
vehicle registration fees and road improvement bonds as new and viable measures to fund the
Malheur County share of needed transportation system improvements. A range of funding
options were investigated to .ascertain the level of revenue generated based on county-wide
application for each funding measure. As described separately below, each county-wide funding
measure is also summarized by reporting the revenue generated for each of the County
jurisdictions (assuming a revenue distribution to local jurisdictions based on future, year 2017
population).
Local Vehicle Registration Fee
Statewide vehicle registration fees are lowest in Oregon ($15/year) when compared to
neighboring states, as shown in Table 8-3. Only counties can implement local vehicle
registration fees in Oregon. A summary of annual and 20-year revenues from a local vehicle
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registration fee in Malheur County is provided in Table 8-4. Local revenues are listed by
jurisdiction, with options for both a $10 and $20 local fee in addition to the current $IS/y~,ar
statewide fee. County-wide (including incorporated cities) revenues fiom a $10-$20 local
vehicle registration fee ranges from $8.4 to $16.8 million over 20 years. Revenues allocated to
unincorporated Malheur County are estimated at $3.6 million over 20 years based on a $10 per
year local vehicle registration fee. Regardless of the option chosen, a local vehicle registration
fee would require local voter approval.

Table 8-3
Comparison of Automobile-Related Taxes
(as of March 1997)

Registration Fee
Ad Valorem Tax
Auto Sales Tax"

$1 5lyear
$0
$0

$36/year
$172lyear
$19l/year

$29/year
$1481year
$19l/year

$28/year
$0
$123lyear

$331year
S78lyear
$17Uyear

Source: ODOT, Policy Section.
California includes sales tax, Oregon and Nevada include local option tax.
" Prorated over eight years.

Table 8-4
Local Vehicle Registration Fee Option

Adrian
Jordan Valley
Nyssa
Ontario
Vale
Unincorporated Co.

143
502
3,400
14,364
2,500
15,557

0.4%
1.4%
9.3%
39.4%
6.9%
42.7%

$1,500
$5,100
$34,500
$145,900
$25,400
$158.000

$2,900
$10,20C
$69,1 OC
$291,80C
$50.80C
$316,OOC

$32,900
$1 15,400
$781,500
$3,301,700
$574,600
$3,575,900

$65,700
$230.800
$1,563,00C
$6,603,400
$1,149.30C
$7,151,80C

Local Gasoline Tax
Oregon's state-wide gasoline tax, as summarized in Table 8-3, is quite similar to neighboring
states, and is $.01 (per gallon) lower than Idaho. Raising a Malheur County gasoline tax may
introduce impacts to the OregodIdaho economy of gasoline sales and the revenues they generate
locally. By assuming no change in the gasoline saledrevenue economy, the estimated annual and
Malheur County
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20-year revenues from a county-wide local gasoline tax can yield significant revenues for
transportation system improvements. As shown in Table 8-5, county-wide revenues over a 20year period range from approximately $6.0 to $12.0 million based on a S.01-S.02 local gas tax
(per gallon). Revenues allocated to unincorporated Malheur County range from $2.5 to $5.1
million over the next 20 years based on the same local gas tax options.
Table 8-5
Local Option Gas Tax

OTAL

29,896,036

36,466

100.0Y

$298.96

$597.92

S5,979.20

$ 11,958.41

Road Bond Measure
Local property taxes could be used to fbnd transportation improvements. Roadway capital
improvements are typically funded by a serial levy that implements property taxes for a set
period of time, often for a specific set or list of projects. Voter approval is required for serial
levies. Since passage of Measures 5 and 47/50, property tax levies are primarily used to support
General Obligation bonds that finance transportation improvements, because levies for bonded
indebtedness are exempt from property tax limitations.
Table 8-6 summarizes a range of road bond options based on the rate of added bond indebtedness
ranging from $.25 to $.60 per $1,000 assessed property value. The estimated 20-year revenues
from county-wide bond measure options ranges from $5.5 to $13.1 million. Revenues allocated
to unincorporated Malheur County range from $2.3 to $5.6.
Surnmarv
A summary of the estimated revenues generated by the county-wide funding sources described
above is provided in Table 8-7. Annual, five-year and 20-year revenues are listed in the table,
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ROAD BOND OPTIONS
20-Year Revenues'
Rate per $1,000 Assessed Value

Jurlsdlctlon

Future
Population Dislrlbution

Adrian
Jordan Valley
Nyssa
Ontario
Vale
Unlnc. Co.

143
502
3,400
14,364
2,500
15,557

0.4%
1.4%
9.3%
39.4%
6.9%
42.7%

TOTAL

36,466

100.0%

Based on a 199611997 Total Assessed Valuation of $1,090,686,597.

and were used in the process of matching the scope and timing of transportation system needs in
Malheur County, with the appropriate type and mix of new h d i n g sources. Table 8-8
summarizes the recommended funding sources (and their implementation period) w h c h include
the following:
S.01 per Gallon, County-wide Local Gas Tax over the next 20 years;
$10 per year, County-wide Vehicle Registration Fee over the next 20 years; and,
$0.55 per $1,000 assessed value, Road Bond over the last 10 year period.
The county-wide local gas tax and vehicle registration fee rates, coupled with the current
statewide rates, appear to be minimal when compared to other states and jurisdictions. Each
measure generates significant revenue, both for the County and cities, and should be relatively
stable over the 20-year lifetime of the TSP.
Currently, many of the cities and. ~ n c o r p o r a t e dareas ~f Malfieaar County have a number of
local and county-wide programs funded through property taxes. 'The introduction of a new
county-wide road bond might receive significant opposition within the next few years, but could
be well received towards later years in the TSP time kame. To generate the remaining revenue
needs within the 20-year TSP, a county-wide road bond levied at $0.55 per $1,000 assessed value
over the last 10 years is needed.
Table 8-7
Estimated Revenue from Additional Funding Sources

$0.02 per galon

$597,921

$2,989,604

$1 1,958,414

$370,400

$1,903,174

$740,800

$3,806,349

$8,382,00C
$16.764,OOC

I

County-Wide Vehicle Registration Fee [I]
$1 0 per year
$20 per year
ounty-Wide Road Bond
$0.25 per $1,000 assessed value
$0.30 per $1,000 assessed value
$0.35 per $1,000 assessed value
$0.40per $1,000 assessed value

[11

(21

Based on 20-year growth in registered vehides, commensurate with forecasted population growth.
Revenue projections for 1998-2002.
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Table 8-8
Recommended Funding Sources

-

b & t F G d e Local Gas Taw 20 Years

I

/111

$0.01 per gallon

-

unty-Wide Vehide Registration Fee 20 Years

[I]
532,900 $115,400

5781.500 $3,301,700 $574,600

53.575.90

-

ounty-W~deRoad Bond 10 Years (2006-2017)

[I] Based on 20-year growth in regstered vehides, commensurate with forecasted population growth.

The Malfieur County TSP Financial Plan, summarized previously in Table 8-1, includes the
proposed local revenue sources utilizing the recommended local gas tax, vehicle registration fee
and road bond fimding measures. As only one scenario among many, these financing measures
together provide the level of local funding to pay for needed transportation system improvements
in rural Malheur County. They also raise significant revenues for transportation system
improvements within each of the municipalities.
The diversification of residential, commerciaVindustria1and agricultural
activities in Malheur
County makes it difficult to translate the real, added cost of new transportation funding measures.
The valuation of homes and industry vary greatly across the County, as do the current property
tax levels. For the purposes of illustrating the impact of these new funding measures a simplified
summary is provided based on a typical1 household (dwelling) in Malheur Counby. Table 8-9
summarizes the added expenses for a "typical" dwelling to pay for needed transportation system
improvements in the unincorporated areas of Malheur County through these measures.
Beginning in 1998, each typical dwelling would pay $42.22 per year in added local gas tax and
vehicle registration fees. Beginning in 2008, the 10-year Road Bond would add $66.00 in local
property tax to the local gas tax and vehicle registration fees, totaling $108.22 in annual expense
to the typical dwelling.

1

Single-family dwelling assessed at % 120,000, with 2 automobiles accumulating 20,000 miles per year at 18 miles
per gallon.
Malheur County
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Table 8-9
Added Cost of New Transportation Funding Measures

20-Year Local Gas Tax ($.Ol/gal)

Additional evaluation of the economic impact of any new tax and bonding measures, particularly
a local gasoline tax should be completed before a public vote and eventual implementation
(assuming voter approval). Furthermore, the introduction of new local funding measures will
require significant public support. Those measures adopted by the County will require definition
of local programs to administer the fee andfor tax collection programs.
Malheur County should continue to explore state and federal funding opportunities to meet its
long-term transportation needs. State funding is available for funding bike lane modifications,
with a state requirement that one percent of the State Highway Fund be spent for the
development of pedestrian and bikeways. Federal ISTEA programs include the Surface
Transportation Program that provides h d s for any road not classified as a local or rural minor
collector. The Transportation Enhancement Program provides funds for enhancing pedestrian and
bicycle facilities, landscaping and other scenic beautification, and improvements to scenic or
historic sites. This program may be a source of funds for projects that include adding bicycle
lanes, sidewalks and off-road pathways. The Highway Enhancement Program provides funds for
safety improvement projects on public roads. All of these programs are coordinated through the
ODOT Region 5 staff and must be included in the STIP.
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John Preston
Region 5 EnvironmentalIPlanning

TO:

arlan Nale, P. ., Transportation Analysi
Transportation Analysis Unit

M:

Y:

Review of Draft to

ity of Vale Transportation Syste

First to respond to the comment from Andy Mortensen of W&H Pacific in his letter to
Mike Gillett, dated January 23, 1998 (see attached), regarding a straight line forecast
for future traffic volumes based on PTR data on Highway 20126 at Cario Junction. As
per the Transportation System Planning Guidelines, a Level 1 - trending forecast should
be adequate for a city under 2,500 population, such as Vale. In line with that, and our
review of the TSP, we do not have a problem with the proposed method, with the
following reservations:
There aren't any large employers expected in Vale's 20-year future that would
adversely effect the trend forecast.
There is no anticipated growth in neighboring areas that would cause a rapid
increase (greater than the trend line) in traffic volumes.
The remaining comments are from the review of the draft City of Vale Transportation
System Plan. Here are those comments:
Page 2-1 0:
Comment:

Table 2-3
The heavily outlined cells represent the wrong category of LOS
standards for the City of Vale. The correct category could be either
"Urban Parts of Other Cities" or "Urbanizing Areas and Rural
Development Centers."

John Preston
February 23, 1998
Page 2

Page 4-1 0:
Comment:

Table 4-2
All of the LOS calculations are "delay" based. What is the LOS and
VolumeICapacity
(vlc)
ratio
for
each
intersection
using
"Volume1Capacity" methodologies?
What year does this table
represent?

Page 5-3:
Comment:

"The ATR on Highway 20126 is located XXX miles east of Vale."
The Cairo Junction ATR is located approximately 11.34 miles east of
Vale or 0.3 miles west of Cairo Junction.

Comment:

igure 5
Figure 5-4 should be renamed Figure 5-5.

Page 5-5:
Comment:

Figure 5-5
This figure implies there are fewer trucks at the Cairo Junction ATR than
at either the Juntura ATR or the Basque ATR. The Cairo Junction ATR
has approximately twice as many trucks as either of the other two ATRs
does. The other two ATRs have a higher percentage of trucks.
However, the ADT of the Juntura ATR is approximately 4.5 times greater
than the ADT at either one of the other two ATRs.

Page 6-6:

"In Vale, an STA is recommended on Highway 20 ...". "Within the STA,
access standards should allow intersection spacing at a minimum of 250
feet and driveway spacing at a minimum of 100 feet."
Locating an STA within the City of Vale can be appropriate. Special
Transportation Areas (STAs) are compact areas in which growth
management considerations outweigh standard design hour operating
criteria.
STAs include central business districts, transit-oriented
development areas and other activity or business centers oriented to
non-auto (principally pedestrian) travel. They do not apply to whole
cities or strip development areas along individual highway corridor. If an
STA is located in the City of Vale, it should be located in the downtown
area where the storefronts are and should be only a few blocks in
length.

Comment:

Comment:

We recommend that you drop all references to a specific spacing
standard for approach roads within the STA. ideally, there should be
additional public street connections, and very few approach roads for
private use which is usually the case where development is dense and
adjacent to the sidewalks.

John Preston
February 23, 1998
Page 3

Comment:

There should be a discussion of the Level of Importance of the state
highways within the Transportation System Plan area. An access
management strategy needs to be identified that is consistent with the
function of the highway that can be implemented over time.

Comment:

If current land holding patterns prevent the ability to achieve the spacing
standards as identified in the 1991 Oregon Highway Plan, then wording
should establish ODOT's requirement to provide access where a right of
access exists, and where the property would be othewise landlocked.

Comment:

This discussion should also include techniques to consider such as joint
use approach roads, construction of parallel and interconnecting city
streets, well designed frontage roads, etc.

Comment:

Care should be exercised through the document to not "legalize"
existing road approaches that are not legal. Examples of illegal road
approaches include road approaches constructed sine 1949 that are not
permitted, accesses where no rights of access exist and road
approaches that are wider than allowed by rule or established on the
permit.

Page 7-17:

Comment:

"A cursory review of accidents reported at these locations indicate the
most frequent causes to be improper movement through the intersection
and failure to obey traffic a control device."
Please reverse the words "traffic and a".

Page 8-12:
Comment:

Pages 8-12 through 8-15.
Missing.

Appendices:
Comment:

Chapter 8.
Chapter 8 (pages 8-1 through 8-15) is placed after the appendices.

Attachment
cc: Erik East

GENERAL COMMENT RESPONSE
Concur with findmg to implement Level 1 (straight h e forecast) analysis to estimate future traffk in Vale
as part of TSP.
COMMENT 1 RESPONSE
Comments @ 2-10, Table 2-3) regarding LOS standards noted and changes made accordingly.
COMMENT 2 RESPONSE
Comments (Table 4-2) regarding LOS calculation noted. All iutersections in Vale are unsignalized. TSP
project employed 1994 HCM methods for LOS analysis at unsignalized intersections, and reported average
delay per vehicle characteristics and LOS grade (a-f) are indicated Volume-to-capacity indcators are not
reported using the standard HCM methods. The scope and contract for the Malhew County TSP (including
Vale, Jordan Valley and Adrian TSPs) does not include and define specific tools that are used to measure
LOS. Should ODOT require the use of SIGCAP and UNSIG10, the Vaie TSP analysis can be recalculated.
This activity would be an additional expense to the project and would require additional funding outside the
current contract. Since all Vaie intersections operate at LOS B or better (and C or better in the future), well
within the acceptable LOS range policy (C or better), we suggest that no additional contract work be
undertaken to generate v/c ratios for unsignalized intersettions.
Table 4-2 represents 1997 PM peak hour LOS, and changes to the table titie are made accordingly.

COMMENT 3 RESPONSE
Comment noted, changes made accordingly.
COMMENT 4 RESPONSE
Comment noted, changes to figure number referencing made accordingly.
COMMENT 5 RESPONSE
Comment noted, changes to figure and text description of modal mix (truck traffic) made accordingly.
COMMENT 6 RESPONSE
Comment noted, changes made accordingly.
COMMENT 7 RESPONSE
Comment noted, changes made accordingly.
COMMENT 8 RESPONSE
Comment noted, no changes made (see Comment #9 below).
COMMENT 9 RESPONSE
Comment noted, Appendix includes the Financial Plan for the Malheur County TSP (pages 8- 1 through 815). No changes to final TSP made.

Feb. 4, 1998

Mr. Andrew Mortensen
W & H Pacific
8405 SW Nimbus Ave
Beaverton OR 97008
Dear Sir;
I've looked over your Transportation Plan for the City of Vale and have a few comments and
questions for you.
What is the relationship between this plan and the proposed LID for the north part of Vale?
The private home owners that got caught in the LID, with out knowing what was happening
until it was almost too late, are working at stopping its implementation. We have got to court once
arid indy i~avciu agah ii"ilie plal citi~~iiiues
as pijrogosed. We a c conccnc;d zbo& :fie way :he prsjec:
was started and how they plan to soak the private home owners for the improvements that will only
benefit the commercial interests on the north side.
We do not want the 14th street crossing closed and see no need for the 17th street crossing,
espially since your plan includes a way to fix the Graham Blvd and Highway 20 intersection. We
have always thought this was the way to go.
On page 4-6, of your document you only list one bridge across the Malheur River for highway
20. There are actually two, one for each direction of traffic.
On page 6-1 and 6-12, you mention increasing the length of runway at Miller Memorial
airport. I think there is more of a need in getting the existing runway paved. There are a number of
flyers who would use the airport of it were paved, instead of the Ontario Airport. What would be
done to prevent flyers from using the north end of the runway if it is increased to the south?
Page 6-2, you mention opening Yakima from Hope to Barkley. During the discussion on the
LID, this street opening was eliminated. Also if the 17th street crossing was eliminated you would
not need to fix 17th street.
Page 6-13, the Ellsworth to Yajuma street would be going through industrial area as it is now
being developed.
Finally just a bit of information your surveyors missed. There is sidewalk on most of the west
side of 16th street between Hope and Oregon. I put it in front of my house several years ago.

Sipcerely Xours,

:;$kL3

/'
Tom Gray
Box 705
533 N 16th St
Vale OR 979 18
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I.

TSP ELEMENTS

1.

Rule Requirements

-

OAR 660-12-020 (2)(b)
TSP shall include a road plan including a functional classification consistent with state
and regional TSPs. Road standards for local streets to:
-

1) Address extensions of existing streets
2) Connections to existing/planned arterials and collectors
3) Connections to neighborhood destinations
OAR 660-12-020 ( 2 ) ( ~ )
TSP shaIl include a description of pu'z:ic transportation services for the disadvantaged
including:
1) identification of inadequacies
2) description of intercity bus and passenger rail system

OAR 660-12-020 (2)(d)
The TSP shall include a bicycle and pedestrian plan.
OAR 660-12-045(6)
Bicycle and pedestrian plans must include improvements that connect neighborhood
activity centers (schools, shopping, etc.).
OAR 660-12-020 (2)(e)
The TSP shall include air, rail, water and pipeline transportation plans.
2.

Analysis

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
The Vale Comprehensive Plan (1992) addresses Transportation in the Public Facilities
and Services Section (Section 9), specifically on pages 36 to 37. This section provides a
brief description of the existing transportation system, and the capability of the system to
handle the traffic.

3.

Recommendations
Make the following changes in Section 9 to the Transportation Policy Objectives on page
39: (Additions are shown with underline, deletions with)-
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The City ofvale Transportation System Plan, 1998 (TSP) is an element of the
City of Vale Comprehensive Plan. All development proposals, plan amendments
or zone changes shall conform to the adopted TSP.
All City street activities (except those concerning state highways) will comply
with the City of Vale road design, construction and improvement standards as
adopted within the Vale Transportation System Plan (TSP). In addition, all

adopted TSP.
Amendments to the comprehensive plan and land use regulations which
significantly affect a transportation facility shaIl assure that allowed Iand uses are
consistent with the function, capacity, and level of service of the facility identified
in the Transportation System Plan. A plan or land use regulation amendment
significantlv affects a transportation facility if it:
a. Changes the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation
facility;
b. Changes standards implementing a functional classification system;
c. Allows types or levels of Iand use that would result in levels of travel or
access that are inconsistent with the functional classification of a
transportation facility or;
d. Would reduce the level of service of the facility below the minimum
acceptable level identified in the Transportation System Plan.
Through the implementation of the Zoning Regulations (Title VIII) and
Subdivision Ordinance (Title IX) the City shall endeavor to develop a
transportation system that enhances livability and accommodates growth and
development through careful planning and management of existing and future
transportation facilities. Plans for new transportation facilities and extensions of
existing: facilities will identify (a) street connections to existing and planned
arterials and collectors, including interconnection with neighborhood destinations;
(b) and conformance with bicycle and pedestrian plans.
Plans for new transportation facilities will identify impacts on: (a) local land use
patterns; (b) the local economy; (c) environmental quality; (d) energy use and
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resources; (e) existing transportation systems; (f) fiscal resources; and (g) natural
resources.
12.
-

The City shall endeavor to increase the use of alternative modes of transportation
(walking, bicycling, rideshare/carpooling, and transit) through improved access,
safety and service.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
No code amendments recommended at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR.

1.

Rule Requirements
OAR 660-12-015 (4)
The TSP prepared by the City must be adopted as part of their Comprehensive Plan
OAR 660-12-015 (5)
Preparation of the TSP will be coordinated with state and federal agencies and other
jurisdictions.

OAR 660-12-015 (6)
Transportation alrport and port districts must participate in preparation of the TSP and
adopt plans for the transportation facilities they maintain consistent with the TSP.
2.

Analysis

The TSP shall be adopted as part of the City's Comprehensive Plan. The development of
the TSP is being coordinated with the County TSP and ODOT.

3.

Recommendations

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
See recommendation for additions above. The specific text changes included in this
Appendix are included in a separate document provided to the City to provide clear
documentation of the changes to their plans and ordinances.
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
No code amendments recommended at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR.
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111.

PROTECTION OF TRANSPORTATION FACILITIESIIMPROVEMENTS ON
ROAD SYSTEM

1.

Rule Requirements
OAR 660-12-045(2)
Local governments shall adopt regulations/policies to protect transportation facilities for
the following topics:
1) access management standards
2) future operation of roads and transit corridors (if applicable)
3 ) control of land use around airports
4) coordinated review of transportation facility pro-iects, including notice to ODOT
of certain actions
5) land use, density should be consistent with road classifications in TSP

OAR 660-12-045(3)
Local governments must amend subdivision regulations in accordance with the following
directions:

1) provide bike parking in multi-family developments 4 units or more, and new
commercial and industrial development
2) provision of pedestrian connections &om new subdivisions/multi-family
development to neighborhood activity centers
3 ) off-site road improvements must accommodate bicycle and pedestrian facilities on
arterials and major collectors

OAR 660-12-045 (7)
Local governments shall provide street standards that minimize right-of-way widths and
pavement width
2.

Analysis

Much of these sections of the TPR are aimed at urban areas larger than Vale, Therefore,
the following analyses note where the TPR requirements do not apply.
OAR 660-12-045(2)
1)
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There are no standards for access management in the Comprehensive Plan,
Zoning Code or Subdivision Ordinance. The TSP (Chapter 7) recommends
Access Management standards for access onto Highways 20 and 26, and local
streets. These are recommended for inclusion in the Zoning Ordinance below.
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The TSP designates downtown Vale a s a Special Transportation Area (STA), with
appropriate exceptions to access management standards, which will also be
included in the code revisions.
2)

Future operation of roads is discussed in the Comprehensive Plan's
Transportation Policies, additional language is recommended which will aid in
clarifying the Comprehensive Plan in regard to this requirement. Transit comdors
do not apply to Vale since there is no public transportation system.

3)

Land uses and density provisions are consistent with the street classification
system recommended in e TSP. No changes are needed.

.

.

OAR 660-12-045(3)
1)

There are no references to bicycle parking requirements in the existing
comprehensive plan or development standards. New language to accommodate
bicycle facilities is proposed.

2)

Provisions for pedestrian connections are generally addressed in the City's Code
under Titie IX (9.6.4). Additional guidelines and development ordinances are
suggested below.

3)

The street standards for Vale are shown in the TSP in Figure 7-2, which
accommodates bicycle and pedestrian activity. The street cross sections will be
incorporated into the Subdivision Ordinance (Title E).

OAR 660-12-045(7)
New local street standards are provided in the TSP in Figure 7-2 with a provision for 35
to 60-foot right-of-way on local streets and collectors. These cross sections provides for
auto, bicycle and pedestrian traffic and minimizes the right-of-way width. As mentioned
above, these standards will be incorporated into the Subdivision Ordinance (Title IX).
3.

Recommendations

OAR 660-12-045(2)
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
Add the following text to Transportation Policy Objectives on page 39:
13.
-

Access control onto State Highways will be guided by Access
Management guidelines as developed in the Transportation System Plan
and instituted in the Subdivision and Zoning Ordinances. In the
Downtown core of Vale, Access Management standards may be modified
within the Special Transportation Area (STA) to provide for a more
~edestriankiendlv atmos~here.

14.
-

The City shall protect the function of existing and planned roadways as
identified in the TSP. Such protection shall occur throqgh the application
of appropriate land use regulations.

15.
-

The City shall coordinate with the Oregon Department of Transportation
to implement the highway improvements listed in the Statewide
Transportation Improvement Pro,gram (STIP) that are consistent with the
Trans~ortationSvstem Plan and com~rehensive~ i a n .

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
Add the following text as Chapter 16 to Title VIII:

CHAPTER 16: TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS OF DEVELOPMENTS
8.16.1
PURPOSE
To institute the provision of the Vale Transportation System Plan (1998) (TSP)
and meet the requirements of the Transportation Planning Rule as set forth in
Oregon Statutes.

ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN
The TPR defines access management as measures regulating access to streets,
roads and highways from public roads and private driveways and requires that
new connections to arterials and state hiehwavs be consistent with designated
access management categories. As the City of Vale continues to develop, the
arteria~collector/local street system will become more heavily used and relied
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upon for a variety of travel needs. As such, it will become increasingly important
to manage access on the existing and future arteriaVcollector street system as new
development occurs.
It should be noted that existing developments and accesses on the transportation
network will not be affected by the recommended access management techniques
until either a land use action is proposed, a safety or capacity deficiency is
identified that requires specific mitigation, or a major construction project is
begun on the street.
The following provides general access management guidelines for each of the
General access
street classifications that join onto the State Highway.
on the type of development.
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8.1 6.3
STATE HIGHWAYS

(A)

Future developments on state highways (zone chan,ges, comprehensive
plan amendments, redevelopment, andtor new development) will be
required to meet the 1991 Oregon Highway Plan Level of Importance
(LOI) and Access Management policies and standards. Within urban or
urbanizing areas, a new development will need to maintain an 500-foot
(Category 4 highwa-ys)L spacing (centerline-to-centerline) between either
existing private or public access points on both sides of the roadway and to
either side of the proposed access point. Additional property frontage
along the state highway does not guarantee that additional approach roads
will be allowed.

(B)

Proposed land use actions that do not comply with the designated access
spacing policy will be required to apply for an access variance from the
City of Vale and/or ODOT. In addition, according to the 1991 OH?, the
impact in traffic generation fiom proposed land uses must allow an LOS
"C" to be maintained for Category 4 segments within the development's
f
area in which the average daily traffic is increased by 10 percent or more
by a single development, or 500 feet in each direction from the
property-line of the development (whichever is <greater). Construction
standards for access on all roadways within the City of Vale roadway
system are listed in the Table below.

Citv of Vale
Access Management Guidelines for Streets

Intersection Type

Arterial
Collector
I Local

at-grade
at-grade
at-arade

Spacing
% mile

% mile
400 feet

Intersection Type

Spacing

LeWRight Turns
LeWRight Turns

500 feet
75-1 00 feet

LeWRioht Turns

Access to each lot.

Highways 20 and 26 through Vale are classified as a Category 4 statewide highway in accordance wth the Oregon Highway Plan (1991).
Refer to Table 2-5, Access Management Classification System.
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(C)

The existing legal dnveway connections, trafiic intersection spacings and
other accesses to the state highway system are not required to meet the
spacing standards of the assigned category immediately upon adoption of
this access management plan. However, existing permitted connections
not conforming to the design goals and objectives of the roadway
classification will be u p p d e d as circumstances permit and during
redevelopment. At any time, an approach road may need to be modified
due to a safety problem or a capacity issue that exists or becomes apparent.
By statute, ODOT is required to ensure the all safety and capacity issues
are addressed.
A conditional access permit may be issued by QDOT and the City of Vale

for a single connection to a property that cannot be accessed in a manner
that is consistent with the mating standards. These conditions would
apply to properties that either have no reasonable access or cannot obtain
reasonable alternative access to the public road system. The permit should
cany a condition that the access may be closed at such time that
reasonable access becomes available to a local public street. In addition,
approval of a conditional permit might require ODOT-approved turning
movement design standards to ensure safety and managed access. Under
special circumstances, ODOT may be required to purchase property in
order to prevent safety conflicts.
8.16.4
SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION AREAS

(A)

While the access management policies described above can be applied to
some portions of Highways 20 and 26 within the Vale city limits, in the
developed, downtown core, these spacing distances may be excessive.
Shorter block lengths and a well-developed grid system are important to
small cities, along with convenient and safe pedestrian facilities. To
address this issue, the Oregon Highway Plan allows for the designation of
Special Transportation Area (STA) for compact areas in w h c h growth
management considerations outweigh the need to limit access.
--

-

In Vale, the City adopted an STA on portions of Highways 20 and 26.
The designation of an STA in Vale is intended to accommodate the
existing public street spacing and compact development pattern, including
private driveways. Specific access management conditions for the
designated STA on Highways 20 and 26 in Vale include:
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-

Within the STA the minimum s ~ a c i n gfor ~ u b l i croad a ~ ~ r o a c h eiss
the current city block spacing. Public road connections are
over private driveways, and in STA's driveways are discouraged.
ODOT will work with the City of Vale and each property owner
regarding access issues based on safety, alternative access, and the
o ~ ~ o r t u n i tofv combining access in the future.
2. Where a ri&t to access exists. access will be allowed to DroDertv at
less than the designated spacing standard only if that property does not
have reasonable alternative access. If possible, other options should be
considered, such as joint access.

(driveways) to a single property shall be limited to one. More than one
approach road may be considered if, in the judgment of the ODOT
Access Management Coordinator or the District Manager, additional
approach roads are necessary to accommodate and service such traffic
as may be reasonably anticipated commensurate with driver
ex~ectancvand the safetv of the traveling nublic.
4. Approach roads shall be located where they do not create undue
interference or hazard to the free movement of normal highway or
pedestrian traffic. Minimum sight distance to achieve stopping sight
distance on wet pavement as defined by AASHTO is required for all
approach roads. Additionally, approach roads are not allowed at points
which interfere with the placement and proper functioning of traffic
control signs, signals, lighting or other devices that affect traffic
o~eration.

5 . If a property is landlocked (no reasonable alternative access exists), if
an approach road cannot be safely constructed and operated, and if all
other alternatives are explored and rejected, ODOT must purchase the
property. (Note, if a hardship is self-inflicted, such as by partitioning
or subdividing a property, ODOT has no responsibility for purchasing
the nro~ertv.)

OAR 660-12-045(2)

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
No plan amendments recommended at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR.
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LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
Add the following text to Chapter 16 of Title VIII:

8.1 6.5
TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
For proposed developments that are likely to generate more than 400 average
daily motor vehicle trips (ADT's), the applicant shall provide adequate
information. such as a traffic i r n ~ a c tstudv or traffic counts. to demonstrate the
level of impact to the surrounding street system. The developer shall be required
to mitigate impacts attributable to the project. The determination of impact or
effect and the scope of the impact study should be coordinated with the provider
of the affected trans~ortationfacilitv.

OAR 660-12-045(3)

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
Add the following text to the Transportation Policy Objectives on page 39.
It is the p o k y of the City to plan and develop a network of streets, access
ways, and other improvements, including bikeways and safe street
crossings where applicable to promote safe bicycle and pedestrian
o~~ortunities.
The City shall require streets and access ways where appropriate to
provide direct and convenient access to neighborhood activity centers.

In areas of new develo~mentthe Citv shall investigate the existing and
future opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian access ways. Many
existing access ways such as user trails established by school children
distinguish areas of need and should be incorporated into the
transportation system.
Bikeways and pedestrian access way should help to connect to regional
travel routes.
Bikeways and pedestrian access ways shall be designed and constructed to
minimize potential conflicts between transportation modes. Design and
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construction of such facilities shall follow the guidelines established by
the Oregon Bicvcle and Pedestrian Plan.
21.

7

Maintain and repair of existing bikeways and pedestrian access ways
(including sidewalks) shall be given equal priority to the maintenance and
repair of motor vehicle facilities.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
Amend the City of Vale Zoning Ordinance (Title Vm) by adding the following text to
Chapter 6, as new section 8.6.4:
GENERAL PROVISIONS - BICYCLE P

NG:

Bicycle parking and storage provisions are intended to provide bicycle parking

;
Bicycle parking facilities shall be either lockable enclosures in which the bicycle
is stored or stationary racks which accommodate bicyclist's locks securing the
frame and both wheels. Bicvcle racks or lockers shall be securelv anchored to the
surface or to a structure.
Bicycle parking shall be separated from motor vehicle parking and maneuvering
areas by a barrier or sufficient distance to prevent damage to parked bicycles.
New multi-family, commercial or public facility construction that requires City
review should bring the property into conformance with the Bicycle Parking
Standards. For building expansions, the additional required bicycle parking
improvements shall be related to the expansion only.
Fractional numbers of maces shall be rounded UD to the next whole mace.
For facilities with multiple uses (such as commercial center), the bicycle parking
requirements shall be calculated by using the total number of motor vehicle
parking spaces for the entire development and may be clustered in one or several
locations.
Bicycle parking shall have direct access to both the public right-of-way and to a
main entrance of the principal use. Bicycle parking may also be provided inside a
building in suitable, secure and accessible locations.
(A)
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It is unlikely that there will be multi-family construction in Vale, but in the
event that there is such development, the following standards are
suggested:
Multi-Family Residences. Every residential use of four (4) or more
dwelling units shall provide at least one bicycle parking space for each
unit
-.
Parking Lots. All new public and commercial parking lots shall provide a
minimum of one bicvcle Darklng mace for everv 10 motor vehicle b ark in^

Rural Schools, Service Centers, and IndustTial Parks. Bicycle parking shall
development. A minimum of two bicycle parking spaces per use shall be
required.
)

Pedestrian Walkway Connections in Multi-Family Developments:

If applicable, a safe, convenient and direct pedestrian walkway shall
connect all building entrances with pedestrian access to walkways,
sidewalks. multi-use Daths. allevwavs. or anv other ~edestrianconnection
in order to accommodate access to neighborhood activity centers (schools,
parks, shopping areas, etc.)

(C)

Pedestrian Walkwav Desim Standards:

Pedestrian Walkways shall be:
1.

(D)

At least five feet of impervious surface in width, except walkways
bordering parking spaces which shall be at least seven feet wide
unless concrete bumpers, bollards or curbing and landscaping or
other similar improvements are provided which prevent parked
vehicles from obstructing the walkwav.

Exce~tionsto Pedestrian Walkwav Standards:

A required walkway or walkway connection need not be provided where
an alternate route of travel is reasonablv direct.

OAR 660-12-045(7)
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
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No plan amendments recommended at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR.
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
The street standards recommended in the Vale TSP (Figure 7-2), once adopted as part of
the Comprehensive Plan, should be referenced directly by the existing Subdivision
Ordinance (Title IX). For easy reference, Fi,gure 7-2 from the Vale TSP should be
inserted directly into the Vale Subdivision Ordinance as Section 9.6.2 (0).No additional
policies or ordinance are required at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR
IV.

COORDINATION OF LAND USE
LAND USE AMENDMENTS

1.

Rule Requirements

VIEWS AND DECISIONSRL

D

OAR 660-12-045(2)(f)
Local government must notify ODOT of following land use actions:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Land use actions requiring a public hearing
Subdivisions and partitions
Applications that affect private access to roads
Applications within airport overlay districts

OAR 660-12-060
Amendments to comprehensive plans that significantly affect a transportation facility
shall assure that allowed land uses are consistent with identified function, capacity and
leveI of service on that road.
OAR 660-1 2-025
Findings of compliance with applicable statewide planning goals and acknowledged
comprehensive plan policies shall be developed with the adoption of the TSP.
2.

Analysis

OAR 660-12-045(2)(f)
The Comprehensive Plan contains language in regard to coordination with ODOT for
access to state hlghways and applicable road improvement and maintenance issues.
Further refinement of the notification procedure will clarify compliance with this
requirement.
OAR 660-12-060
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Current policies include la&u@e which refers to development in general, not specifjmg
comprehensive plan--&endrnents which affect transportation facilities. Additional policy
language will clarify compliance with this requirement.

OAR 660-12-025
Appropriate statewide planning goals are addressed within the TSP.

Recommendations

Add the following to Section 10 (Planning Procedures):
4A.
-

The City shall notify the 'Oregon Department of Transportation and
Malheur County in regard to land use actions requiring a public hearing,
land use applications for land division. development applications which
affect private access to roads, and all development applications which
occur within Airoort Overlav Zones.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
No code amendments recommended at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR.

OAR 660-12-060
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
Add the following to Section 10 (Planning Procedures):
2A.
-

The City shall review all proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendments
which significantly affect transportation facilities to assure that allowed
land uses are consistent with identified function. cauacitv and level of
service.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
No code amendments recommended at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR.
V.

DETERMINATION OF TRANSPORTATION NEED
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1.

Rule Requirements

OAR 660-12-030(1)
The TSP should identify the following transportation needs:
1) state, regional and local
2) needs of the transportation disadvantaged
3) freight movement for industrial and commercial uses

OAR 660-12-030(2) and (3)
City TSPs shall use the state and regional (county) TSPs for infomation on state an
regional needs. Within UGBs, local transportation needs are based on population and
employment forecasts for 20 years
2.

Analysis
Current transportation policies are based on out-of-date state and regional information
and needs. Several chapters within the TSP (2, 3, 4, and 5) include updated data and
information, which is utilized in producing policies and recommendations. Additional
language is recommended which will aid in clarifymg the Comprehensive Plan in regard
to this requirement.
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
Add the following to Section 10 (Planning Procedures):

2B.
-

City Council will periodically review the city's, county's and state's
transportation needs, and review the transportation element of the
comprehensive plan every five years (or whenever a more urgent need
exists), and supplement the Comprehensive Plan as needed.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
No code amendments recommended at this time to meet the above sections of the TPR.

VI.

EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
ALTERNATIVES

1.

Rule Requirements
OAR 660-12-035(1)
The following alternatives shall be analyzed in the TSP:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

improvements to existing facilities
new facilities
system management
demand management measures
no build alternative

OAR 660-12-035(3)
Standards for evaluation include:
transportation system shall support urban and rural development by providing
transportation system that will serve the land uses identified in the comprehensive
plan;
transportation system shall be consistent with state and federal protection of air,
land and water quality measures;
transportation system shall minimize adverse economic, social, environmental and
energy consequences;
the transportation system shall minimize conflicts between modes;
the transportation system shall avoid reliance on one mode of travel and reduce
reliance on the automobile.
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OAR 660-12-035(8)
Where existing and committed transportation facilities can adequately serve land uses in
the acknowledged comprehensive plan, local governments are not required to evaluate
alternatives (above).
2.

Analysis
The existing and committed transportation facilities are deemed adequate to serve land
uses in the acknowledged Vale Comprehensive Plan. Hence, no alternatives analyses
within the TSP, nor supporting Comprehensive Plan policies of ordinances are required.

3,

Recommendations

Not Applicable.
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REVISED GOAL 12: TRANSPORTATION POLICIES (AT A GLANCE)
VALE COMPREHENSn7E PLAN
- -

Section 9: Public Facilities and services, Transportation Policies and Objectives.
7.

The Vale Transportation System Plan, 1998- (TSP) is an element of the City of
Vale Comprehensive Plan. All development proposals, plan amendments or zone
changes shall conform to the adopted TSP.

8.
-

All City street activities (except those concerning state highways) will comply
with the City of vale road design, construction and improvement standards as
adopted within the Vale Transportation System Plan (TSP). In addition, all
development proposals, plan amendments, or zone changes shall conform with the
a d o ~ t e dTSP.
--

9.

Amendments to the comprehensive plan and land use regulations which
significantly affect a transportation facility shall assure that allowed land uses are
consistent with the function, capacity, and level of service of the facility identified
in the Transportation System Plan. A plan or land use regulation amendment
significantly affects a transportation facility if it:
-

a. Changes the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation
facilitv:
b. Changes standards implementing a functional classification system;
c. Allows types or levels of land use that would result in levels of travel or access
that are inconsistent with the hnctional classification of a trans~ortation
facility or;
d. Would reduce the level of service of the facility below the minimum
acceptable level identified in the Transportation System Plan.
10.
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Through the implementation of the Subdivision Regulations (Ordinance #92) and
Zoning Regulations (Ordinance #91) the City shall endeavor to develop a
transportation system that enhances livability and accommodates growth and
development through careful planning and management of existing and future
trans~ortationfacilities. Plans for new trans~ortationfacilities and extensions of
existing facilities will identify (a) street connections to existing and planned
arterials and collectors, including interconnection with neighborhood destinations;
@) and conformance with bicycle and pedestrian plans.
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11.
-

Plans for new triisportation facilities will identify impacts on: (a) local land use
patterns; (b) the local economy; (c) environmental quality; (d) energy use and
resources; (e) existing transportation systems; (f) fiscal resources; and ( g ) natural
resources.
-- -

12.
-

The City shall endeavor to increase the use of alternative modes of transportation
(walking, bicycling, rideshare/carpooling, and transit) through improved access,
safetv and service.

13.
-

Access control onto State Hi-ghways will be guided by Access Management
puidelines as developed in the Transportation System Plan and instituted in the
--

Management standards may be modified within the Special Transportation Area
(STA) to provide for a more pedestrian iiiendly atmosphere.
14.
-

The City shall protect the function of existing and planned roadways as identified
in the TSP. Such protection shall occur through the application of appropriate
land use regulations.

The City shall coordinate with the Oregon Department of Transportation to
implement the highway improvements listed in the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STP) that are consistent with the Transportation System
Plan and comprehensive plan.
It is the policy of the City to plan and develop a network of streets, access ways,
and other improvements, including bikeways and safe street crossings where
applicable to promote safe bicycle and pedestrian opportunities.
The City shall require streets and access ways where appropriate to provide direct
and convement access to nei,~hborhoodactivity centers.
In areas of new development the City shall investigate the existing and future
opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian access ways. Many existing access ways
such as user trails established by school children distinguish areas of need and
should be incorporated into the transportation system.
Bikeways and pedestrian access way should help to connect to regional travel
routes.
Bikeways and pedestrian access ways shall be designed and constructed to
minimize potential conflicts between transportation modes.
Design and
August 1998
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construction of such facilities shall follow the guidelines established by the
Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.
21.

7

~aintain'andrepair of existing bikeways and pedestrian access ways (including
sidewalks) shall be ,given equal priority to the maintenance and repair of motor
vehicle facilities.

Section 10: Planning Procedures
4A.
-

The City shall notify the Oregon Department of Transportation and Malheur
County in regard to land use actions requiring a public hearing, land use
applications for land division, development applications which affect private
access to roads, and all development applications which occur within Airport
Overlav Zones.

2A. The City shall review all proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendments which
-

significantly affect transportation facilities to assure that allowed land uses are
consistent with identified function, capacity and level of senice.

2B.
-
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The City Council will periodically review the city's, county's and state's
transportation needs, and review the transportation element of the comprehensive
plan every five years (or whenever a more urgent need exists), and supplement the
Com~rehensivePlan as needed.
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VALE DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE REVISIONS AMENDMENTS
Add the following text as Chapter 16 to Title Vm:
CHAPTER 16: TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS OF DEVELOPMENTS

8.16.1
PURPOSE
To institute the provision of the Vale Transportation System Plan (1998) (TSP) and meet
the requirements of the Transportation Planning Rule as set forth in Oregon Statutes.
8.16.2
ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN
The TPR defines access management as measures regulating access to streets, roads and
highwavs from public roads and private dnvenrays and requires that new connections to
arterials and state highways be consistent with designated access management categories.
As the City of Vale continues to develop, the arteria~collector/localstreet system will
become more heavily used and relied upon for a variety of travel needs. As such, it will
become increasingly important to manage access on the existing and future
arteriaVcollector street system as new development occurs.
It should be noted that existing developments and accesses on the transportation network
will not be affected by the recommended access management techniques until either a
land use action is proposed, a safety or capacity deficiency is identified that requires
specific mitigation, or a major construction project is begun on the street.
The following provides general access management guidelines for each of the street
classifications that join onto the State Highway. General access management techniques
include restricting the spacing of private driveways based on the type of development.
8.16.3
STATE KIGHWAYS

(A)

Future developments on state highways (zone changes, comprehensive plan
amendments, redevelopment, andlor new development) will be required to meet
the 1991 Oregon Highway Plan Level of Importance (LOI) and Access

1
development will need to maintain an 500-foot (Category 4 highways)? spacing
Highways 20 and 26 through Vale are classified as a Category 4 statewide highway in accordance wth the Oregon Highway Plan (1991).
Refer to Table 2-5, Access Management Classificahon System.
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(centerline-to-centerline) between either existing private or public access points
on both sides of the roadway and to either side of the proposed access point.
Additional property fiontage along the state hghway does not guarantee that
additional approach roads will be allowed.
Proposed land use actions that do not comply with the designated access spacing
policy will be required to apply for an access variance from the City of Vale
andlor ODOT. In addition, according to the 1991 O W , the impact in traffic
generation fiom proposed land uses must allow an LOS "C" to be maintained for
Categoly 4 segments within the development's influence area along the hlghway.
The influence area is defined as the area in which the average daily traffic is
increased by 10 percent or more by a single development. or 500 feet in each
direction from the propertyline of the development (whichever is greater).
Construction standards for access on all roadways withln the City of Vale
roadway system are listed in the Table below.

City of Vale
Access Management Guidelines for Streets

Arterial
Collector
Local

(C)

Intersection Type
at-grade
at-grade
at-grade

Spacing
% mile
% mile
400 feet

Intersection Type
LeWRight Turns
LeWRight Turns
LeWRight Turns

Spacing
500 feet
75-100 feet
Access to each lot.

The existing legal driveway connections, traffic intersection spacings and other
accesses to the state highway system are not required to meet the spacing
standards of the assigned category immediately upon adoption of this access
management plan. However, existing permitted connections not conforming to
the design goals and objectives of the roadway classification will be upgraded as
circumstances permit and during redevelopment. At any time, an approach road
may need to be modified due to a safety problem or a capacity issue that exists or
becomes apparent. By statute, ODOT is required to ensure the all safety and
capacity issues are addressed.

A conditional access permit may be issued by ODOT and the City of Vale for a
single connection to a property that cannot be accessed in a manner that is
consistent with the spacing standards. These conditions would apply to properties
that either have no reasonable access or cannot obtain reasonable alternative
access to the public road system. The permit should carry a condition that the
access may be closed at such time that reasonable access becomes available to a
August 1998
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local public street. In adltion, approval of a conditional permit might require
ODOT-approved turning movement design standards to ensure safety and
managed access. Under special circumstances, ODOT may be required to
purchase property in order to prevent safety conflicts.

(A)

While the access management policies described above can be applied to some
portions of Highways 20 and 26 within the Vale city limits, in the developed,
downtown core. these s ~ a c i n gdistances mav be excessive. Shorter block lenPths
and a well-developed gnd system are important to small cities, along with
convenient and safe pedestrian facilities. To address this issue, the Oregon
Highway Plan allows for the designation of SpeciaI Transportation Area (STA)
for compact areas in which growth management considerations outweigh the need
to limit access.

d

c

street spacing and compact development pattern, including private driveways.
Specific access management conditions for the designated STA on Highways 20
and 26 in Vale include:

A u p t 1998

1.

Within the STA the minimum spacing for public road approaches is the
current city block spacing. Public road connections are preferred over
private driveways, and in STA's driveways are discouraged. ODOT will
work with the city of Vale and each property owner regarding access
issues based on safety, alternative access, and the opportunity of
combining access in the future.

2.

Where a right to access exists, access will be allowed to property at less
than the designated spacing standard only if that property does not have
reasonable alternative access. If possible, other options should be
considered, such as joint access.

3.

Where the right to access exists, the number of approach roads
(driveways) to a single property shall be limited to one. More than one
approach road may be considered if, in the judgment of the ODOT Access
Management Coordinator or the District Manager, additional approach
roads are necessary to accommodate and service such traffic as may be
reasonably anticipated commensurate with driver expectancy and the
safety of the traveling public.
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4.

Approach- roads shall be located where they do not create undue
interference or hazard to the free movement of normal highway or
pedestrian traffic. Minimum sight distance to achieve stopping sight
distance on wet pavement as defined by AASHTO is required for all
approach roads. Additionally, approach roads are not allowed at points

5.

If a property is landlocked (no reasonable alternative access exists), if an
approach road cannot be safely constructed and operated, and if all other
alternatives are explored and rejected, ODOT must purchase the property.
(Note, if a hardship is self-inflicted, such as by partitioning or subdividing
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Amend the City of Vale Zoning Ordinance Title VIII by adding the following text to
Chapter 6 as 8.16.4.

GENERAL PROVISIONS - BICYCLE PARKING:
Bicycle parking and storage provisions are intended to provide bicycle parking facilities
to accommodate bicycle travel and encourage additional bicycle trips. Bicycle parking
facilities shall be either lockable enclosures in which the bicycle is stored or stationary
racks which accommodate bicyclist's locks securing the frame and both wheels. Bicycle
racks or lockers shall be securely anchored to the surface or to a structure.
Bicycle parhng shall be separated from motor vehicle parking and maneuvering areas by
a barrier or sufficient distance to re vent damage to ~ a r k e dbicvcles.
New multi-family, commercial or public facility construction that requires City review
should bring the property into conformance with the Bicycle Parking Standards. For
building expansions, the additional required bicycle parking improvements shall be
related to the ex~ansiononlv.
Fractional numbers of maces shall be rounded UD to the next whole mace.
For facilities with multiple uses (such as commercial center), the bicycle parking
requirements shall be calculated by using the total number of motor vehicle parking
spaces for the entire development and may be clustered in one or several locations.
Bicycle parking shall have direct access to both the public right-of-way and to a main
entrance of the principal use. Bicycle parking may also be provided inside a building in
suitable. secure and accessible locations.

(A)

Biccle Parking Standards:

It is unlikely that there will be multi-family construction in Vale, but in the event that
there is such development, the following standards are suggested:
Multi-Family Residences. Every residential use of four (4) or more dwelling units
shall ~ r o v i d eat least one bicvcle ~arking:mace for each unit.
Parking Lots. All new public and commercial parking lots shall provide a
minimum of one bicycle parking space for every 10 motor vehicle parking spaces.
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Rural Schools, Service Centers, and Industrial Parks. Bicycle parking shall be
provided at a rate of 10% of the required parking spaces for the development. A
minimum of two bicycle parking spaces per use shall be required.

1

Pedestrian Walkway Connections in Multi-Family Developments:

If applicable, a safe, convenient and direct pedestrian walkway shall connect all
building entrances with pedestrian access to walkways, sidewalks, multi-use
paths, alleyways, or any other pedestrian connection in order to accommodate
access to neighborhood activity centers (schools, parks, shopping areas, etc.)

fC)

Pedestrian Walkway Design Standards:

Pedestrian Walkways shall be:
1.

(D)

At least five feet of impervious surface in width, except walkways
bordering parlung spaces which shall be at least seven feet wide unless
concrete bum~ers.bollards or curbing and landsca~ingor other similar
improvements are provided which prevent parked vehicles from
obstructing the walkway.

~ x c e ~ t i ' o ntosPedestrian WaIkwaavStandards:

A required walkway or walkway connection need not be provided where an
alternate route of travel is reasonablv direct.
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